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This 116-page volume includes the seven papers prepared as background information 
for the 75 distinguished Virginians who participated in the Virginia Assembly on the Future 
Development of the Commonwealth: Sustaining, Managing, and Generating Growth held 
on December 3, 1992. This volume also includes the Final Statement containing the findings 
and recommendations that the participants agreed by at least a 75 percent consensus to bring 
to the attention of their elected officials and fellow citizens. The six areas of their focus and 
the number of recommendations in each follow: land settlement patterns and environmental 
degradation, 11; strategic planning, 13; competent workforce, 6; disparities, 5; public 
attitudes, 7; and consensus on a vision for the future, 3. Although independently authored, 
the seven papers complement each other and contain information about changes that can be 
expected as residents of Virginia seek a more coherent life style and government seeks to 
reduce both private and public costs. Each author's name and his or her affiliation follows: 
Juliann Tenney, then-executive director, Southern Growth Policies Board; James A. Bacon, 
editor, Virginia Business; Kenneth T. Jackson, Jacques Barzun Professor of History and 
Social Sciences at Columbia University of the City of New York; Anthony Downs, senior 
fellow, The Brookings Institution; William H. Harris, professor, School of Architecture, 
University of Virginia; Charles A. Planck, owner/operator, Wheatland Vegetable Farms, 
Leesburg, Virginia; and George Andrew Kegley Jr., member, Board of Supervisors of 
Wythe County, Virginia. 

Key words: Economic development, land settlement patterns, growth policies, urban 
communities, strategic planning, competitive workforce. 
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PREFACE 

On December 3, 1992, seventy-five distinguished citizens from across the Old Dominion 
convened at Charlottesville for the Virginia Assembly on the Future Development of the 
Commonwealth: Sustaining, Managing, and Generating Growth. Among the participants 
were individuals from the legislative and executive branches of state government, local 
government, business, commerce, finance, industry, real estate, and nonprofit and civic 
organizations. 

The Virginia Assembly is modeled on the American Assembly, established by 
Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1950 while he was president of Columbia University. Each 
Assembly provides the participants an opportunity to meet and discuss in an objective, 
nonpartisan way an important issue of public policy facing the Commonwealth. A major 
goal of the Assembly is to identify areas of agreement among the participants--to discover 
the interests and concerns held in common by individuals who often have been at odds. 
Participants in an Assembly speak for themselves rather than for any institution, 
organization, or agency with which they are affiliated. 

Prior to each Assembly, the participants receive background materials to read. The 
eighth Virginia Assembly began with an address by Juliann Tenney, then executive 
director of the Southern Growth Policies Board. Keynote addresses were also made by 
Kenneth T. Jackson, Jacques Barzun Professor of History and Social Sciences at 
Columbia University, and Anthony Downs, a senior fellow of The Brookings Institution 
in Washington, D.C. These addresses and four other especially prepared papers are 
contained in this publication. 

For two days, the participants discussed the challenges surrounding the future 
development of the Commonwealth. This discussion enabled them to combine their own 
knowledge and expertise with the suggestions and ideas offered by the speakers and 
authors for the purpose of making recommendations about actions the Commonwealth 
could take to meet the challenges. On the third day, they reviewed, debated, and refined 
a draft statement containing their recommendations. 

The work of the Assembly is published in the Assembly's Final Report. This report 
contains the findings and recommendations which the Assembly's participants agreed 
generally to bring to the attention of their elected officials and fellow citizens. Under the 
procedures established no one was asked to sign the report. While not every participant 
subscribed to every recommendation set forth in the Final Report, the report represents 



the consensus of the participants. The standard for determining a consensus is that no 
fewer than 75 percent of the participants support a given recommendation. To repeat, 
the aim of the Assembly is to identify areas of agreement among the participants. 

The Virginia Assembly is a nonpartisan educational activity; it is sponsored by the 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service of Virginia Tech and Virginia State and by the 
Center for Public Service at the University of Virginia. The Assembly held December 
3, 1992, was the eighth statewide Assembly conducted since 1982. 

The sponsors gratefully acknowledge the additional financial support the 1992 
Assembly received from the Bull Run Conservancy, the Virginia Foundation for the 
Humanities and Public Policy, the Westmoreland Davis Memorial Foundation, the 
Virginia Commission on Population Growth and Development, and the Economic 
Analysis Program of the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics of Virginia 
Tech. 

In addition to those who were participants at the Assembly, those who spoke to the 
Assembly, and those who prepared papers for the meeting, there were many others who 
worked to produce this publication. We extend our thanks to each of them. However, 
John Everette Darnell, Rhonda Kaye Hall, and Kathleen 0. Hoogeveen deserve special 
recognition for their diligence in completing the word processing required to prepare the 
manuscript for printing by the Virginia Tech Printing Services. 
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George Andrew Kegley Jr. became a member of the Wythe County Board of 
Supervisors in 1990, serving as chairman in 1992. He is chair of the Wythe/Bland Public 
Service Authority. Mr. Kegley is a writer for the Bland Messenger. In 1980, he worked 
with the Columbia Journalism Review in New York. From 1985 to 1989, he authored a 
column for the Southwest Virginia Enterprise. Mr. Kegley has been a member of the Blue 
Ridge Regional Education and Training Council and of the Governor's Economic Recovery 
Commission. In 1986, he founded Citizens for Sensible Growth, a local environmental, 
socioeconomic policy group. In 1992, Mr. Kegley was selected as the chair of Mountain 
Shelter Inc., a nonprofit housing organization. He earned a B.S. in Natural Resources from 
the University of the South. 
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SOME ISSUES IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE SOUTH 

Juliann Tenney 

Juliann Tenney served as executive director of the Southern Growth Policies 
Board, Raleigh, North Carolina. 

INTRODUCTION 

I am honored to have an opportunity to share some thoughts with you on this 
occasion. My topic is economic development. My professional responsibility is 
enhancing the ability of communities in the South to experience economic development. 
My work is exciting and intriguing, perplexing, and, at times, vexing. Exciting because 
more communities are enjoying the benefits of economic development; intriguing because 
many factors influence the decisions that lead to economic development; perplexing 
because economic development often first requires the community to develop its assets; 
vexing because in every community the finish line keeps moving. 

Each one of us cares about our community, and we also care about our neighboring 
communities. Some would say that, perhaps, we Southerners care too much about our 
past. We may, but the truth is we also care about our own future, the futures of our 
children, and the futures of our communities. For most communities, a better future will 
not just happen--it must be caused to occur. 

I often consider my own case. Long before the sale and purchase of real estate was 
dignified by the licensing of agents and brokers, my family made its way, first, by 
farming, and then, in this century, by peddling their own and other people's property. 
Absent the economic development that led to the dynamic economy we know as the 
Piedmont of North Carolina, my own life and opportunities would have been vastly 
different. 

For instance, when I was growing up we lived in what is now called a university 
community. And certainly it was. The townspeople could use almost all of the 
university's facilities, such as the tennis courts and swimming pool. My parents enlisted 
me in our town's age-group swimming program, and I'm confident that their thinking was 
that energy focused in this manner would deliver me from the temptations of adolescence. 
Twice a day in the summer, a handful of us were driven to the olympic-size pool in what 
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was called simply "the school." In my car pool was a boy named Henry. He was small 
for his age, in fact he was dwarfed by many of the other boys who were suddenly 
sprouting to their near-adult height. But Henry worked hard, and when he swam, his 
arms spun so fast that you were left with an illusion of wheels attached to his shoulders. 
Still Henry never seemed to win a race--lots of seconds and thirds. I was about 10 years 
old at the time, and issues of fairness weighed heavily on me as they do on kids that age. 
So I asked my dad about this, and he responded: "Juli, don't worry about Henry. If you 
look closely, you will notice that Henry does not swim with his arms and legs like the 
other kids. Henry swims with his heart." And then he said something else--something 
which I really have only recently just begun to understand--and that is: "The finish line 
is not always where it seems. " That thought is useful. 

THE FINISH LINE IS NOT ALWAYS WHERE IT SEEMS 

If we look back at economic development, the finish line is not only not where it 
seems; it's hard to predict where it may fall. Consider, if you will, that in 1792 
agriculture supported about 85 percent of our work force. Enhanced efficiencies made 
possible through the revolution in technology had by 1955 reduced the necessary 
agricultural work force to 12 percent of the population. Evaporation of opportunity in 
this sector inspired many southern states to, for the first time, seek solutions to problems 
presented by the populations with nowhere to go to work. 1 

States reacted, and industrial recruiting became the solution in the first real state
based development strategy. One effect was that many of us were lifted from poverty and 
despair. And, perhaps, we thought we had reached the finish line. But as time passed, 
we learned that we were not finished, and that the industrial recruiting strategy would 
have to be complemented by other approaches. Largely as the result of our genius at the 
assembly line, we had permitted ourselves to believe that we would have a monopoly-like 
control of our own domestic markets. We believed that we were protected from potential 
predators by a moat of oceans. But oceans could not restrain others from seizing the 
opportunity that American markets presented. Today, 30 cents of every dollar value in 
goods moves by air. 

We were not alone in failing to comprehend what was to come. In 1963, when Mr. 
Soichiro Honda of Japan wanted to expand from motorcycle production into cars he ran 
into a ministry dictate that Japan needed, not more, but fewer auto makers (Sanders). 
Lily Tomlin, the comedienne/actress, once said that reality is a collective hunch. Well, 

1 
Some economists of the day predicted, hased on trends they were observing, that hy the 1990s, where we arc right now, 

all of our nation's goods and services could he produced hy 15 percent of the lahor force. Keep in mind also that this is 
the same era when most of our current transportation infrastructure was planned. 

2 
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with regard to the security of our markets, our hunch was wrong. We now find ourselves 
faced down by Wal km an, an imported, electronic consumer good. But we are learning. 

We now recognize that the new battles will not be of arms but of enterprise. This 
transition in thinking, and in application of what we might call culture, is proving very 
painful. It's an easy thing to say that resources previously invested in our defense can be 
converted to commerce. But it's quite another to create an environment where this 
conversion might happen. Each of us can help, however. Each of us needs to think of 
ourselves as a soldier in an army--an army of development. In this collective effort, we 
have the opportunity to excel if we have one crucial ingredient--and that is will. 

WHERE DO WE START? 

So where do we start? What is economic development today if it is different from 
yesterday's? 

Ironically economic development is one of those words that everyone talks about but 
few define. So for my own purposes, I have described economic development in terms of 
some objectives for the South. My definition goes like this: 

To create a region of communities that are sufficiently resilient and flexible 
and dynamic to accommodate fluctuations in business and markets without 
compromising human and natural resources. 

So how do we get there from here? For 20 years, the Southern Growth Policies Board 
has engaged in addressing this issue,2 and we have approached the challenge of achieving 
economic development by examining its component parts. 

Perhaps, the first recognition should be to admit that we can't predict the future. 
But we can strengthen our ability to respond to what the future might hold. Traditionally, 
in our culture, we plan by surveying current conditions, strengths, and weaknesses, then 
make a best guess. Our planning friends might call this guess a "forecast" about how we 
can expect to function with more or less than what we have now. Like a monopoly 
game, you're not supposed to use pieces that don't come in the box. 

Infrastructure Deficit. Remember that, for the most part, our infrastructure was 
planned in the forties and fifties. Those thinking about highways had no reason to believe 

2 The Southern Growth Policies Board serves the governors and legislators of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina , Oklahoma, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and 

West Virginia. 
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that our country would go through a social upheaval, some would suggest a revolution, in 
the following 30 years. What they saw was an average household size of 3. 7 people of 
where 1.1 of the family members daily went to work. Now, however, the average 
household contains 2.3 people, and 1.8 of us go to work. 

When we include population growth in the highway planners' calculations, we find 
that stress on the infrastructure was substantially underestimated. To make it still more 
interesting, of course, studies indicate that our infrastructure deficit is as high as $750 
billion--the amount of money needed to bring our infrastructure up to a standard that 
would support our economy working at its highest efficiency. Add to this what we have 
come to call the "edifice" complex--that is, the difficulty of getting funds appropriated for 
public works unless they have someone's name attached, usually in marble. Repair and 
maintenance needs are often completely neglected because they remain causes without a 
champion. Have you ever heard of a bridge being renamed in honor of the 
appropriations committee chairman who made sure that the budget included funds for its 
renovation? 

We may be just beginning to understand what a powerful influence infrastructure is. 
According to John Peterson, in an article in the magazine Governing, David Aschauer and 
Alicia Munnell, in separate studies (published in 1989 (Aschauer) and 1991 (Munnell)), 
found that infrastructure investment and productivity are inextricably linked, and that an 
additional dollar spent on infrastructure was about four times as productive in generating 
national income as the dollar spent on private investment (Peterson). 

Family Structure. Could we have predicted in the fifties that by now only 6 percent 
of our families would reflect the Norman Rockwell image of the two-parent/two-child 
household, Dad going to work/Mom staying at home to nurture and support. Professor 
Arden Miller of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill reports that fully one
third of southern children are growing up in single-family households, many struggling at 
the poverty line (Miller). How will our public education system respond to Professor 
Miller's prediction that 15 to 20 percent of children entering the system will have a 
disability requiring some kind of special attention? 

In the summer of 1992, Professor Miller testified before our Commission on the 
Future of the South that 50 percent of the child-bearing in this country was unplanned, 
compared to 20 percent in Europe, and that of those unplanned children fully 13 percent 
were actually unwanted. We were advised, too, that the leading cause of death for young 
Americans from birth to age four is homicide--sadly, committed mostly by the parents. 

Federal support for family planning is two-thirds of what it was during the Nixon 
administration. Certainly, these are troubling things to hear about. But one of the things 
that we've come to appreciate is that we must tackle issues like these, if we're going to 
succeed in building communities that reflect our economic development goals. 

4 
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Schooling/Education. Two summers ago, John Patten, the publisher of Business 
Week, said "Any part of the world that can enhance the skills of their labor force will 
flourish (Patten) [Emphasis added.]." It follows that we must ensure that our human 
resources are the engine that drives rather than the anchor that halts our economy. The 
worker, not of tomorrow, but increasingly of today, must demonstrate skills of 
conceptualization, computerization, and collaboration. If we are to produce the kinds of 
workers who will attract, and retain, and grow the industries we hope are our future, 
courses called "Math for Daily Living" are not enough. 

The South has stepped ahead in offering innovative approaches that tie school to 
work through apprenticeship programs, sometimes known as "tech-prep" or "applied 
academics." These programs could provide the renaissance technicians we will need in a 
successful southern economy, for our citizens can no longer afford the historic luxury of 
defaulting into the trades, with or without a high school diploma. The trades are now too 
complex to accommodate them. Today's auto mechanic does not stand beneath the shade 
tree; instead he, and sometimes she, is called upon to master book after book of technical 
material. Remember when all it took to become a qualified secretary was one semester of 
business English and typing? Typing teachers of my era would not even recognize the 
office equipment of today, nor could they have imagined what our administrative staffs of 
today are expected to know and do. Frankly, those of us who do not understand these 
systems sometimes feel ourselves locked out of a technological secret, and that secret may 
be the golden key to a future we can choose. 

School Calendar. Last spring the Southern Growth Policies Board examined year
round school experiments. What these studies are showing is that children who are going 
to schools using the traditional calendar and who do not have enriching summer 
experiences begin each fall behind their classmates. This effect impairs the progress of 
the whole group as teachers struggle to help those children catch up who haven't had 
enriching experiences. If four to six weeks of each school year is lost in this fashion, 
then it is not hard to understand why we are perpetually dogged by disappointing 
functional literacy statistics, and why we compare unfavorably to our Japanese and 
European counterparts who avoid long gaps between different grade levels, and thereby 
support retention of the material. 

Some suggest that it is not so much the number of school days that is significant, 
but the calendar. Of course, introducing change into our traditional system is not easy. 
But with less than 3 percent of our work force dedicated to a seasonal industry, does it 
make sense to stick with school calendars that hinder our efforts to teach and, worse yet, 
consign those who are at the greatest risk to dwell perpetually at the back of the line? 

Home Ownership. We are all pleased with the news that housing starts are up. But 
all is not well. Last year the Board also looked into home ownership prospects for young 
entrants into the work force. What we found was that the cost of middle-class housing 
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has increased some 400 percent during the last 20 years, while the availability of funds 
for this use has decreased by about 33 percent. There is widespread agreement that home 
ownership stabilizes neighborhoods and that neighborhoods in which citizens have 
invested provide an environment where a community can flourish. 

Businesses know that long commutes are disruptive and expensive. Some have told 
us that they are interested in innovative approaches to encourage home ownership among 
their employees. Furthermore, these businesses would support such efforts themselves, 
including assistance with financing down payments and, in some instances, even 
mortgages. The point is simply this: We all have a stake in making certain that home 
ownership is a reasonable possibility for the majority of our neighbors. If hope and 
stability are characteristics of communities in which we want to live, then we have a 
responsibility to pay attention to this problem. 

Credit/Finance. Along these same lines we examined community development 
credit unions. These are organizations that may be established to provide financing to 
populations not served by conventional methods. Because these credit unions have a tax
exempt status, they provide a cost-effective mechanism for employers to assist workers 
with purchases of, say, first homes or automobiles. The motive is to help workers, as 
opposed to the bottom line. And helping workers in turn helps business because it 
contributes to fortifying a secure, loyal employee base. Simply put, credit unions 
probably follow only health insurance and paid vacation leave as significant employee 
benefits. This set of benefits more and more frequently influences decisions about which 
employers will attract the employees with essential skills. 

We also investigated micro-loan programs directed to assist entrepreneurs who have 
been unable to find financial support, but who had clever, marketable ideas. Often, their 
funding needs were simply too small to cover the transaction costs associated with the 
traditional lending relationship associated with banks--so banks have not been interested in 
these entrepreneurs. 3 Actually the concept of assuring that new firms have access to 
adequate financing is more complex than this easy categorization suggests. 

A closer look reveals that company expansion, as opposed to start-up, actually 
creates a large majority of the new jobs--at least the ones which will survive the generally 
accepted five-year make-it-or-close threshold. As we consider how we should support our 
business community and its efforts to grow and innovate, we need to recognize and 
understand the nature of this supporting contribution. 

' We hear, as others do, that small businesses create most of the new jobs in our economy. We also hear that Fortune 
500 companies employed four million fewer people in 1990 than in 1980, and that these companies continue to reduce 
employment at a rate of 200 to 300 thousand per year (Cooper and Lybrand). 
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Several states provide a small tax credit to encourage private financing of small 
business expansion--a sort of middle child of our economic family. Others have taken it 
upon themselves to assist the banking community to better understand the exposure that 
this kind of investment really presents: that it is continuous improvement and innovation 
that fortifies these middle-child firms--ensuring their enduring competitiveness. We have 
all heard stories of bankers who have gone to plants seeking to expand, and they say "I 
don't know why you want to change things, you are running well as it is." We, at the 
Southern Growth Policies Board, are seeking to encourage the banking community 
serving the South to move away from that paradigm. 

Venture Capital. We all grapple with the confusion about the true role of venture 
capital. Ideally, venture capital adds value to company development, and from that value 
added, jobs are created. It is not fair, however, to ask of the venture capital community 
that job creation be its sole motivation. The important thing to remember is that a 
successful community will offer a menu of options to venture capital. 

We must dedicate ourselves to ensuring that the sources of capital are aware of 
good investment opportunities in our own communities. This issue concerns me as I 
observe that in our own communities southern-generated funds are often sent to New 
York, or Los Angeles, or Tokyo, or Geneva for investment, and not used to develop our 
own regional enterprises. Let us Southerners ask, for example, if our endowments, our 
pension funds, our foundations could have an enhanced impact or thrust in our economy 
by putting their funds to work at home? To bring this closer to our own communities, 
I'm reminded of a comment made by a person with whom I've worked on many of these 
capital formation issues. He said: 

Every town has a poker game that if you're invited to join it means that you are a 
part of the establishment; you have really made it. Five or 10 years from now we 
hope that investing in small companies will be the most important poker game in 
town. 

What about capital for other things such as community and public needs unmet by 
government? Community foundations can provide a vehicle for broad-based contributions 
that might otherwise not be made. George Penick of the Mid-South Foundation, in an 
excellent paper produced for the Board, analyzed the impact of community foundations 
within both the region and the communities that set them up (Penick). Penick concluded 
his paper with this paragraph. 

In sum, a foundation is a way for a donor to "reach across the generations." 
Whether a fund is established as a private foundation or within a community 
foundation, it enables a donor to serve the future inhabitants of his or her 
community, state, or region. The South needs the special qualitative types of 
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efforts that private philanthropy can enahle to happen. We should all work to 
see that these philanthropic opportunities are fully developed (p. 16). 

Science-based Economic Development. The science and technology that is being 
taught in the many fine teaching and research institutions in the South presents 
tremendous opportunities for human investment. Our challenge is to ensure that this form 
of human investment stays in the region, that this investment produces a return for our 
people by helping us to build on a foundation of what I call science-based economic 
development. 

Even as we have enhanced our capacity in sciences and technologies, we continue to 
struggle with the concept of technology transfer--the progression of an idea to a prototype 
and then to market. Production, demand, and sales are essential to economic 
development. But it is the production process that provides the industrial jobs that our 
communities so crave. »'hat we've discovered is that technology does not really 
transfer; that it must be pushed, sometimes dragged, to market; that it can take many 
years to see a payoff in our economy . We've come to recognize that it takes a wizard's 
brew to achieve results, including innovative partnerships between academia and all levels 
of industry. This concept can be blurted out in a second or two. However, the array of 
complexities involved in creating innovative partnerships can't be dealt with so quickly. 

Industrial Networking. At the Board, these complex issues of technology transfer 
are taken on by the division we call the Southern Technology Council. Through this 
group, we work with manufacturers seeking to become more competitive as an industry in 
world markets . For example, the STC enhances the concepts of industrial networking, 
which is primarily a tool to bring about an association-type approach to achieve cost 
efficiencies. Industrial networking has attracted much interest as firms learn to work 
together to do things that enable them to become more competitive as an industry in 
world markets. You can imagine the reception that we got when we first approached 
metal workers, ship builders, and others about combining their efforts. Fiercely 
independent, they all worried more about what they had to lose through collaboration and 
cooperation, than about what they might gain. Eventually, however, the bounty of ideas 
that resulted from this coming together became its own convincing argument. 

IMPLEMENTING GOOD PUBLIC POLICY VIA LEADERSHIP 

Each approach to economic development that I've mentioned, and many more that I 
haven't mentioned, requires several components to make a difference. In concept, each 
one represents what I would call good public policy. But good policy sitting in a 
document on the shelf has little, if any, value. Implementation or--if I may draw an 
analogy to our earlier discussion of technology--policy transfer is what makes it all work. 
And, as you know, implementation almost always takes place at the local level. 
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New concepts and new approaches are often regarded with skepticism. So those 
promoting such ideas do take risks as they step forward. Consider the reception 
universities gave to the notion that they should become more involved in economic 
development. Many had never done this before. So what kind of challenge is this? 
What does it take? It takes vision, and it takes leadership. 

Vision. Vision is a curious word, and it is also one of those words that we all think 
we know the meaning of. So just to be sure we are using the same definition I looked it 
up for us in Webster's Ninth Collegiate Dictionary. 4 Their first definition is: something 
that is seen in a dream, an object of imagination. Their second one is: the act or power 
of imagination both of seeing or conceiving, unusual discernment or foresight. 

But I'd like to offer you a different consideration of vision. That for us--we who 
aspire to be leaders as well as we who are leaders--vision is really the tension between 
the present and what is possible--the communities, the region we prefer, as opposed to 
what we might get if we don't respond to our challenges, if we don't behave like leaders. 

Leadership. I heard a crusty old mayor once remark that the difficulty of being a 
leader was that it was hard to tell if people were following you or chasing you. We need 
people as leaders who know the difference. 

It used to be that in times of crisis we could count on someone with charisma and 
good connections to step forward, and often by sheer force of persuasion, and sometimes 
will, effect a solution to our problems. But even the nature of what is a crisis in our 
society has changed. Those of us concerned about public policy observe that in recent 
years the word crisis is being used, shall we say, rather, loosely. And frankly, I think 
that has hurt our credibility. A crisis is something that most people think is immediate, 
perceptible, and debilitating. 

We call illiteracy a crisis; we sometimes call education a crisis. As a result, it's 
hard for people to understand that the way we've always been or always done things 
presents a peril to us now. It seems to me, however, that the most important among the 
many reasons why we have trouble mobilizing people and money to address our pressing 
problems is this fact: Symptoms come upon our society so gradually that we cannot 
comprehend that the eventual impact of what we now call a "crisis" will be just as 

4 1Vi•sion \' vizh-un\n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L vision-, visio, fr. visus, pp. of videre to see--more at VIT] (l3c) 1 a: 
something seen in a dream, trance, b: an object of imagination c: a manifestation to the senses of something 
immaterial <look, not at - s, but at realities--Edith Wharton> 2 a: the act or power of imagination b(l): mode of 
seeing or conceiving (2): unusual discernment or foresight <a man of - > c: direct mystical awareness of the 
supernatural usu. in visihle form 3 a: the act or power of seeing : SIGHT b: the special sense by which the qualities 
of an ohject (as color, luminosity, shape and size) constituting its appearance are perceived and which is mediated by 
the eye 4 a: something seen b: a lovely or charming sight [Emphasis added.]. 
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devastating to our communities as a natural disaster--a hurricane or a volcanic 
eruption. Often the inconvenience or pain we must endure to change the outcomes 
reflected by the symptoms seems to overwhelm the eventual, but remote, benefit. If the 
symptoms of the disease cannot be felt, how do you convince the patient to take a 
medicine which tastes awful and makes him feel bad right now? 

Effective leadership, like everything else, calls for a higher order of skills than ever 
before. Let's think about why Congress and so many of our political leaders are 
suffering from a credibility gap with the public. We elect them on a two-, four-, or six
year cycle, and we expect results, so they promise results. Well, what happens next? 
We're disappointed, because our expectations and the conditions of reality have not been 
introduced to each other. Moreover, they're not even on the same train! It's a leader 
killer. 

Remember when President Reagan said that by 1990 everyone in this country would 
have a high school diploma? Goodness knows, we don't have a monopoly on this failure 
to manage expectations. Some 32 months ago Mikhail Gorbachev, Remember him?, 
promised his people that they would have a market economy in 500 days. This promise 
totally ignored the fact that the only market in the Soviet Union was the black market, 
and that for more than three generations the party line was to systematically remove 
anyone in any activity that even remotely resembled capitalism. Which, of course, 
resulted in the criminals being the only ones with experience in capitalism. What 
Gorbachev failed to understand was that our economy--and his, too--is part of our basic 
culture--a culture learned early through paper routes, girl-scout-cookie sales, lawn 
mowing, grocery bagging, school sports, volunteer assistance, etc.--none of which was 
part of the Soviet experience. Because of his naivete, Gorbachev failed to manage his 
public's expectations. 

So the question is, what can we do differently as we seek solutions to our 
expectations? Our problems? Answering these questions first requires us to understand 
that the problems we face today are complex. It takes more than charisma and two years 
to solve them. But we do need to be held accountable. So why not phase, or stage, our 
solutions? Successful leaders could learn from successful executives the value of 
strategic planning and time and performance lines, recognizing that some solutions will 
take a generation. This fact is rarely discussed by any politician--yet we, as a society, 
must learn that solutions to our problems are seldom easily achieved. If we start now, we 
can beat illiteracy in a generation. But, as illiteracy and other problems are solved, 
leaders must manage expectations. Like "patient-money," investments in our 
communities will take time to provide results. 
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WE HA VE SOME FINE TOOLS FOR A GLOBAL ECONOMY 

Lily Tomlin also said, "When I was a child, I used to say I wanted to be someone 
when I grew up; now I wish I had been more specific!" Well, we have the opportunity to 
be more specific. In the South, we have some fine tools. We're a region of small 
communities. For the most part, we like it here, and we 're generally safer than in some 
other areas of the country. We tend to care about each other. We also have some other, 
very special assets. We have better universities and more Nobel Laureates than Japan. 
And there is more. According to former president of the University of Alabama Dr. 
Frank Rose, our region also has important natural resource assets: 

Coastline. The South is the only section of America that faces the sea on two 
sides: 

On the Atlantic, the South has a shore line of 1,099 miles. 
On the Gulf, we have a shore line of 1,659 miles. 
This coastline totals 2,758 miles--four times that of the North, over twice that of 
the Pacific, and 600 miles more than that of the North and the Pacific combined. 

Good farm land. The South has one-third of the good farm land in the 
nation: 

Of all the land throughout this country with 40 inches or more of annual rainfall 
two-thirds is in the South. 

Fresh water. Excluding the Great Lakes, the South has the greatest supply of 
fresh water in the nation. 

Minerals. The South has 45 percent of the oil, most of the sulfur, and enormous 
deposits of coal and iron. 

The abundant forests present in the South should also be mentioned. 

Even as we welcome national and international appreciation of our significant assets, 
many of us are anxious about what this integrated, global economy really means. We 
need to recognize the opportunity the global economy presents. According to the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, every billion dollars in exports represents 19 ,400 jobs. 

We need to recognize that businesses which export are 30 percent more efficient 
than those that do not. Even though General Motors recently lost money in its domestic 
market, it made a multimillion dollar profit in Europe. And consider Coke; 21 percent of 
Coke's profits currently come from Europe. 
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We need to recognize the importance of foreign investment in America. In the 
summer of 1992, the Board's Executive Committee toured the plant of Toyota Motor 
Manufacturing U.S.A. in Georgetown, Kentucky. We saw southern workers, most with 
no previous experience in the industry, but after intensive training, building cars for 
Americans, using over 75 percent domestically manufactured parts--the tires, the carpets, 
the seats, the steel. Toyota says it does not expect a profit on this investment for at least 
20 years--yet a plant expansion is already in the works. 

We need to recognize the importance of the English language in the global 
economy. Most people will agree that the most frequently spoken language in the world 
is Mandarin--a Chinese dialect spoken by one billion people--mostly to each other. On 
the other hand, English is spoken daily by 750 million people worldwide, of whom 28 
million are in the country of India, the country expected to be the next challenger in 
manufacturing. And there is more: English is the language of air traffic control, 
English is the official language of science and technology, and English is the basis for 80 
percent of the world's data bases. Certainly, these conditions give us an edge in 
communications, which joins transportation, energy, human resources, and more as an 
integral component of economic development. 

We have another edge, too. People in other parts of the world want the things we 
make. To give you an idea of what people would like to have in the world's most 
populous country, The People's Republic of China, consider this non-scientifically 
determined list of 1 O· great wants recently published by Country Journal. Compare the 
list from China with the list resulting from an earlier non-scientific survey of Americans. 

Chinese Americans 

1. A bicycle 1. Good health 
2. A sewing machine 2. A new car 
3. A refrigerator 3. More money 
4. A clothes washer 4. A house 
5. A TV set 5. World peace 
6. An electric fan 6. A chance to travel 
7. A digital watch 7. More time 
8. A tape recorder 8. A tractor 
9. A camera 9. A chunk of land 

10. A pair of headphones 10. To retire 

These lists give a clue, albeit modest, to the wants of people in a part of two vastly 
different societies. Their contrasts illustrate, in part, why the global economy provides 
such an enormous market for the things that many, but not all, Americans take for 
granted. 
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These conditions present a challenge to the South. We have the opportunity to 
assure that more, possibly all, of our households can have what is widely taken for 
granted. And that opportunity can be brought about through economic development of 
our own communities and region. 

We must have every person understand that economic development is caused to 
occur, that it does not just happen. We can each contribute to bringing about economic 
development in the southern region by working to ameliorate and resolve some of the 
issues that I have mentioned and by working to assure that the skills of our labor force 
are continually enhanced. To do this requires a collective effort, an effort undergirded by 
investment and that crucial ingredient, will. 

IN CONCLUSION 

Obviously, the opportunity for economic development is pervasive. But there are 
many issues, and we've touched on only a few. We must recognize that economic 
development is also a lot like business. This point is well made by the comment of a 
friend, Nixon Hennessee, who is vice president of another excellent southern bank, 
Wachovia Bank of North Carolina. He wrote: 

Growing communities are like successful businesses. While technology and time 
continue to change circumstances, growing businesses and growing communities 
meet the challenges of the changing circumstances: They make change work for 
their benefit. They innovate. (They change the product. They change its 
package. They change its price. They change its marketing.) They grow not 
because of the size of their population or the size of their assets; they grow 
because of their commitment to grow. They grow because they change their ways 
until they compete with a comparative advantage (Hennessee). 

In many places in the South, we have achieved a comparative advantage. Yet in 
many ways we "have potential", a polite euphemism meaning we have our work cut out 
for us! And therein lies the finish line. We, at the Southern Growth Policies Board, 
invite you to join our efforts as we all strive to improve our communities and our region. 

* * * 

Oh yes, and "What about Henry?" Well, Henry kept at it. He is now a swimming 
coach at a university in a community in North Carolina, and he is assisting young adults 
to recognize limitations for the gifts they can become. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE NO-NO 90s 

James A. Bacon 

James A. Bacon is editor of Virginia Business, a monthly magazine. 

INTRODUCTION 

It's a safe bet that the pace of economic growth in Virginia during the 1990s will 
not match that of the 1980s. 1 Here in Virginia, we face an additional challenge: 
adjusting from the defense boom to the defense "build-down." 

As a corollary, growth in state and local tax revenues will be anemic. Virginia will 
find it difficult to fund new growth initiatives on the scale of the Baliles transportation 
package. The ballooning Medicaid program, the swelling prison inmate population, and 
the continuing need to bring state employee salaries closer to private sector levels will 
exercise first claim on new tax dollars. Also, prudence would dictate that budget makers 
wean themselves from the use of lottery profits for operating expenses and speed up 
contributions to the underfunded Virginia Retirement System. Finally, the state could be 
skewered by a court ruling to refund $400 million in tax payments to federal retirees. 

In theory, Virginia could raise taxes. But tax hikes are politically unpopular and, 
from an economic development viewpoint, self-defeating: All other things being equal, 
higher taxes lower the after-tax rate of return on capital investment. Lowering returns on 
capital will discourage private investment. 

Virginia also could borrow more. According to Finance Secretary Paul Timmreck, 
Virginia has the capacity to borrow $300 mi Ilion a year for the next 10 years without 
endangering its AAA bond rating. However, the $613 bond package for higher education, 
mental health, and parks, and the $400 million yet-to-be-issued bond package for the 
four-laning of U.S. 58, will soak up that capacity for three to four years. And the debt 
service will contain future spending: Payments on the parks-colleges-mental health 
package alone will run as high as $67 million a year. 

1 Nationally, the stimulus of lower interest rates will be offset by the depressive effects of higher taxes and a heavier 
regulatory burden . 
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In sum, the state will have few fiscal resources to devote to economic development 
for the foreseeable future. If we Virginians want to revitalize our economy, we can't 
afford the strategies of the 1980s. We must consider alternatives to taxing, borrowing, 
and spending. We must rethink the way we deliver government services and reshape the 
patterns of growth and development. 

INCENTIVES VERSUS LEVEL PLAYING FIELD 

The Virginia Chamber of Commerce has raised another option for recruiting 
business: incentives. Other states use tax breaks and subsidies to attract major business 
prospects, the logic goes, so why shouldn't Virginia? Chamber officials acknowledge the 
value of Virginia's current no-incentives policy, which puts all businesses, old and new, 
on a level playing field, but they are frustrated about losing deals to states that play the 
incentive game more aggressively. 

Incentives should be approached with extreme caution, however. The temptation is 
powerful to overstate the benefits of an investment. Advocates of a deal tend to express 
benefits in terms of jobs created and taxes generated, often throwing in multiplier effects 
for good measure. By contrast, they tend to define costs narrowly, including only the 
direct expenses and tax breaks associated with the project. Rarely do they acknowledge 
that the new business and its employees may demand additional services from the 
government, partially offsetting the taxes they generate. 

There is a second reason to be wary. The benefits of incentives are visible: The 
number of jobs and the capital investment arising from the relocation of a new plant are 
easily calculated. By contrast, the benefits of keeping a level playing field are so diffuse 
as to be undetectable. Yet the sum of those diffuse benefits may outweigh the 
concentrated blessings of the incentives. 

To see where incentives can lead, look at New York City. When a broadcasting 
company, for instance, cajoled real estate tax breaks in exchange for staying in the city, 
its competitors demanded--and received--the same treatment. The city succeeded in 
retaining its prestigious broadcasting companies, but it accelerated the erosion of its tax 
base. Citing precedent, other large corporate citizens also petitioned for relief. Over 
time, the tax burden has shifted to smaller companies with less political clout. The 
results were predictable. Finding the burden intolerable, businesses, both big and small, 
are packing up and leaving. 

Virginia should work diligently to keep its playing field level--and advertise that 
fact. Businesses should know they'll be treated fairly and will not carry the tax load for 
someone else. 
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THE INFRASTRUCTURE CRISIS 

America's physical infrastructure is crumbling. Roads are deteriorating, bridges are 
rusting, sewer pipes are leaking. Meanwhile, local governments face expensive mandates 
to build safer landfills and to meet stricter clean-water standards. 

An aging and outmoded physical infrastructure, it goes without saying, is a 
tremendous obstacle to growth. Businesses require highways, ports, and air service to 
reach their markets. Many industries also require access to water, waste treatment, and 
landfills. A community's failure to provide these facilities can severely limit industrial 
expansion. 

Virginia is fortunate to have a superb transportation system. Its roads, ports, and 
aviation system are world class . Still, Northern Virginia and the Hampton Roads suffer 
from pervasive traffic congestion. Gridlock imposes a levy of hundreds of millions of 
dollars annually in time lost, gasdline consumed , wear and tear on vehicles, and fender
bender and serious accidents . 

There is a near-universal sentiment among the electorate that the only way to solve 
the problem of congestion is to build more roads. But the problem isn't one of total 
capacity: It's one of peak capacity. Virginia's road network has no trouble handling 
traffic 20 to 22 hours a day. The demand for road capacity exceeds the supply only 
during rush hours. 

The root of the problem is that motorists pay nothing to use roads during periods of 
peak demand. The out-of-pocket cost of driving down 1-95 in Fairfax County at 5 
p.m.--one of the most hideously overloaded roads on the East Coast--is zero. 

One solution is to charge motorists for the privilege of driving during periods of 
peak demand. There is precedent in other industries. Power companies charge higher 
rates to customers who consume electricity during periods of peak demand. Telephone 
companies charge top dollar for calling long-distance during office hours. Why shouldn't 
the state (or owners of private toll roads) also employ price as a rationing mechanism? 

Confronted with higher costs for rush-hour driving, motorists could choose from a 
wide array of options . They could share the cost with fellow riders in vans or carpools. 
They could select alternate routes. They could shift their driving to off hours. They 
could try alternative modes of transportation , such as mass transit. They could change 
residences to reduce commuting distances. They could even "telecommute"--work at 
home and link up to the office over telephone wires. 

It may have been impractical until recently to charge motorists for driving during 
peak hours. Coin-toss toll booths do slow down traffic and add to congestion. But now 
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the technology exists to bill motorists for their use of congested roads. Cars can be 
implanted with electronic devices that can be detected by sensors at strategic locations 
along the highway. The information can be conveyed to a central data bank, which then 
can mail out monthly bills. The state could require the signalling device to be installed in 
every car as a condition of renewal of license plates. 

Peak-hour pricing would eliminate the state's main transportation bottlenecks, which 
in turn would reduce the outcry for more highway spending. The money raised could be 
used in many ways. Personally, I'd like to eliminate the half-percent sales tax dedicated 
to the highway trust fund, which unjustly and irrationally requires nondrivers to share in 
the cost of road construction. 

PRIVATIZATION 

Privatization is the hand-maiden of peak-hour pricing. Privately funded construction 
of major highway projects would relieve the state of a tremendous financial burden. Tolls 
would be suitable not only for freeways, such as the proposed Dulles Toll Road 
Extension, but for bridges and tunnels. Tapping private capital would allow Virginia to 
bring its entire network of bridges and tunnels up to standard without straining its 
highway construction fund. 

Privatization can extend easily to water and sewer projects. Private firms are 
perfectly capable of operating water utilities. Indeed, the water systems in Alexandria, 
Hopewell, and Prince William County are privately owned. Oversight by the State 
Corporation Commission ensures that consumers don't get gouged. 

Virginia localities have billions of dollars of equity in their water/sewer systems, 
landfills, and, in some cases, electric and gas distribution systems. Just as private 
corporations re-evaluate their lines of business, it's time for local governments to rethink 
their departmental portfolios. The 1980s saw a wave of restructuring in the private sector 
as corporations sharpened their focus. Divesting peripheral operations allowed many to 
concentrate their capital on products and services that offered the greatest return. 

City councils and boards of supervisors must begin to think more like corporate 
boards of directors. They need to ask themselves: How can we put our capital to better 
use? If private water companies, power companies, or waste management firms are 
perfectly capable of delivering clean water, distributing electricity, collecting garbage, and 
operating landfills, why not let them? Why not privatize those functions and reinvest the 
equity into projects where the private sector cannot help? 

Why not turn mass-transit systems over to the private sector? Great Britain has 
done so. It makes more sense for local governments to preserve bus service to poor 
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neighborhoods by subsidizing individual routes than by underwriting the entire mass 
transit system. It might even make sense to privatize regional airports. Great Britain has 
done that, too. Why stop there? Privatizing the two state hospitals, the Medical College 
of Virginia and the University of Virginia hospital--just as the University of Kentucky 
sold its hospital to Humana--could raise hundreds of millions of dollars. 

A systematic campaign of privatization would flood the state with billions of dollars 
of private capital. Localities suddenly would have the means to undertake capital 
improvement projects now beyond their means. The potential for revitalizing downtowns, 
for relieving the fiscal stress on fast-growing suburbs, for freeing resources in 
capital-starved rural areas is truly spectacular. There is no need for an infrastructure 
crisis in Virginia. 

DISASTER IN SUBURBIA 

Some day, I suspect, urban historians will look back upon the twentieth century and 
declare unfortunate the timing of Virginia's greatest economic boom since the Civil War-
the spurt of growth that occurred during the 1980s, a decade in which the suburban model 
of development had entrenched itself in the thinking of government bosses and planners. 
As a consequence, Virginia saddled itself with a wasteful system of land use. 

The suburban model--most visible in gaudy commercial strips, sterile tracts of 
homogenous housing, and wooded, semi-pastoral office "parks"--has imposed a 
remarkably uniform look to new development in suburban counties, small towns, and 
even the newer precincts of older cities. Virtually everyone decries the results of urban 
sprawl, yet few understand the forces that drive it. 

The suburban model rests upon three columns: segregated land uses, low-density 
development, and autocentric design. The logic of using zoning codes to separate 
"incompatible" land uses dates back to the nineteenth century when there were compelling 
reasons of health and safety to remove housing from proximity to factories that belched 
smoke and spewed industrial wastes. Planners hijacked this elementary truth to pursue 
the suburban ideal: creating a residential refuge of detached, single-family dwellings 
away from the often grimy, crime-ridden world of work and city . 

By dictating the physical separation of where people live, where they work, and 
where they shop (or entertain themselves), zoning codes spurned the traditional urban 
pattern of a finely grained mix of uses in which city dwellers lived within walking 
distance of drug stores, grocers, dry cleaners, restaurants, and other establishments. By 
isolating suburbanites in vast residential tracts, the rise of segregated zoning marked the 
first great step toward the autocentric society. 
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As various pathologies of the suburban model began to surface--traffic congestion, 
in particular--localities resorted to capping population settlement densities on the theory 
that smearing growth over a larger land surface would spread out congestion. Although 
families living on five-acre lots may enjoy greater privacy from their neighbor's bawling 
children, barking dogs, and loud stereos, relief from congestion does not extend to the 
public realm. People still drive to where they're going: Thanks to lower densities, they 
just drive farther. The greater distances involved do nothing to prevent people from 
stacking up at intersections and other bottlenecks. 

In fact, lower densities have several perverse effects. By pushing destinations 
farther apart, low densities make walking impractical, forcing people into their cars for an 
ever higher percentage of their trips. Low densities effectively destroy the economies of 
mass transit. As a rule of thumb, Americans find it inconvenient to walk more than a 
quarter of a mile. In the land of the one-house-per-acre subdivision, too few people live 
within a quarter of a mile of bus stops or subway stations to support mass transit 
operations. 

As Virginians took to their wheels during the 1970s and 1980s, traffic got worse. 
As planning officials fixated on solving congestion, they designed roads solely for moving · 
automobiles. They built more turning lanes so cars could turn without holding up the 
cars behind them, rounder curves so cars could take street corners at faster speeds, more 
limited access highways so cars could drive faster, more parking lots to handle the 
increasing number of cars, more berms to hide the unsightly parking lots. Each of these 
measures made it more difficult on pedestrians. 

Autocentric design carried to its logical extreme can be seen in Ty sons Corner, one 
of the largest employment and retail centers in Virginia, where the pedestrian 
environment is so inhospitable that people literally hop in their cars and drive them to 
cross the street rather than negotiate the pedestrian-hostile passage on foot. By 
obliterating pedestrian mobility for even the shortest destinations, traffic engineers have 
cemented the public's dependence upon the automobile--and aggravated congestion on the 
roads. 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE SUBURBAN PARADIGM 

As Anthony Downs of The Bookings Institution has observed, the closer that we as 
a society come to achieving the suburban ideal--the detached, single-family home; use of 
the private automobile; isolated, park-like workplaces; and strong local government--the 
more glaringly evident become its inherent flaws. Among these are the high cost of 
traffic congestion, of infrastructure and services, and of housing too expensive for 
low-income workers. 
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Let's analyze each in turn. 

High Cost of Traffic Congestion. The suburban model, as explained above, 
promotes dependence upon the automobile and aggravates traffic congestion. During the 
1980s, Virginia's population increased 14 percent; the number of vehicle miles driven 
increased 50 percent. 

High Cost of Infrastructure and Services. Low-density development adds to utility 
costs. To keep up with hop-scotch, large-lot growth, utility companies must lay more 
miles of water line, sewer pipe, TV cable, telephone line, gas line, and electric line per 
household than they would with a greater density. Larger capital expenditures translate 
into higher utility rates. 

Density also affects the cost of public safety. Police, fire fighters, and rescue 
squads rate themselves on the rapidity of their response times. In sprawling, low-density 
communities, police cars, fire trucks, and ambulances travel greater distances--and take 
longer reaching their destinations. That, in turn, pressures local governments to put more 
cars on patrol and establish more fire stations than they would for a more compactly 
settled population. 

High Cost of Housing. Low densities translate into larger, more expensive lots. 
The NIMBY phenomenon, i.e., not in my back yard, aggravated by fear of traffic 
congestion, bogs down developers in expensive procedural delays. Governments straining 
to finance services dump a disproportionate share of the infrastructure costs--in the form 
of proffers and impact fees--on new subdivisions. In the 1980s, these factors conspired to 
drive up the cost of new housing. 

What's more, zoning policies enshrined the ideal of the detached, single-family 
home, leaving little room for land-efficient categories of housing such as high-rise 
apartments, low rises, or even rowhouses. Exclusionary zoning in many suburban 
counties has virtually outlawed manufactured housing in mobile home parks, the poor 
man's subdivision. 

Over the decade, the price of the median house in Virginia increased 89.6 percent 
and the median rent increased 98.6 percent, outstripping the 57 percent inflation during 
the same period, according to the Virginia Department of Housing and Community 
Development. Housing inflation was greatest in Northern Virginia (134.6 percent) where 
land-use controls were most prevalent, and most moderate in the Southwest (60.0 percent) 
and the Southside (60.2 percent), where growth controls were most lax. 

Housing inflation drives up the local cost of living--and of doing business. 
Nowhere was the phenomenon more advanced, and the social pathology more apparent, 
than in Northern Virginia during the 1980s. Unable to live near where they worked, 
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thousands of employees moved to exurban counties where they could afford to buy 
houses. In turn, they demanded compensation for their higher housing expenses and 
longer commutes. Those higher wages sent an inflationary surge through the regional 
economy. The high income levels of Northern Virginia are matched by equally high 
costs of living. 

Many businesses now are questioning the advantages of suburban locations. David 
A. Heenan, author of The New Corporate Frontier, argues that corporations have begun 
fleeing the suburbs for small towns, just as they once fled inner cities for the suburbs. 
Indeed, the corporate flight from Los Angeles represents nothing less than a mass exodus 
from the community that epitomized sprawl--and all its attendant costs, pollution, and 
social ills. 

(Los Angeles also illustrates how an autocentric society aggravates air pollution and 
creates trade-offs between emissions from automobiles and smokestacks. As the Clean 
Air Act amendments phase in, Hampton Roads, Richmond, and Northern Virginia may 
face curbs to new industry.) 

To adapt a phrase from the Oregonians, let's not Californicate Virginia. We must 
adopt a new vision of economic growth, one that is geared to redeveloping the decaying 
precincts of our inner cities and aging suburbs rather than building ever farther into the 
rural hinterlands. This new vision would show why we need to fill in the empty patches 
of land and permit higher densities. We're not talking about transforming our suburbs 
into downtown Manhattans, or even Washingtons. If Fairfax County were redeveloped at 
the density of Reston, certainly one of its more attractive suburban communities, the 
entire population and work force would consume only one third of the county's land 
mass. 

Admittedly, implementing this vision would be difficult. At a minimum, it would 
require overhauling local zoning powers and comprehensive plans, rethinking state road
funding priorities, and imposing effective metropolitan-wide planning. These changes 
would require wrenching adjustments in some very conservative institutions. But the 
pay-offs from a more rational pattern of land use would be immense. 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

Virginia's system of higher education is one of the state's greatest economic 
development assets. In a poll conducted last year by the Virginia Foundation for 
Research and Economic Education, business leaders cited Virginia's colleges and 
universities as the state's most attractive feature. Voter approval of a $472 million bond 
package in November 1992 confirmed that, despite budget cutbacks in recent years, 
Virginians remain committed to supporting higher education. 
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The problem with Virginia's education system is not with the colleges and 
universities: It's with the primary and secondary schools. Despite the state's high per 
capita income level, overall educational attainments of primary and secondary students are 
barely above the national average. 

There is a consensus in our society that today's students will require higher levels of 
education and work skills in order to compete in the global marketplace of the twenty-first 
century, and that many of our schools are not up to the challenge of equipping them. The 
consensus breaks down over how to reform the system. 

The problem is not one of insufficient funding. Virginia, like numerous other 
states, tried to reform education during the 1980s by throwing money at it. Virginia 
teachers saw their salaries increase 32 percent (in inflation-adjusted terms) between 1982 
and 1989. Pupil-teacher ratios declined from 17.4 in 1982 to 15.9. Per pupil spending 
soared 55 percent over the same period, according to a 1991 study by Citizens for a 
Sound Economy. 

According to the CSE, only 48 cents of every education dollar spent reaches the 
classroom. The rest goes to overhead, administration, and other noninstructional 
expenses. The challenge in an age of economic austerity is not spending more, but 
spending more effectively. We must ask ourselves: Who should be the agent of change? 
Can we trust the educrats who cling to the status quo? Or, should we seek a far-reaching 
restructuring of education? 

Educational choice, I submit, must be part of the remedy. Public schools in 
Virginia enjoy monopoly power. Like most monopolies, they are largely unresponsive to 
their "consumers," the pupils and their families, and more responsive to internal 
constituencies and political pressure groups. A school-choice program would allow 
parents to decide where to send their children to school, pressuring all schools to improve 
their performance. 

There are many excellent public schools, and they should continue to operate, but 
ineptly run institutions should be allowed to go out of business. Local government's 
ultimate concern shouldn't be that of perpetuating a publicly run school system: It 
should be ensuring that school children get the education they need. 

Even under a radical school-choice program, government fills important roles: (a) 
ensuring that adequate schooling capacity exists, and operating public schools if it 
doesn't; (b) ensuring that all households can afford, through vouchers or other means, to 
send their children to school; and (c) ensuring that the needs of handicapped children are 
met if the private sector fails to accommodate them. The emphasis should be on results, 
not protecting the perks of school bureaucracies. 
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HEALTH CARE REFORM 

Health care now consumes more than 12 percent of the gross national product. The 
cost of medical insurance has become a tremendous drain on corporate profits. If 
Virginia could get health-care costs under control, it would gain a tremendous competitive 
advantage. 

Despite a decade of gloomy reports, there is reason for optimism. Health-care 
providers and purchasers are undergoing a dramatic change in the way they look at the 
problem. Throughout the 1980s, the emphasis of corporate strategy was on controlling 
costs--mainly by negotiating discounted rates and limiting medical expenses through 
"managed care." Although the managed-care strategies did curb some unnecessary 
expenditures, they failed to halt rising costs. Providers protected themselves by shifting 
costs to payers with less bargaining power, which made health care unaffordable to tens 
of thousands of Virginians and created a crisis of access. 

The new paradigm looks at cost, quality of care, and outcome. Negotiating a 
$4,000 discount on a $40,000 coronary bypass procedure is nice, but steering patients to 
a facility that shows a higher success rate--and saves $20,000 or more in follow-up 
care--is preferable. Better yet is identifying a facility that charges less and gives better 
results. 

Ideally, purchasers would identify local and national "centers of excellence" where 
providers outperform their competitors, and would funnel patients to the most cost
effective providers. Seeking to emulate the best in the business, hospitals and physicians 
would continually refine their delivery systems, concentrating more on the procedures 
they perform the most efficiently and sloughing off the ones they do poorly. 

The health-care industry is moving this way on its own. The state of Virginia can 
accelerate the process, however, by underwriting the creation of a statewide data base that 
will allow analysts to sort through vast volumes of data to discern information about 
which delivery systems and which medical procedures lead to the best results. Then 
hospitals, physicians, and the public would be able to ascertain who sets the standard for 
everything from hip-joint replacements to coronary by-pass operations. 

Once free-market forces began operating efficiently, the state could enact at least 
three other useful changes. Scrapping mandated insurance benefits would allow insurers 
more flexibility in tailoring benefit plans to their customers. Dropping the Certificate of 
Public Need process would effectively eliminate the territorial franchises that many 
hospitals now enjoy. And reforming professional licensing laws would curb the power of 
physicians and others to carve out occupational freedoms that limit competition for their 
services. 
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TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT 

In mid-September of 1992, representatives from business, government, and 
academia assembled in Richmond for Virginia's first Quality Summit. They had a vision: 
to spread the quality gospel throughout the state. Virginia, they declared, should set the 
goal of becoming the leading center in the United States for applying the principles of 
Total Quality Management to business and government. 

TQM potentially represents the most dramatic revolution in managerial philosophy 
since the rise of the factory assembly line and scientific management. TQM advocates an 
interrelated set of values: satisfying the customer, empowering employees, benchmarking 
best management practices, using statistical measures of processes, and striving for 
continuous improvement. Practitioners, having seen its success in manufacturing, are 
applying TQM to the service sector, hospitals, schools, and even government agencies. 

TQM is not a panacea. Many companies have applied it ineffectively. And, 
skeptics have argued, TQM can distract management attention and divert corporate 
resources from more pressing concerns. But there are too many successes--most notably 
the rise of Japanese manufacturers to world leadership--to deny its effectiveness. 

TQM is spreading in Virginia. Quality councils have formed in several 
communities. The annual U.S. Senate Productivity Award highlights local success 
stories. And TQM courses are being made available by community colleges, business 
schools, and even high schools. The participants in the Quality Summit saw value in 
creating a statewide quality confederation to promote the movement, share information, 
and assist in benchmarking the best management practices. 

As the movement gains momentum around the world, more and more businesses 
will take into consideration the ease of implementing TQM principles when making 
investment decisions. The Greensville-Spartanburg area nabbed BMW in the relocation 
coup of 1992, in good measure because of that community's embrace of quality 
principles. Developing quality consciousness in the near tenn and maintaining it over 
the long-run may be the most effective of all economic strategies. 

Many businesses have demonstrated that TQM can provide a competitive advantage. 
Some optimists believe that TQM could make even government more responsive and 
efficient. Imagine the revolutionary possibilities if government actually benchmarked 
different anti-poverty programs, measured and tracked the results of those programs, and 
funneled resources into those that worked--instead of sticking blindly to the same proven 
failures year after year. Imagine the potential of applying TQM principles to schools, to 
drug treatment, to prisoner rehabilitation programs. The potential is breathtaking. 
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CONCLUSION 

In summary, Virginia should pursue five broad areas of institutional change to 
promote economic development. The changes don't require significant new government 
revenues--just a change in the way we approach our problems. 

1. Transponation: Institute peak-hour pricing on the most congested roads. 

2. Infrastructure: Restructure local government by privatizing water and sewer 
systems, gas and electric utilities, landfills, trash collection, mass transit, 
hospitals, and airports. Redeploy the capital to where it can do more good. 

3. Land use: Reform zoning codes, land-use policies, and transportation funding 
to replace the "urban sprawl" pattern of development with "urban 
redevelopment. " 

4. Health care: Set up a comprehensive statewide data base to evaluate the 
effectiveness of different medical procedures and delivery systems. 

5. Quality: Establish a statewide quality confederation and strive to make 
Virginia industry and government the leading practitioners of Total Quality 
Management principles in America. 
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BEYOND THE CRABGRASS FRONTIER: 
The Past and Future of the Virginia Commonwealth 

Kenneth T. 1 ackson 

Kenneth T. Jackson is the Jacques Barzun Professor of History and the Social 
Sciences at Columbia University in the City of New York. 

INTRODUCTION 

Charlottesville and the University of Virginia loom large in my personal history. A 
quarter of a century ago, almost to the day, I was pondering an offer to join the history 
faculty at the University of Virginia. At the time, I was completing a three-year tour of 
duty in the United States Air Force in Dayton, Ohio, and contemplating my recent visit to 
the University of Virginia campus. My two days of interviews and sightseeing trips 
culminated with a party at the home of Merrill D. Peterson, then chairman of the 
department of history. Although the offer from Virginia was enormously attractive, 
especially to a native Southerner, I instead accepted the chance to move to New York 
City and to teach at Columbia University. 

Professionally and personally, I remain satisfied with that decision. My wife and I 
have made wonderful friends in New York, and the metropolitan area offers unparalleled 
opportunities for research and writing in the field of urban history. Moreover, the 
Columbia history department is as distinguished as any in the world. 

I often wish I had accepted that December 1967 offer from the University of 
Virginia, however. I say this because in 1984 my sixteen-year-old son and namesake was 
killed in an automobile crash in Westchester County, a suburb just north of New York. 
If I had lived my life in Charlottesville, my son would not have been in that car on that 
street at that moment and would not have hit that tree, and his life might have continued. 
However, I cannot go back and correct the mistakes and tragedies of the past. Instead, 
history imposes upon all of us, and on states and nations, constraints on the future. 

My theme for this occasion is the importance of the past in understanding our 
present dilemma and in shaping our choices for the future. Let me illustrate by 
discussing the present, by flashing into the past, by peering uneasily into the future, by 
noting what is new, and by offering some solutions for excessive decentralization. 
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DISCUSSING THE PRESENT 

When we look in 1992 at the cities, towns, and suburbs of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, we see a human landscape that, to most peoples on the earth, and even to 
people in this country in previous times, is strange and unnatural. Virginia is typical of 
the United States and unlike the rest of the world in several important and distinct ways: 

• First, the population of Virginia cities sprawls over large areas at very low 
densities. This sprawl is visible in Norfolk, Richmond, and Northern Virginia, 
as well as in Danville and Roanoke and a hundred other places. Consider the 
example of nearby Fredericksburg. As you drive west on Virginia's Route 3 
from Fredericksburg, where a generation ago there was only a rural road, you 
pass through miles of shopping centers and retail stores. You see there an 
illustration of Russell Baker's observation that either America is a shopping 
center or the one shopping center in existence is moving around the country at 
the speed of light. Quite simply, Fredericksburg and other Virginia cities sprawl 
over tens, sometimes even hundreds, of square miles at low population densities 
because we have enshrined the single-family home surrounded by a yard as the 
essence of our civilization and our way of life. 

It is different elsewhere in the world. In Paris, or Cologne, or Vienna, or 
practically any other European or Asian metropolis, a train ride of 20 or 30 
minutes will" take you into open country beyond the residential ring. In New 
York, or Los Angeles, or Chicago by contrast, a half-hour train trip will not get 
you beyond the inner suburban ring. 

The higher densities and different experiences elsewhere in the world can be 
illustrated by an experience of Professor Bruce Stave, chairman of the history 
department at the University of Connecticut. As a visiting professor at Beijing 
University in the capital of China a few years ago, he assigned part of my book, 
Crabgrass Frontier, in one of his classes. And after a week of effort the students 
came to him with a quizzical look. "What is crabgrass?" they asked. Quite 
simply there is no Chinese equivalent of a yard with ornamental grass that 
performs no useful or productive function. 

• A second distinguishing characteristic of Virginia is the journey to work, or the 
separation between where we live and where we are employed. According to the 
United States Census Bureau, the average wage earner in Virginia traveled about 
10 miles to work in 1990, an enormous distance by the standards of the rest of 
the world. We need think only of the practice, common in many other cultures, 
of going home to lunch, often for a siesta as well, to recognize that there is an 
easier relationship between work and residence in countries other than our own. 
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• A third distinguishing characteristic of Virginia and its communities is the high 
proportion of home ownership. Despite the frequent comments about the high 
cost of housing at present, virtually every young couple in Virginia, as elsewhere 
in our country, expects to own a home. Most of them achieve that goal. 
Especially between the ages of 45 and 64--the age when we hit our maximum 
earning potential--almost 85 percent of all American families, black and white, 
rural and urban, southern as well as western and northern, own their own homes. 
By contrast, even in the richest of our competitor nations, such as Germany, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and Japan, only about a fourth or a third of the families 
can ever afford to buy a house. 

• The fourth distinguishing characteristic of the Virginia settlement pattern is that 
the poor tend to live in the inner areas of the city, and the more comfortable tend 
to live in the suburbs. You need not be reminded that many of the inner 
precincts of Norfolk and Richmond, Virginia, have horrendous poverty and crime 
rates and that their suburbs are often characterized by wealth and comfort. But 
this is not the way of the world. Indeed, in virtually every nation, it is the inner 
cities that are desirable, and the suburbs that are the dwelling places of the poor 
and the unfortunate. In Paris, for example, the suburbs have traditionally been 
known as the "red suburbs" because of their tendency to vote communist. In 
Calcutta, thousands of poor neighborhoods, called "busties," surround the 
metropolis, while the only area with a passably acceptable water supply is at the 
center. In South America, the rings around the cities are made up of squatter 
settlements, called faveolus, while the rich tend to live toward the center of the 
community. Or consider Johannesburg in South Africa, where the oppressed 
population must put up with a long and arduous journey to work, while the 
privileged whites live closer to the center. 

How has Virginia come to look so unusual in the world context? My suggestion is 
that history has in fact shaped this Commonwealth, but not in ways that are commonly 
supposed. Virginia, of course, is soaked in history, as dozens of civil war battlefields 
and historic markers so visibly attest. I refer here, however, to a different kind of 
history, a history of land values and of houses, of highways and of automobiles, of 
government mortgage programs and of tax incentives . 

What does the history of these things have to do with Virginia at present or in the 
twenty-first century? First, the pattern that we see in Virginia today was not inevitable. 
Indeed, prior to 1825 in Virginia, as elsewhere in the country, the residential pattern of 
the cities and towns in the Commonwealth was very similar to that of the rest of the 
world. There was a short distance between where one worked and where one lived. 
There was a sharp break between the city and the countryside, and communities did not 
sprawl for miles and miles into rural areas. Even the smallest communities had houses 
pushed up to the street and high residential densities. Those early Virginia towns had 
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another characteristic--mixed uses, in the sense that no areas were devoted solely to 
business or to residential use. Finally, to the extent that we can generalize about the rich 
and the poor, the wealthy lived at the center of the community, and the poor on the 
edges. 

FLASHING INTO THE PAST 

What happened to put Virginia on a track that now seems so different from the rest 
of the world but is present across the entire United States? 

• First, there is the suburban ideal: The notion that the semi-rural cottage is the 
best place for one to raise a family. In this intellectual transformation, the major 
figures were Andrew Jackson Downing, a landscape architect of great 
prominence in the 1840s, who popularized, through his articles and magazines, 
the notion and the superiority of the single-family house; and Catharine Beecher 
who was well known for her books and speeches on the ideal of domesticity. 
She popularized the notion that, in order to live the good life, women needed to 
ensconce their families in the single-family house. 

• Second, there is quick and inexpensive transportation. At present, at a time when 
the public transportation system in Virginia and the United States is in disarray, it 
is easy to forget that from 1840 to 1920 America had the world's best public 
transportation system. Since 1920 the United States has had the world's best 
private transportation system. The evidence of this is the highway system which 
criss-crosses Virginia. 

• Third, there is inexpensive land. The area around Charlottesville is among the 
wealthiest in North America, and local land values are correspondingly high. In 
world terms, however, Charlottesville is a bargain. The Japanese and Germans 
would in fact regard Charlottesville as inexpensive. Indeed, the total value of all 
land in Japan is twice as much as the value of all the land in the United States. 
The city of Tokyo alone is worth much more than the entire United States, and 
the 200 acres of the Imperial Palace exceeds by many times the value of the real 
estate in the Commonwealth of Virginia. 

• Fourth, there are inexpensive construction methods. The brick home is the 
Virginia standard. But the houses of the Commonwealth of Virginia, whatever 
their exterior sheathing, are in fact made of wood--like houses everywhere in the 
United States. The core of virtually all houses in Virginia is made up of two-by
four pieces of wood. From a distance, new houses under construction look like 
collections of popsicle sticks. In most other countries wood is neither available 
in abundance at present nor has it been in the past. 
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• Fifth, there is the role of government. Especially important in this regard are the 
housing programs begun in the 1930s and the 1940s by the Federal Housing 
Administration, commonly called FHA, and the Veteran's Administration. Those 
programs made possible the large-scale movement of American families from 
inner cities to suburban regions, and they did so through a series of governmental 
guidelines that favored single-use neighborhoods, curving streets, and 
homogenous ethnic and racial groups. 

Moreover, the United States adopted a policy, unique in the world, of making the 
provision of public housing a voluntary act, so that communities across the land 
had to apply for public housing. The practi.cal result of this policy was that 
central citi.es applied for public housing while affluent suburbs simply avoided 
the opportunity. Thus, the central cities have become the concentrated homes of 
the poor and of various kinds of urban pathologies, while the suburbs have 
become places of escape from the problems of poverty and minority life. By 
contrast, the French, the British, the Japanese, and the Germans, to take only 
obvious examples, have a much higher percentage of public housing dwellants, 
and they spread their public housing units across metropolitan regions. Indeed, 
in most of those countries, a demonstrably higher proporti.on of the public 
housing units go to the periphery than to the central citi.es. 

• Sixth, there is the absence of effective land-use controls. Developers in Virginia 
as elsewhere in the United States complain of the bureaucratic obstacles that 
stand in the way of the transformation of farmland into private houses. But in 
world terms these obstacles are quite minor. In Germany and Great Britain, for 
example, privately owned open land is regarded as a national asset, the future of 
which cannot be determined simply by the person who owns it at any given time. 
In other words, it would be laughable in Germany and England for a person to 
buy a farm and assume that he could turn the farm into a hundred residential lots. 
The Germans and English have made decisions to preserve open space for future 
generations. 

In the United States and in Virginia by contrast, the normal expectation is that 
the owner of the land has the ultimate say about what is done with the land. We 
often say, "Well the United States, of course, is different from Japan, and 
England, and Germany, because we are a vast continental nation where land is 
not so necessary to preserve." Australia, however, is approximately the same 
size as the United States, and has less than 10 percent of our population. And 
yet Australia has adopted a national policy to discourage suburbanization. It 
follows that it's not simply geography that determines the use of land. 

These six factors operating over a century and a half have produced a spread-out 
environment of work, residence, and shopping that is almost unique in all the world. Our 
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situation is even more extreme because of the persistence of racism as an additional spur 
to suburbanization. 

PEERING UNEASILY INTO THE FUTURE 

What has history to do with the future development of the Commonwealth? What 
can the study of history tell us about the twenty-first century? Let us see. 

In recent years, prominent authors, Paul Hawkins, John Naisbitt, and Alvin Toffler 
among others, have created a cottage industry out of the prediction that cities are doomed 
and that a new science of telecommunications has made personal human interaction 
unnecessary. In the future, they suggest, we might expect to have breakfast with our 
wife, then kiss her good-bye, before each of us turns to our separate computer stations in 
our own home. There we will do everything from report to work to buy groceries. Such 
predictions are wrong, I submit, because they over-predict the importance of technology. 

The business of predicting the future did not begin in our own time, and this fact 
lets us look at the way in which futurists have done their work in the past. A century 
ago, when the telephone was still a gadget, predictions were made that cities were 
doomed because the telephone made face-to-face communication unnecessary. With the 
benefit of hindsight, we _now know that the telephone had precisely the opposite effect; 
that, in conjunction with the elevator and the steel-framed skyscraper, the telephone made 
the central business districts of our cities possible. 

Or consider the example of the Empire State Building, which, when completed in 
the early 1930s, was thought to be a potential airport for those traveling by lighter-than
air craft. At the time intercontinental air travel was by dirigible--a lighter-than-air craft. 
The idea was that, having made the intercontinental journey, the craft would tie up to the 
Empire State Building, and somehow the passengers would shimmy down into the 
structure. Although this idea seems ludicrous now, they tried it in the 1930s just to 
unload mail and quickly discovered how swift the winds were and how impractical that 
futuristic suggestion was. 

In the 1950s, futurists were predicting that by the 1980s Americans would be 
travelling between cities either by rocket ship or on highways where the driver could 
punch in a destination, go to sleep, and await a buzzer that signalled arrival at the 
destination . Similarly, the video telephone, 1 finally gaining popularity among American 
businesses because of the recent Persian Gulf War, was thought to be an instrument that 

1 A video telephone is simply a device hy which you speak into a telephone at the same time that you view the 
person you are talking to on a television screen, and they view you . 
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would transform the United States by 1980. At the 1964 New York World's Fair, the 
video telephone exhibit was perhaps the most popular of all attractions. The American 
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation then predicted that the video telephone would be in 
widespread use in American homes by the end of the 1970s. 

My suggestion is that futurists have been wrong in the past, and that they are wrong 
in their predictions of the twenty-first century. Instead, I suggest that we are not in the 
midst of a period of accelerating change but rather in a period of decelerating change. 

Let us think for a moment of the life experiences of someone who lived between 
1880 and 1945. What sort of changes would they have seen in Charlottesville? In 1880, 
there would have been no telephones, no electricity, no electric lights. There would have 
been no ballpoint pens, no typewriters, no cameras, no radios, no television sets, no 
refrigerators, no zippers, no anesthesia, no penicillin, no internal combustion engines, no 
cars, no airplanes. Indeed practically everything that makes modern life modern, 
including jet engines, rockets, and computers, was invented before the end of World War 
II. Life was totally different in Charlottesville in 1945 from the way it was in 1880, 
when indeed it was pretty similar to the way it had been when Thomas Jefferson lived 
nearby. For Thomas Jefferson, who lived a long life, technological change, not political 
change, was agonizingly slow. 

What about our own time? This period is typically described as one of accelerating 
change. But a housewife in Charlottesville in 1945 would not be startled by the world of 
1992. We have telephones, and electric lights, and radios, and automobiles, and 
airplanes, and cameras, and zippers. So did she. 

NOTING WHAT IS NEW 

What is new in the 1990s is global competition, not new gadgetry. What is new is 
that a businessman in Virginia has to compete with his counterparts in Taiwan, or Korea, 
or Germany, on almost an even basis. 

What is new in the 1990s is that the United States and the Commonwealth of 
Virginia are no longer as rich as they once were, especially in relation to the rest of the 
world. 

What is new in the 1990s is that we can no longer so easily afford the excessive 
sprawl that characterizes Virginia and this great land. 

What is new in the 1990s is that we need to rethink our energy policy. The price of 
gasoline in the early 1990s is at an historic low. In July 1991, for example, a study by 
the Cambridge Energy Research Associates concluded that the pretax price of gasoline at 
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the pump, adjusted for inflation, was as low as it had been since 1947. Professor David 
Lewis of the University of Michigan Business School has said that: "Our prices of 
gasoline represent a dream world." This world exists because, contrary to popular belief, 
gasoline is essentially not taxed in the United States. In 1991, Americans paid $37 billion 
in direct taxes on gasoline. But in world terms this is no tax at all. The total tax in 
Virginia averaged 36 cents per gallon in 1992. Germany by contrast raised taxes 46 cents 
per gallon just to pay for Gulf War obligations. American plans for a 5-cents-a-gallon tax 
were killed in 1991, and Ross Perot's 1992 plan for a 50-cents-a-gallon tax on gasoline in 
the United States died with his candidacy. In contrast to the United States, the 12-nation 
European Community took in $210 billion in oil taxes in 1991, or about five or six times 
the American sum. The result is that in the United States gasoline is cheap compared to 
the rest of the world. At the pump, gasoline taxes average $2.00 or $3.00 a gallon in 
Japan and in Europe. This tax is almost $5.00 a gallon in Italy, more than $4.00 a gallon 
in France, and almost $4.00 a gallon in Japan. Gasoline in Virginia is so cheap that 
families can buy houses in Fredericksburg and travel 60 miles and more daily to their 
offices in Washington. 

Americans also travel so much by automobile because of the 44,000-mile interstate 
highway transportation network, certainly the world's finest private system. The 
perception is that the motorist is paying for his roadways; in fact the United States is 
subsidizing its motorists to the tune of about $300 billion per year. In other words, the 
cost of polluted air, the cost of damage to our infrastructure, the cost to our country in 
motor vehicle injuries and deaths, and the cost to the country of time wasted in traffic 
creates externality charges that are not applied to the automobile. In California, for 
example, the state government recently concluded that cars are providing taxes and tolls 
that pay only about I 0 percent of their costs. Mass transit by contrast pays 20 or 25 
percent of its full cost--at least twice as much as a private car. 

World energy consumption is rising at an alarming pace, in part because the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, OPEC, keeps prices low to encourage oil 
dependency. The United States, meanwhile, is increasingly dependent on foreign oil. In 
1992, this American nation imported about 53 percent of its oil. By 2010, that figure will 
rise to 70 percent unless there is a change in transportation policy. In World War II, the 
United States was able to defeat its powerful enemies because it and its allies had a 
monopoly on the world's oil supplies. Germany, Japan, and Italy together had not a drop 
of oil and were brought to their knees because they had to import their oil supplies. The 
United States is approaching the same situation because it now imports eight million 
barrels of oil per day, at a net cost in 1991 of $44 billion. This sum represented two
thirds of the United States' national trade deficit. By importing energy and then wasting 
it in the spread-out suburban-style environment of Virginia and other states, the United 
States is in essence handicapping itself in competition with more energy-efficient nations. 
Germany and Japan, for example, generated in 1992 approximately the same per capita 
gross national product as the United States, but they did it by consuming less than half as 
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much energy per person. Thus their relative advantage only increases with every gallon 
of gasoline we waste whether for transportation or production. Moreover, every dollar 
we spend on imported oil is a dollar added to our balance-of-payments deficit. Indeed, 
every barrel of oil imported means money and jobs being exported from Virginia and the 
United States to our competitors. 

The cost of our suburban civilization involves more than just the price of gasoline. 
Consider the debris of our automobile civilization. Americans throw away 279 million 
rubber tires each year--only 20 percent of which are recycled or retreaded. In February 
of 1990, the largest used-tire dump in North America burned for 17 days in Ontario, 
Canada. It contained 14 million tires and cost $14 million to clean up. Or think of the 
motor oil that we change. At least 100 million gallons of motor oil are annually dumped 
into the ground of the United States by do-it-yourself oil changers, and another 60 millon 
gallons of motor oil are annually thrown away with the household trash. Or consider air 
pollution. Approximately 17. 8 percent of the world's total greenhouse gases comes from 
America, although it accounts for only 4 percent of the total population of the present-day 
world. The United States was second in 1988 only to East Germany in per capita carbon 
dioxide emissions--surely an embarrassing statistic. Essentially the United States 
subsidizes deforestation with its current energy policy. For example, automobiles 
produce 50 percent of the ozone pollution and 90 percent of the carbon monoxide in 
North America. 

The good news is that automobiles produced last year emit 95 percent fewer 
hydrocarbons than new cars produced 20 years earlier. The United States economy now 
requires 28 percent less energy per dollar of output than two decades ago . We seem not 
to be running out of nonrenewable fossil fuels. In the last I 0 years, the amount of 
petroleum that has been found worldwide and that is waiting to be pumped has almost 
doubled. 

In sum the automobile is essential to Virginia. But the automobile is inefficient: 

• in terms of land-use, because it requires so many parking lots and multilane 
highways, 

• in terms of time, because a commuter's attention while driving must be directed 
toward the road whereas it might be directed toward work or pleasure while 
commuting by public transportation, 

• in terms of consumption of nonrenewable fossil fuels such as oil, and 

• in terms of pollution, because it adds disproportionally to the problems in our 
atmosphere. 
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Finally, the automobile is inefficient in terms of safety. In New York City, the 
death rates for persons who are under 24 years of age in middle-class neighborhoods are 
one-third or one-fourth of what they are in affluent suburban regions. This difference 
occurs because in the city so many persons use public transportation and, therefore, are 
not exposed to the danger of the private automobile. 

SOME SOLUTIONS FOR EXCESSIVE DECONCENTRATION 

The United States should strive to reduce use of the private automobile by adopting 
policies that encourage higher density settlement, that raise fuel taxes to a level 
approximating those of its competitor nations, that increase road tolls, and that eliminate 
free employer-provided parking spaces. In this way, the United States can compensate 
society for harm done by cars, invigorate recycling alternatives, be more space-efficient, 
and encourage use of efficient and rapid public transportation, especially intercity rail. A 
more important effect of implementing the actions suggested is that, we can move toward 
passing along to our children and grandchildren a nation that is more competitive, 
cleaner, and safer. 

However, we should celebrate our achievements in the past at the same time that we 
look toward a future that will be even better. In Virginia, we can preserve the single
family lifestyle that has made the American way of life the envy of the world. Our 
houses are not only our castles, they are the enduring monuments of our civilization. 

What is important about the Virginia landscape is the single-family suburban life
style. The history that is important in shaping the Virginia lifestyle is that which I have 
spelled out on this occasion, a history more important than that of the more popular 
battlefields and historic sights of the Commonwealth. What is important in Virginia, I 
suggest, are the single-family homes and the suburban lifestyle that is so characteristic of 
our society. 
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GROWTH AND PUBLIC POLICIES 

Anthony Downs 

Anthony Downs is a senior fellow of The Brookings Institution, Washington, 
D. C. The ideas in this edited speech are solely his own, not necessarily those 
of The Brookings Institution, its Trustees, or its other staff members. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is a challenge to speak to the Virginia Assembly about what type of growth policy 
the state of Virginia ought to adopt. States such as Virginia have two conflicting 
constituencies for growth policy. Many residents of fast-growing areas want to limit the 
negative impacts of rapid growth by slowing their growth. But many residents of non
growth, often rural, areas want to encourage and capture as much economic growth as 
possible. 

Even in fast-growing areas, our worries about controlling rapid growth become de
emphasized during recessions, such as the one Virginia has been experiencing recently. 
But those worries will reappear once prosperity returns. And it will, although rather 
slowly. 

How can a state develop a single growth policy that both limits and encourages 
growth--and yet have a policy that is within the relatively limited power state government 
has to influence such matters? The first step is to recognize two things: any growth 
policy must operate in both of the above spheres, and it must deal with each sphere. I am 
going to discuss each sphere separately first, and then briefly look at them together. I 
will focus mainly upon the economic and spatial aspects of growth, not upon many of its 
social dimensions, such as education, welfare, poverty, and crime. These are very 
important, but I cannot deal with everything important in the time available. I will begin 
with policies for limiting rapid growth in key metropolitan areas in Northern and Coastal 
Virginia. 

THE NOW-DOMINANT VISION AND ITS FIVE IDEAL GOALS 

For the past few decades, one major vision for the future of our metropolitan areas 
has become dominant both in the public mind and in public policies. This dominant 
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vision is held by the vast majority of American households, and by almost all local 
suburban politicians and other public officials. The dominant vision contains five ideal 
goals: 

• The first goal is nearly-universal ownership of detached, single-family housing by 
all households. This is a vital part of the American dream. Over 80 percent of 
all American households aspire to own such housing. This aspiration requires 
relatively low-density settlements that spread people widely across the landscape, 
as was effectively pointed out in one of the background papers prepared for this 
meeting. 

• The second goal involves ownership and use of a personal, private automotive 
vehicle by nearly every man, woman, and teenager. They all want to be able to 
leap into a private car or truck and drive without congestion to any destination that 
they have in mind, and do so in less than 30 minutes. 

• The third goal involves low-density workplaces. They are visualized as attractive 
low-rise office or industrial buildings located in well-landscaped park settings with 
free parking immediately adjacent to every structure. 

• The fourth goal concernsfragmented governance. Most Americans want to live in 
small communities with strong local self-governments controlling local land-use, 
public schools, and other key elements affecting neighborhood life. They regard 
comprehensive planning over large areas as totally un-American. 

• The fifth goal is providing housing for low-income households primarily through 
the filtering or trickle-down process. New housing is built for occupancy by non
low-income households because it is too expensive for poor people to afford 
directly. Then such housing becomes occupied by low-income households after it 
is older and less costly. This trickle-down process tends to concentrate the 
poorest households together in the oldest and most deteriorated neighborhoods. 
That occurs in part because such people are effectively excluded from newer areas 
by zoning rules that raise housing costs there. 

Each of these five goals seems fully acceptable to most Americans. Together, 
these goals comprise the American dream of suburban living in our society. In fact, 
U.S. suburban growth in the past 40 years has mostly achieved this vision. We have 
been amazingly successful in attaining all five of its key elements. I will call the 
result the "unlimited low-density vision," or "unlimited sprawl." 
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THE DOMINANT VISION'S MAJOR FLAWS 

Unfortunately, that success increasingly reveals that unlimited sprawl in reality has 
several major flaws, as follows: 

• The first flaw is that unlimited sprawl generates low-density settlements that 
spread people out tremendously over the landscape. That in turn requires massive 
movements in private automotive vehicles. So achieving the vision generates a lot 
of air pollution, energy consumption, and--most frustrating-- traffic congestion. 

• The second major flaw is that unlimited sprawl contains only relatively high-cost 
housing, which a large fraction of the population cannot afford. So the vision 
really leaves out providing shelter for low and moderate-income households 
altogether. 

• The third major flaw is that this vision provides no means for making key 
decisions that involve coriflicts between the welfare of society as a whole and the 
welfare of its geographically small parts. Since governmental powers in 
metropolitan areas are fragmented into small localities in almost every part of the 
country--though these areas are a little larger in the Northern and Coastal Virginia 
areas than in many places--no one has the interest of an entire metropolitan area at 
heart, politically or emotionally. Therefore, most governance becomes totally 
parochial. 

• Another flaw is paralysis in dealing with "LVLVS. " A LULU is a Locally 
Undesirable Land Use. It consists of something that is highly desirable from the 
viewpoint of society as a whole, but produces negative spill-over effects in its 
immediate vicinity. Examples are an airport that creates noise and air pollution in 
its vicinity, an incinerator, a prison, a home for the homeless, or a half-way house 
for prisoners. Every society must have LULUS in order to function; but nobody 
wants to live next to a LULU. The reaction to LULUS is the NIMBY syndrome: 
put it somewhere else, but Not-In-My-Back-Yard. Moreover, low- and moderate
income households are considered LULUs from the viewpoint of many better-off 
households who can afford single-family homes. 

• The fourth flaw is that this vision does not create any political consensus about 
who should pay for the costs of new infrastructures--the roads, water and sewer 
systems, schools, parks, etc.--that are needed to accommodate growth. Every 
group wants to shift the cost of such infrastructures onto some other group. But 
only the existing residents in each community vote. Potential new-comers cannot 
vote, because they are not there yet. So the existing residents shift most such 
costs onto the new-comers who are not yet there, or who are just arriving. They 
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do this by adopting various impact fees, exactions, and other things. This shift is 
important because the cost of growth is very large. 

• The fifth flaw is that this vision does not compel those persons who generate 
certain social costs while pursuing their own goals to pay for those costs. It does 
not compel those people who aggravate traffic congestion by driving onto crowded 
roads in peak periods to pay the marginal social cost of their actions. Why not? 
Because we do not charge people for doing that. Even more important, it does 
not compel people who engage in exclusionary zoning to pay for the costs of 
concentrating many very poor people together in negative environments partly 
generated by their exclusion from other communities. 

• A sixth flaw is that this vision also absorbs excessive amounts of open space by 
shifting it to urban uses, thus reducing access to open space and weakening the 
environmental quality around our big cities. 

The result of all these flaws has been the emergence of what I call "social 
inconsistencies" between goals of the dominant vision, and the several negative outcomes 
it also generates. In summary, these negative outcomes are: 

• Traffic and other congestion. 
• Environmental degradation. 
• Inability to provide housing affordable to many households. 
• Concentration of many very poor households together in distressed inner-city 

neighborhoods. 
• High costs of new infrastructure. 
• Inability to create needed region-serving amenities. 
• Failure to charge persons who generate certain social costs the true costs of their 

actions. 
• Consumption of too much open space in the urban development process. 

All these negative outcomes are caused by our success at achieving our positive 
goals. In other words, the negative outcomes are the obverse side of that success. That 
is something almost no Americans really understand. It is our success in achieving the 
five goals we desire--the goals that I mentioned at the beginning--that causes all these 
problems we hate. 

All the major problems generated by the dominant vision are influenced here in 
Virginia by two other factors: 

• First, in some parts of the state like Northern Virginia, geographically large 
counties are the main forms of local government. Fortunately, Virginia counties 
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do not suffer from as much fragmentation as do counties in most of the rest of the 
country. 

• Second, Virginia's largest metropolitan area--the Northern Virginia area--is part of 
the even bigger multistate Washington metropolitan area. It also includes the 
District of Columbia and parts of the state of Maryland. That multiplicity of 
major jurisdictions makes creating regional governance much tougher than doing 
so within a single state. 

REMOVING THE FLAWS OF SUCCESS REQUIRES CHANGING BEHAVIOR 

Because the negative results described above are caused by unlimited sprawl, we 
cannot overcome or reduce those negative effects until we also alter our ideal vision of 
how metropolitan areas ought to develop--that is, until we stop assuming unlimited sprawl 
is the ideal. Thus, solving these problems requires persuading Americans to modify some 
of their most cherished personal goals and behavior. This modification will require 
major leadership in changing personal values, the most difficult thing to do in any 
society. Examples of the types of behavior requiring change include the strict spatial 
segregation of single-family homes from multi-family homes, driving to work alone in 
one's private car, entering freeways at any time without charge, and enjoying free 
parking-spaces wherever one works. 

I believe that leadership in changing these values will not come primarily from 
elected officials. I say that with all due deference to all elected officials, including many 
who are hearing me now. In a democracy, elected officials are primarily followers of 
public opinion, not primarily opinion makers. In fact, one of the great strengths of 
democracy is that elected officials must follow what the people want, not vice versa. But 
that means effective leadership in changing what the people want must come from key 
private sector actors. The first step in solving the problems being discussed is effectively 
persuading people that the problems they are encountering often come from their 
successful pursuit of their own goals--their achievement of their ideal vision. 

SOME KEY ELEMENTS OF A NEW APPROACH 

What are some key elements of a new approach that might successfully cope with 
these serious problems of rapid growth in various parts of Virginia? 

The first element is the need to confront the regional nature of major growth-related 
problems. These problems cannot be dealt with by local governments acting on their own 
because the problems come from behavior that extends beyond any one community. Such 
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regional problems include traffic congestion, air pollution, infrastructure finance, inability 
to locate LULUs, and high housing prices. 

Only some form of regional policy run by an agency with strong regional powers can 
deal with these problems. But almost no local officials are willing to yield any powers 
they now possess to regional and state agencies. They will not do so unless the private 
sector creates huge pressures on them. It has been said that 11 A conservative is a person 
who believes that nothing should ever be done for the first time. 11 Local government 
officials are very conservative in that sense concerning regional forms of governance. 

Where large county governments exist, it might seem that regional approaches would 
be possible, as in Fairfax County and other counties in Northern Virginia. But district 
election of individual supervisors within those counties tends to re-establish basically 
parochial outlooks among them, even in big counties. 

Only state governments can create regional bodies with sufficient powers to tackle 
these problems effectively, as I will discuss more fully in a moment. But the multi-state 
nature of Northern Virginia's metropolitan area makes creating strong regional bodies 
there almost impossible. Furthermore, both Virginia's traditional conservatism and her 
emphasis on individuality tend to reject any regional solution. Therefore, it is going to be 
very difficult to reach consensus in Virginia about the regional nature of these problems. 
Yet that does not change the indisputable fact that they are still regional problems. 

The second element of any effective new approach is the need to reach consensus 
about what substantive remedies to these problems to adopt. Just because local 
governments cannot solve regional problems, does not mean that strong regional agencies 
could solve them merely because such agencies came into existence. Those agencies must 
also formulate programs of actions that might work . Many solutions that are now being 
widely considered will not work. 

For example, take traffic congestion. I will use this as an example because I just 
wrote a book on traffic congestion, entitled Stuck in Traffic. Hence I am now the world's 
leading authority on this subject--at least for this week! One of my conclusions--which I 
prove beyond dispute in my book--is that building more roads cannot fully eliminate 
peak-hour traffic congestion. True, more roads can shorten the peak-hour period, 
because they make it possible to have more people moving during that period. But they 
cannot eliminate such traffic congestion; nor will building fixed-rail transit systems. 
These policies will not even notably reduce the crowdedness of our highways during peak 
periods, as universal experience proves. 

Probably the policy that would most effectively reduce peak-hour congestion is 
adopting road-pricing and charging high tolls for persons driving alone at such times. 
That would force more people to use transit or share rides, thereby cutting the number of 
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vehicles on the highways during peak hours. But Americans do not like paying for 
driving, especially since wealthier drivers can more easily afford to travel in peak hours 
than can moderate- and low-income drivers. Moreover, we would need a strong regional 
agency especially designed to manage the network of toll-charging systems throughout a 
region. 

Each of the 23 possible remedies that have been suggested for ending peak-hour 
traffic congestion is examined in my book. It is my conclusion that the remedies that 
would work best are the ones we are least likely to adopt. The only effective way to cut 
down peak-hour traffic congestion is to make driving alone during peak hours so 
expensive that people will stop doing it. Three remedies have that impact; they are peak
hour traffic tolls, peak-hour parking charges, and raising gasoline taxes to very high 
levels. But we are very unlikely to adopt them because they would impose high costs 
directly on the vast majority of American commuters--who do not want to stop 
commuting solo. They would much rather suffer from the disease-- traffic congestion-
than endure its cures. 

A third element in an effective approach to growth management is recognizing the 
high cost of coping properly with our past and future growth. These include 
infrastructure costs, housing subsidy costs, and regulatory costs. 

Infrastructure costs: We now try to force residents of new growth areas to bear very 
high fractions of the costs of building new infrastructures; for example, the costs of 
schools and public parks. We do this through exactions, impact fees, and other ways 
of loading these costs onto new development. These tactics raise the cost of housing 
for all newly built units. That means housing subsidies are necessary to provide units 
in new-growth areas for low- and moderate-income households. The trickle-down 
process does not work in areas where population growth is rapid and occurs mostly 
on the urban periphery far from the older housing stock where low-income people 
can afford to live. 

Housing subsidy costs: Regarding housing subsidies, it is more sensible to subsidize 
households through vouchers than through cutting unit construction costs or rents. 
With vouchers, households can shop for older units, not just new ones. But state and 
local governments cannot bear the full cost of housing subsidies. 

Most housing problems and housing deficiencies are rooted in a single basic cause: 
the poverty of a large fraction of our population. Unless most poor households spend 
more than 30 percent of their incomes on housing, they simply cannot afford to live 
in the kind of housing units that middle-class architects, planners, and citizens think 
everybody ought to live in, i.e., decent housing units. We define those "decent" 
units as of "standard-quality" and require all new units to meet those standards. That 
is why low-income households cannot afford most brand new housing. 
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But state and local governments cannot overcome poverty on their own. If they raise 
taxes on their non-poor residents in order to aid their poor residents, many of the 
non-poor residents will move to some other jurisdiction nearby. Neither state nor 
especially local governments can keep people from leaving their jurisdictions if they 
raise taxes there to aid the poor--as long as those being taxed can find some other 
jurisdiction nearby where they can live with lower taxes. That is basically why all 
kinds of anti-poverty programs, which include housing subsidies, must ultimately be 
financed by the federal government. No citizens can readily move away from the 
jurisdiction of the federal government to escape redistributive taxes. 

Since state and local governments cannot combat poverty effectively, and the federal 
government has refused to do so in this era of budget deficits, we are trying to force 
the private sector to create housing subsidies through "inclusionary zoning." It has 
been used for a long time in Montgomery County, Maryland, and now is being used 
in Fairfax County, Virginia, I believe. This requires developers to sell or rent at 
least 10 to 15 percent of the new units in every new subdivision at below-market
level prices or rents. The developer must subsidize those below-market-rate units by 
raising the prices or rents of the remaining units. He can do that only if there is a 
monopolistic situation caused by exclusionary zoning in that locality. So inclusionary 
zoning works only where there exclusionary zoning already exists. Furthermore, 
inclusionary zoning raises some difficult problems. For example, how do you keep 
the original owner from having a windfall profit if he or she can sell the subsidized 
unit to the next buyer at its market price? Those problems can be solved, but doing 
so is complicated. 

Regulatory costs: The regulatory costs of growth involve bureaucratic interference in 
private decisions in order to achieve collective goals. For example, if we adopt 
peak-hour pricing of road use on a big scale, we would need a regional body to 
decide which roads to price and how to do it. Encouraging more car pooling, 
another way to reduce traffic congestion, requires pressuring developers and 
employers to develop car-pooling programs for their tenants and workers. We also 
might have to abolish free employee-parking through state laws that would make it 
illegal to provide such parking for employees, or would at least force employers to 
pay a tax on parking spaces. Getting more use of public transit might require 
clustering future jobs in big nodes. That would mean prohibiting scattered work sites 
and having another level of bureaucratic interference with free markets. Or, it might 
require building high-density housing near transit stops. That has been done in 
Arlington County, and was proposed in Vienna but turned down by Vienna residents 
who do not want high-density residencies nearby. Clustering jobs and raising travel 
costs in the ways I have described would have bigger effects on traffic congestion 
than trying to raise housing densities uniformly across all new-growth portions of a 
metropolitan area. The problem is that most Americans do not want to accept any 
discipline or limits on their own individual benefits in order to obtain collective 
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benefits, such as reducing traffic congestion or providing more housing for Iow
income households in suburban areas. 

Similarly, as noted above, local government officials are unwilling to accept any 
limits on their "local sovereignty" in order to pursue broader social goals. Such 
pursuit would require state coordination of local planning with state-level approval 
required for local plans. Almost without exception, all local governments oppose 
such policies, no matter how wise they would be or how good they would be for the 
state as a whole. 

Governance arrangements are particularly important for implementing any new vision 
of future growth. But those arrangements depend upon just what the new vision 
really is. In terms of land-use, for instance, we have no consensus on any alternative 
visions to continued unlimited sprawl. So, we come to this question: What could 
such alternative visions really be like? 

ALTERNATIVE VISIONS THAT MIGHT REPLACE THE VISION OF UNLIMITED 
SPRAWL 

I have recently finished the final draft of a book tentatively called New Visions of 
Metropolitan Growth that tries to answer that question. I will describe three new visions 
discussed in the book as possible alternatives to the Unlimited Low-Density Vision that 
has long been dominant in the United States. 

The Bounded High-density Vision. This vision is bounded because it has an urban
growth boundary drawn tightly around the periphery of its existing settled areas. It is 
high density because it restrains all growth within that boundary, thereby producing a 
much higher density than now exists in both presently-settled and new-growth areas. This 
vision is like European cities with high-density housing, heavy public-transit use, big 
subsidies for low-income households, and an urban-growth boundary beyond which there 
are open fields. It is the exact opposite of our now-dominant vision of unlimited sprawl. 
I believe it would be unacceptable to most Americans. They prefer low-density living 
and more universal use of their own automotive vehicles to the kind of life that is lived in 
much of Western Europe. 

The Limited-spread Mixed-Density Vision. This alternative is midway between 
unlimited sprawl at one extreme and bounded high-density at the other. This vision 
would involve clusters of high-density, but not high-rise, housing in a mainly low-density 
pattern. Those clusters would contain a notable percentage of the whole population, say 
20 to 30 percent, residing in high-density housing. Yet most of the residentially-zoned 
land would still be occupied by low-density housing. 
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This vision would also involve more ride-sharing, some peak-hour pricing of road 
use, some low-income housing subsidies in new growth areas, some non-free employee 
parking, and a "loose" urban boundary. That boundary would partly constrain urban 
growth but still allow some growth--up to 35 percent of the total-- outside it. 

This vision would also retain local governance of comprehensive land-use planning, 
but within a state-mandated set of goals and planning procedures with state approval for 
all local plans to insure consistency and fairness. That type of planning would be very 
similar to the structure used in Oregon for the past 15 years. 

The New Communities and Green Belts Vision. This alternative is similar to the 
preceding one, but would have a "tighter" urban growth boundary around most of the 
already-settled region . It also would confine nearly all future growth outside that main 
boundary to a set of "new communities." Most would be planned additions onto existing 
outlying small towns. Each would be surrounded by its own urban growth boundary, and 
separated from the others by open "green belts" in which development would be 
prohibited. 

Several states have adopted new state and local government partnerships on the basis 
of alternative visions not very different from the dominant low-density vision. Oregon 
and New Jersey did not change away from an unlimited sprawl vision, but they did 
modify their form of governance to place local planning within a statewide framework. 
But just changing the form of governance or planning in that manner will not solve the 
basic problems that sprawl generates, such as traffic congestion, high-cost housing, or 
difficulties in financing structures. To solve growth-related problems, we must change 
the substance of our present development policies, not just our present form of 
governance and planning--though the latter change is also essential. 

CHANGING THE SUBSTANCE OF GROWTH POLICIES 

If we want to change the future pattern of our metropolitan-area development, we 
must first adopt a vision of how to cope with the problems I have described. Then we 
must design a governance and planning system to achieve that vision. As noted above, 
this requires a change in substantive policy, not just in form or process. But few 
politicians want to deal with the substance of urban development policies. For example, 
if our new vision involved widespread peak-hour road-pricing, we would need a regional 
governance arrangement to plan and operate that element. If it involved higher-density 
housing, we would need some means of compelling all local governments to accept a "fair 
share" of higher-density housing. If it involved large job clusters, we would also need 
effective regional powers to create them. 
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Concerning governance, I believe the concepts developed in Oregon and 
Massachusetts make sense. But they are not designed to cope with all of the growth 
problems I have described. Moreover, I do not recommend that Virginia adopt any 
specific new governance or planning system until a broader consensus has arisen about 
what substantive goals any new governance and planning arrangements ought to achieve. 
Unfortunately, it seems unlikely that any such consensus will be formed in the near 
future. 

Elected officials do not want to stick their necks out by advocating any one future 
vision. If you ask any politician which view of the future he or she supports, the answer 
will be roughly as follows: "The situation is definitely ambiguous, and any attempt to 
impose clarity on it would distort the facts." And the interests of private parties are too 
divergent for them to agree upon one vision of the future. Therefore, I believe that our 
now-dominant vision of unlimited sprawl will persist through sheer inertia, in the absence 
of any agreed-upon process for formulating an alternative vision and gaining a consensus 
for it. 

This situation means that the problems I have described will also persist. We do not 
really believe those problems are bad enough yet to cause us to change our long 
established and cherished behavior patterns. I'll say a little bit more about that at the 
very end. 

The greatest contribution of this Assembly might be designing a process for 
focusing the attention of state leaders upon the substantive land-use policy choices 
involved in choosing among alternative visions of future development patterns. I do not 
know how you can do that, but I th ink it is the first step. Get the state's leaders to focus 
on exactly what is the future content of the way they want metropolitan areas to grow. 

THE PROBLEM OF LACK OF GROWTH 

Now let me turn to the second major growth-related problem--the lack of growth in 
most of Virginia's communities and physical area. This problem has long been dominant 
in rural areas. Right now, it also affects the entire state of Virginia because of the 
recession and cutbacks in defense. 

Most of the factors influencing economic growth lie beyond the control of state and 
local governments. Examples are the current national recession, and the shift in U.S. 
defense policy resulting from the collapse of communism. Several major long-run factors 
also operate against the economic growth of rural areas far removed from metropolitan 
areas. These factors include rising productivity in agriculture, the desire of firms to 
locate where good universities and highly skilled labor forces are found, a shift of many 
low-wage industries to foreign countries, and the desire of young people to leave small 
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towns and rural settlements for larger metropolitan areas. It is true that communications 
innovations and computers permit more people to work at home and at locations distant 
from company headquarters. Furthermore, I think that is going to be a very important 
factor in the future. But most people like to live close enough to metropolitan areas to 
enjoy the cultural and economic benefits and diversities of those areas at least some of the 
time. So they prefer to locate in fringe areas not far from metropolitan regions. 

As a result, states have found that creating a general economic climate conducive to 
private enterprise is about the best way to promote economic development. That means 
relatively low taxes, low wages, and provision of adequate public services, especially 
education. That set of outputs sounds contradictory, because it is contradictory. 
Americans want to pay low taxes but receive all the benefits that come from high taxes. 
That contradiction creates a serious policy dilemma. 

WE NEED TO CONFRONT THE DILEMMA POSED BY THE PUBLIC'S CONFLICTING 
DESIRES 

We have not yet confronted this dilemma nationally, as our federal deficit shows. But 
we are closer to doing so at the state level, because states cannot engage in prolonged 
deficit spending. There is a tremendous hostility in this country to spending money 
through the public .sector, created in part by conservatives who do not want to pay above
average taxes on their above-average wealth and incomes. 

How can policies designed to encourage economic development be integrated with 
policies designed to cope with the problems of rapid growth? I think the answer is some 
type of state-mandated, local-planning system using statewide goals and planning 
procedures that take account of both types of areas and problems. I am sorry to be so 
inconclusive about just what policies Virginia ought to adopt in the future. I personally 
believe some movement in and near Virginia metropolitan areas towards the Limited
Spread Mixed-Density Vision for jobs and especially housing would be desirable. But 
Virginia citizens are certainly not united in support of any one alternative vision. And 
many rural areas do not give a damn about the whole subject of coping with the problems 
generated by rapid growth, since they do not have those problems. 

At present, Virginians are united only in their unhappiness about the problems they 
associate with growth. In fast-growing metropolitan areas, those are the problems that 
pursuit of the dominant vision of development has created. In rural and small urban 
areas, the key problem is the economic stagnation that low growth has created there. 

The residents of fast-growth areas do not yet realize that it is their success in 
achieving their development goals that has generated these problems. So they have not 
yet recognized that they must change many of their cherished behavior patterns to solve 
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those problems. Until that realization becomes much more widespread, we will continue 
to pursue the dominant vision in growth areas. Therefore, we will continue to suffer 
from its shortcomings. 

You can help persuade Virginians in such areas that they will have to change their 
own behavior to attack their current problems effectively. If this Assembly can do that, it 
will have achieved an important step on the way to improving Virginia's future growth 
prospects. At the same time, no attack on the problems of rapid growth can be carried 
out in isolation from the problems of lack of growth in a majority of the state's 
communities. So only some combined strategy that appeals to both of these constituencies 
can attract enough political support to be adopted. 

THREE BROAD GENERAL POINTS 

I would like to make three crucial but very broad points before bringing this analysis 
to a close . 

The first concerns growth policy. In one key respect, growth policy resembles most 
issues with which I deal in various aspects of my life, ranging from housing policy to 
traffic congestion. Many of our most fundamental social problems are caused by 
arrangements or institutional structures that benefit a majority of citizens but harm some 
minority. The benefited majority usually contains people from the upper two-thirds of the 
income distribution, since they have the greatest political power. Most of these citizens 
do not want to change these arrangements and thereby reduce their benefits--even though 
continuing such arrangements imposes serious costs on some numerical (not necessarily 
ethnic) minority. The penalized minority usually contains people from the lower one
third of the income distribution, since they have the least political power. For example, 
exclusionary zoning helps force the lowest-income households to live together in 
neighborhoods that are extremely deteriorated. Those areas have become dominated by 
broken families, unemployment, high crime rates, and so on. Their residents pay a 
severe price for the creation of superior environments enjoyed by the majority. 

Thus, some institutional arrangements create wonderful environments for the majority 
of Americans, but do so at the expense of helping to create terrible environments for 
those at the bottom. Something similar is true of traffic congestion. Americans who are 
enjoying the benefit of driving alone in their cars do not want to give up that benefit in 
order to reduce congestion. Moreover, the beneficiaries do not want to change those 
arrangements because they want to retain their benefits. That is one of the fundamental 
current problems of democracy. 
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The second point concerns a temporal cycle of social values in our nation's history. 
It is based upon an argument developed by historian Arthur Schlesinger. He claims that 
every 30 years or so in America there is a swing of the pendulum of social values away 
from individualism towards greater social responsibility. Shortly thereafter, another 
swing occurs back towards individualism. He believes that the pendulum swung towards 
more social responsibility in the 1930s when Roosevelt came in during the Depression, 
and we adopted the New Deal. This happened again in the 1960s when we had the Civil 
Rights Movement. And he believes it will happen again in the 1990s. He predicts a 
movement away from what he sees as an excessive emphasis on individualism in the 
1980s, a sort of cowboy mentality that stressed personal greed, towards a feeling of more 
social responsibility and a greater desire to meet collective needs. 

In my opinion, one of the reasons George Bush lost the 1992 election, in addition to 
the recession--which was, of course, important--was the feeling among the American 
population that in the long run the country was going in many wrong directions, yet we 
were not facing up to some of our fundamental problems. Polls showed that up to 70 
percent of the population felt that we were moving in the wrong direction. But George 
Bush did not show any sympathy for that point of view. He simply did not perceive that 
we were moving in the wrong direction. Therefore, when the American people combined 
in their minds that long-run set of evils with the immediate negative effects of a recession, 
they decided they wanted a change. Whether the Clinton administration will succeed in 
moving the country away from a sort of unrestrained individualism towards greater social 
responsibility remains to be seen. At least President Clinton has begun trying to confront 
some of our basic problems much more explicitly than any preceding Administration in 
recent memory. 

The third point is one made by Peter Drucker in his latest book. He argues that, in 
Western societies, people have lost their faith in the ability of governments to cure all 
fundamental social problems. Drucker claims that since the Renaissance, it has been an 
article of faith in Western societies that public policies, largely operated by governments, 
if carried out with good will, could eventually overcome all the basic problems of human 
society. Hence governments could gradually lead us towards greater economic and 
cultural development--towards an almost utopian society. Drucker believes that this faith 
has been lost. Citizens no longer believe that their governments can save them by solving 
all of their problems. He also thinks that most of the extremely difficult problems we 
have today in the United States are going to be most successfully attacked by non-profit 
agencies and private citizens acting outside of government, not by governments. 

I am not capable of putting those three points together into a perfectly articulated, 
coherent vision of what the future should be. However, I urge you to consider them 
when you formulate your own visions of the future. 
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SOME IMPORTANT FINAL POINTS 

I have discussed the overall vision of what Virginia's growth should be. However, I 
believe that, in thinking about the future, three more extremely important points should be 
kept in mind: 

• We must convince a majority of Americans who are benefiting from many existing 
institutional arrangements that seriously harm others to have a greater sense of 
social solidarity with the people who are being harmed, and therefore not to look 
only at their own individual welfare in evaluating those arrangements. 

• If it is true that the historic pendulum of social values is now moving away from 
sheer individualism toward more collective responsibility, the environment has 
become much more favorable than in the past for convincing people to adopt such 
a sense of social solidarity. 

• We must recognize that governments themselves cannot be the only instruments 
furthering our sense of social solidarity and bringing about changes in institutions. 
Instead, all of us have to become involved in that process, both individually and 
collectively . 

Let me end with one relatively optimistic observation. When you go abroad, as I 
did not long ago to China, and you see a very poor country struggling to get out from 
under both past totalitarianism and tremendous poverty, you realize how enormously 
blessed we are to live in the United States, and in particular in such a great state as 
Virginia. That profoundly positive blessing is something we should never forget as 
we grapple with the difficult negative issues I have been discussing. 
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William M. Harris 

William M. Harris is a professor of urban and environmental planning at 
the University of Virginia. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper discusses the two principal components of metropolitan areas in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia--core cities and suburbs--and the influence they exert on one 
another. The continuing interplay between these two urban forms will have a major 
impact on their separate development and on the future of the Commonwealth's 
metropolitan regions. Therefore, an understanding of the core city-suburb relationship is 
needed if we are to make rational policies to govern both. Attaining such an 
understanding is critically important, whether the policy is directed toward management of 
suburban growth or whether it is aimed at urban development and redevelopment in the 
traditional city. What is at stake in the relationship between cities and suburbs is 
nothing less than the future quality of life for the residents. 

From the first attempts at colonization, sustaining core cities in Virginia and 
ensuring their productive development has been a challenge. The settlement of 
Jamestown represented an attempt to create a liveable place. Jamestown's initial failure 
and subsequent resettlement testify to the problematical nature of urban development and 
the tenacity of Virginians in pursuing viable cities. Today, residents of the 
Commonwealth persist in their effort to improve the quality of life in their traditional 
(i.e., core) cities, their suburbs, and their metropolitan regions. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine some of the social, economic, and cultural 
relationships between the core city and the adjacent suburbs, with a focus upon the effects 
each has upon the other's future. My intent is to elicit comment from those who are 
concerned with growth and change as to where issues surrounding metropolitan 
development fit into the Commonwealth's overall development. In particular, I want to 
encourage that those concerned with Virginia's growth and development attend to 
the most under-served, least-influential, and most difficult-to-reach residents of 
metropolitan regions--those residing in the inner city. 



Our Urban Communities 

Support for the contentions presented in this paper derives from the city planning 
literature and discussions with local government managers and planners in metropolitan 
Virginia. Managers and planners are taken to be those elected and appointed officials 
responsible for decision making. 

TERMINOLOGY 

Because the terminology used in this paper departs from conventional 
usage, it may be helpful to review some of the terms I am going to use . There are 
probably as many definitions of what constitutes a city as there are social scientists, city 
planners, and decision makers responsible for managing these geographical areas. 

Definition. An urban economist has defined the suburbs as all the parts of a 
metropolitan region outside of a central city or cities (Downs). This simple definition 
allows the two areas of the larger metropolitan region to be separated for analysis and 
comparison. Even Downs' delineation is open to criticism as an over-simplification of the 
complex relationship between the core city and the suburbs. His distinction is adequate, 
however, for examining the relationships this paper discusses. 

The definitions chosen for this discussion can be clarified through comparisons 
between the inner and outer portions of metropolitan regions . As shown in Diagram 1, 
the core city and suburbs are the two principal parts of the metropolitan region; both are 
urban forms, and thus both can be called cities. 

Diagram 1.--The basic components of a metropolitan region 

- - - - - - Metropolitan region - - - - - -

Core City (or Traditional City)* Suburbs (or Suburban City) 

Communities (many) Communities (many) 

Neighborhoods (many) Neighborhoods (many) 

*Includes portions that are referred to as the inner city. 

Territory. As used in this paper, the core city or traditional city applies to all the 
territory lying within the boundary line of an incorporated urban center. The term suburb 
or suburban city applies to those densely settled places adjacent to the territory of an 
independent city, which in some cases will mean that one independent city is the suburb 
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of another. The core city may contain an inner city consisting of the old downtown and 
those portions of the core city proximate to the old downtown. 

Independent City vs. Core City. Most of the Virginia independent cities described 
here as core cities are what the U.S. Census terms central cities. Such cities include 
Richmond, Norfolk, Roanoke, Charlottesville, Danville. Some independent cities, such 
as Manassas and Manassas Park, and Suffolk and Chesapeake, are described more 
accurately as suburban cities than as core cities. Some of Virginia's independent cities 
are hard to classify. Cities such as Alexandria and Virginia Beach do not fit neatly into 
either the core city or suburban city category. Moreover, a Virginia county such as 
Arlington is hard to fit--having as it does many features of a core city. 

Communities. The most significant aspect of all places within a metropolitan 
region--core city and suburb alike--is that they are all composed of communities. Useful 
for this analysis is Johassen's definition of community: a grouping of people within a 
geographic area, having a division of labor, a sense of group unity, and an organization 
for collectively governing themselves (Johassen). Communities are the building blocks of 
a city. They define its people, its physical design, and its cultural attributes. 
Communities are formed from smaller units called neighborhoods. 

METROPOLITAN AREAS: GROWTH AND DECLINE 

In recent decades, Virginia's metropolitan areas have displayed a mixture of growth 
and decline. Virginia's core cities have seen little or no population growth. Some have 
experienced significant population declines. Meanwhile, suburban cities and counties--the 
suburbs--have experienced significant growth. 

This settlement pattern contrasts sharply with the historical growth pattern of places 
that became cities. In the past, cities expanded territorially in response to an inflow of 
people demanding spaces for dwellings, commerce and industry, and recreation and 
culture. A study conducted in 1936 by Park reported that both forms of expansion had 
occurred within Virginia's core cities. In recent decades, the suburb has become the 
locus of population growth, even while the adjacent core city was experiencing population 
decline. In effect, growth of cities by boundary expansion has been replaced by 
differential population change across fixed boundaries. The present pattern shows up, in 
Virginia, in the growth of suburban cities and counties and the ever-spreading boundary 
of metropolitan regions. 

This phenomenon has occurred in part because of geographic location, in part 
because of economic conditions and business settlement patterns, and in part because of 
public policy--federal, state, and local. These factors coincided to encourage population 
movement within Virginia and immigration into the Commonwealth. This movement of 
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people has been so great that, for more than 20 years, at least one Virginia city or county 
has ranked among the top 10 localities in the nation in growth rate. 

The localities displaying the greatest growth generally have been in the area 
comprising the "golden crescent" between Northern Virginia and the Hampton Roads. 
Though growth in central Virginia has been less spectacular, pressure arising from new 
settlement is occurring in several counties and cities in the region. 

Uneven growth has had several consequences: First, uneven growth patterns have 
elicited new, and generally rigorous, state and local policies to cope with the social and 
economic issues that result, issues that vary from locality to locality. 

Second, uneven growth patterns have produced an uneven quality of life across the 
Commonwealth. This unevenness is determined by race and class, by national (and 
international) forces, and by the relative enlightenment of local and state policies that 
influence how much temporary and permanent residents advance socially and 
economically. 

Third, uneven growth has created a situation of mutual influence or cross-impacts 
between the core city and suburbs that differs from an earlier time when the core city was 
the dynamic center whose influence radiated through the metropolitan region. These 
impacts are not unique to Virginia. They have been experienced by nearly all American 
cities and their suburbs. It is important, however, to again assess these impacts and their 
significance. 

CORE CITIES AND SUBURBS--DIFFERENCES 

Scholars who study American cities, practitioners who plan cities, and officials who 
govern cities agree that there is a bond between the core city and the suburbs. These 
relationships are complex, and they present a challenge to those who would resolve city
suburb differences because, in many places, Virginia included, tension is increasing 
between core cities and suburbs. This tension arises from social, economic, and cultural 
differences among the residents of the kinds of communities. 

Reducing this tension is important to maintaining a vital relationship between core 
cities and their suburbs. Both the core city and the suburbs have problems that require 
immediate attention. Both have important advantages that may be exploited to meet their 
separate and joint needs. These common interests may lead to joint action and a sharing 
of scarce resources. How the people in these two kinds of places deal with their mutual 
impact may well determine the quality of life for the vast majority of Virginians in the 
twenty-first century. 
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Several scholars have concentrated on the suburbs as cities (Clay and Hollister). 
Acknowledging that the suburbs are still growing, such observers suggest there are both 
positive and negative sides to the growth of places outside the core city. Nearly all 
metropolitan local governments in America, regardless of whether they are core cities or 
suburbs-as-cities, are encountering significant difficulties in fiscal capacity, race relations 
and housing, security, and other public services (Catlin). As governments in metropolitan 
regions strive to meet the challenges posed by social problems, they employ various 
techniques in community development (Harris) and thus call into demand the available 
political and economic resources of the region. It is the elements of use--appearance, 
social issues, and problem-solving--that confront the planner and the policymaker in both 
Virginia's core cities and their suburbs. These characteristics should be studied and 
alternative actions recommended that will help the components of metropolitan regions 
surmount the obstacles facing them. 

CORE CITIES AND SUBURBS, SIMILARITIES 

While there are many points of divergence between the core city and the suburbs, 
there are many similarities. Each has a definite boundary, an identifiable set of residents, 
and a discernible identity such that inhabitants see themselves as residents of a particular 
locality. Each has potential for collective action to generate policy and solve problems. 

Describing cities is easier than defining what a city is. For example, while this 
paper regards the core city and its adjacent suburbs as distinct, these two kinds of densely 
settled places share several features. The core city can be characterized as "a relatively 
large, dense and permanent settlement of socially heterogenous individuals" (Wirth, p. 2). 
While this definition was intended to pertain to all cities, sociologists have observed that 
it applies to the core city and does not describe that part of the metropolitan region 
outside the core city--the suburbs. Nevertheless, its emphasis upon the factors of 
population, density, and heterogeneity is useful. 

Academic arguments aside, it is possible to make comparisons between core cities 
and suburban cities in three areas. Cities and suburbs can be compared with respect to 
their separate characteristics, the problems that limit the quality of life, and the resources 
that may enhance and expand the services they supply their residents. This discussion 
will use these three areas to examine the nature of core cities and suburbs and to analyze 
their similarities and differences. 

THE TRADITIONAL OR CORE CITY 

The core city is marked by the three factors set forth by Wirth: Number, density, 
and heterogeneity. 
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Number. Core cities are populous. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development sets the minimum size for a city at 50,000 people. The average city in this 
nation, however, has 100,000 or more inhabitants. Among the 41 cities in Virginia, eight 
have a population over 100,000. These are found in Central Virginia, Hampton Roads, 
and Northern Virginia. 

Density. Density refers to the number of persons per square mile. In the core city, 
density is evident in apartment buildings and single-family residences on small lots. 
However, high density is not unique to core cities like Norfolk or Richmond (Table 1). 

Table 1. --Densities of selected Virginia localities 

Locality Population* 

Counties: 
Albemarle 68.0 
Chesterfield 209.3 
Fairfax 818.6 
Henrico 217 .9 
James City 34.9 
Roanoke 79.3 

Cities: 
Charlottesville 40.3 
Falls Church 9.6 
Norfolk 216.2 
Richmond 203.1 
Roanoke 96.4 

*Population in 1990 times 1000 
Area in square miles 
Density in persons per square mile 

Area Density 

725 94 
434 482 
393 2084 
238 915 
149 234 
650 316 

11 3853 
2 4789 

53 4921 
60 3384 
43 2242 

Source: Julia H. Martin, Demographic Section, 
Center for Public Service, University 
of Virginia (September 1991) 

A study of density in Fairfax County would show that much of this county is similar in 
density to Virginia's core (or traditional) cities. Thus, high density is a feature shared by 
core cities and the several "suburbanizing" counties referred to as metropolitan Virginia. 
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Significantly, the majority of the population in growing counties is concentrated in 
the settled area adjacent to the core city. The data describing suburban population 
densities are misleading. For example, summary figures for metropolitan counties do not 
reveal the differences in density found in the rural and suburbanizing areas of those 
jurisdictions. Nevertheless, experience teaches that cities in most cases are more dense in 
population and in dwelling units per acre than are either suburbs or rural areas. 

Heterogeneity. The third element characterizing core cities is heterogeneity or 
diversity (Townsend, p. 16). Core cities offer variety in race, class, cultural 
opportunities, and service organizations or institutions. Traditionally, the South has been 
a two-race community--white and black. However, the past two decades have seen 
growth in populations of Latin and Asian origins. Core cities afford the greatest diversity 
of race, as may be observed in the inner city. There, in Virginia as elsewhere, economic 
classes exist side by side. The core city is home to the homeless, to the public housing 
tenant, to middle-class singles and families, to the penthouse dweller. Culturally, these 
cities are the stronghold of the literary, artistic, musical, and theater vanguards; various 
"open" lifestyles flourish there. Finally, the core city houses large universities, hospitals, 
corporations, and similar institutions. Suburbs are not without those characteristics. But 
core cities abound in them. Interestingly, major problems of these cities often trace to 
their cultural features. 

Core City Liabilities 

While core cities are plagued by a variety of ills, those central to this discussion are 
finances, education, housing, and crime. Across the country, core cities are in fiscal 
trouble; in fact, several northeastern cities are almost bankrupt. In Virginia, even 
medium-sized core cities must strain to supply the services residents demand. Core city 
economics rely upon state, national, and even global economies (Preteceille). Virginia's 
core cities, like her counties, are regulated by the Dillon Rule. This rule limits their 
ability to tap additional revenue sources. Politically, tax increases are hard to sell, even 
in good times . Slow monetary growth on the national level, international recession and 
depression, and lessened manufacturing competitiveness lead to bad times. In such times, 
it is tough for core cities to raise sufficient revenues on their own to maintain a desirable 
quality of life for their residents. 

For the majority of inner-city children, education is a failure, a failure that frustrates 
core-city planners and government managers alike (Gans). Poor test performance, 
alienated behavior, and high dropout-rates are signs of the problems plaguing inner-city 
schools. Inadequate tax bases resulting in decreased property values and loss of business 
enterprise contribute to the failure in public education. Many teachers are ill-prepared to 
teach students of diverse cultural and racial backgrounds. Racism, outdated texts and 
materials, and aging facilities also contribute. Thus, educators expect children from the 
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low-income, inner-city neighborhoods to perform poorly--an expectation that ill-prepared 
teachers help fulfill. 

Educational quality is tied to residential patterns in core cities. These patterns are 
still segregated, the fault of exclusionary zoning and poor management. 

Crime is a major problem for nearly all core cities. Crime brings fear to the law
abiding and consumes resources needed elsewhere to provide public safety. Crime 
reinforces the stereotypes of affluent suburbanites who refuse to lend support to core-city 
residents because they believe the poor--generally inner-city dwellers--" get what they 
deserve" (Auletta). Already strapped for finances, these cities are unable to combat the 
increase in crime, in particular violent crime, resulting from epidemic drug and other 
substance abuse. 

Core City Assets 

All these problems notwithstanding, core cities have resources with which to work. 
These resources are more potential than tangible. First, these cities have a valuable 
housing stock. Although much of it is in need of repair, much can be rehabilitated 
(Montford, pp. 100-101). In Richmond, Church Hill is being gentrified because new 
home-buyers recognize the value of the housing stock even though many existing homes 
need fixing up. Many would-be buyers balk at the "undesirable" neighbors in the core 
city, not the quality of the housing stock itself. This balking occurs all across America. 
Some Americans lack maturity to live in neighborhoods containing people of different 
backgrounds, races, and lifestyles. Nevertheless, existing housing stock is an asset to the 
core city . 

Second, inner cities are homes to legions of youths of color who are often less well
educated than their cohorts. They may commit more crimes; they may have backgrounds 
alien to middle-class people (Shalala and Vitulle-Martin, p. 5). However, these young 
people could become scientists, teachers, public administrators, and corporate leaders. 
These young people are a potential asset to the city . Developing the talents of these 
youths is vital to the future health of the Commonwealth. Means must be found to 
better extract and employ those talents . 

Third, the core cities have deft, experienced government officials. School 
superintendents, government managers and planners, financial officers, and transportation 
engineers of core cities are extraordinarily skillful in handling challenging problems 
(Zeigler). What these officials need to do their jobs is more resources. Supplied the 
resources, managers of this caliber could provide public services of the highest quality. 
A high quality of pubic services, in turn, would be a magnet for those who would be 
drawn to a city that offered good schools, safe streets, and adequate public transportation 
and sanitation. 
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SUBURBS (OR SUBURBAN CITIES) 

Suburbs, too, have distinctive characteristics, resources, and problems. The most 
notable characteristics of the suburbs are that they serve as dormitories, that they are 
homogeneous, and that their residents require transportation to get to work (Fava). 

Suburbanization, underway since the turn of the century, has been rampant since the 
1950s. The town planner Ebenezer Howard called for "garden cities" in response to 
crowded industrial towns (Howard). The dream of suburban architects has been to allow 
residents to have large lots, green and open space, and freedom from the rush of the core 
city. Much of this dream has been realized. However, many residents of suburbs work 
and play in the core city. Thus, the suburbs became residential enclaves or dormitories. 

The suburbs became a refuge, a place to reside free from congestion, a place of 
escape from many of the economic, social, and political ills of the core city, and a 
fulfillment of the American Dream of individuality and privacy . To live in the suburbs 
after 1945 was to carry the mark of social and economic success. In Virginia, Fairfax 
County became a national example of that success and of the dormitory community. 

Early suburbs were not free-standing. Residents were satisfied with commuting to 
work and to cultural activities. With the support of the federal government-guaranteed 
home mortgage prog~ams , F.H.A. and FmHA, following World War II, lending institutions 
began to take part actively in building suburbs. Large tracts of land were cleared, and 
millions of new houses were built. The design and construction of the early suburb 
focused upon the private home rather than upon businesses and public buildings. 

Unlike residents of the core city, suburbanites tend to be homogeneous. A 
destination for "white flight," these areas became mostly white and middle-class in 
income and values . Exclusionary zoning and housing discrimination have limited the 
number of blacks and other people of color moving in the suburbs (Haar). 

To accommodate the commute from suburbs to work, an elaborate, expensive, 
automobile-based transportation system had to be built (Cervero, p. 348). Every large 
Virginia metropolitan area has such a system, and every one is marked by traffic backups 
at peak hours, bypass networks, and interstate highways. While construction of new 
roadways have been continual since the late 1940s, congestion problems have not abated. 
Automobiles behave like gas in a vacuum--they expand to fill the accessible space. 

Though conceived as havens from the core city, suburbs have their own problems. 
First, the demand for infrastructure, e.g., highways and waste water treatment systems, 
has created big problems. Constructing and maintaining this infrastructure is expensive. 
Even after a staggering investment in highways, the automobile-dependent suburbanite 
still faces gridlock, high road-maintenance costs, and frustration. 
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A second problem for those living in the suburbs is isolation (Blumenfeld, p. 348). 
Assuming that escape from the underclass and racial minorities was basic to the good life, 
residents of suburbs devised a variety of policies and practices to shield themselves. 
Some of the results are negative. Having excluded low-income groups, suburban dwellers 
have found it difficult to hire semiskilled workers and manual laborers. In Northern 
Virginia, fast-food restaurants advertise for positions that go unfilled, even in tight times. 
This exclusivity also has produced generations of children who grow up ignorant of others 
who may have different values, interests, and lifestyles. Racism, negative class-based 
stereotypes, and indifference has been the result. 

Another problem created by the building of suburbs is lack of variety in design 
(Barnett, p. 131). Warrens of look-alike houses, shapeless, strip development, and 
shopping center clones contribute to a visual sameness. Much of this probably owes to 
the fact than many suburbs were built in a hurry to accommodate the demand for housing 
after World War II. One of the significant challenges to design professionals in the 
coming century is to bring design diversity to the suburbs. 1 

These problems notwithstanding, the suburbs possess many resources. Their 
residents are better educated than those of the core city. Their governments are solvent. 
And they have enough low-density development and open areas to correct some of their 
past mistakes. Thus, there is significant potential for improving the quality-of-life 
environment in suburbs. Developing cadres of skilled professionals who can manage 
environmental and transportation systems, educate young people, and maintain 
neighborhoods is fundamental to making the suburbs better places to live. The evidence 
available indicates that the main obstacle facing the residents of suburbs may be more 
attitudinal than fiscal. 

Not all suburbs are havens for the affluent. Many suburbs are beginning to 
experience fiscal difficulties as the financial condition of the nation degenerates. 
However, compared to the core cities, the fiscal condition of most suburbs is still good 
(Winsberg). Assurance of an adequate flow of tax dollars is vital to the long-range 
planning and program implementation that permits expansion of infrastructure and public 
services. It remains to be seen whether residents of suburbs will continue to tax 
themselves sufficiently to maintain the high level of public services that they have a 
record of financing. 

1 Some have suggested that a deliberate attempt be made to make cities more diverse, that city planning should 
attempt to integrate residential areas, retail and light commercial areas, and open space (Jacobs). These cities 
would not be marked by strict zoning to create uniform uses. Others argue that both the core city and the suburb 
must be pleasing to the eye and other senses (Lynch, 1960). When this standard is attained, key structures built 
in an environmentally sensitive way give definition to and add to the appreciation of an area's history and 
location. 
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The suburbs possess the wherewithal to improve the quality of their physical 
environments. As suburbs are redesigned, land will become available for the siting of the 
necessary and desired revisions (Barnett, p. 135). Also, the residents understand 
environmental issues, and they can respond to the pressing need to improve the natural 
ecology. There may still be time to correct abuses like nonpoint pollutants (e.g., lawn 
fertilizer), lack of water runoff due to poor drainage, and water flows caused by hard
surfaced parking lots; and to educate residents in recycling and solid-waste disposal. 

CROSS IMPACTS 

Historically, the core city and suburbs have been separate. Such a separation of 
identity and uses is neither innate nor practical. Since the suburbs "grew" from the core 
city, it would have been natural for there to have been a transfer of core-city management 
and planning into the expanding suburbs, especially those suburbs that had close ties with 
the core city. Although the values of core-city residents differ from suburbanites', as 
well as problems and resources, the transfer of management and planning skills would 
have maintained contacts between the core city and the suburbs. But history is another 
story. The results are shown in Diagram 2. 

The Impact of Suburbs on Core Cities. First, the suburbs affect the core city 
financially. While the suburbs are themselves solvent, they often drain core-city 
resources. As suburban commuters pass through the city enroute to work or play, they 
strain the roadways and other public facilities; commuters do not pay for these public 
faciliti.es--at least not in Virginia. While the benefit is primarily to the suburb-residing 
user, the cost is borne by the core-city dweller. This situation is difficult for the core-city 
resident to accept, given the higher incomes earned by suburbanites. 

Second, the impact suburbs have on core cities also is felt in publicly supported 
education. In the Commonwealth, as a rule, suburban schools are better than core-city 
schools--an inequality resulting from differences in the ability to pay for instruction and 
facilities. Because suburbs are able to spend more for education, the disparity between 
the educational achievements of youth in the core city, especially the inner-city, and the 
suburbs widens. As this gap expands, the social and cultural tension between these 
neighboring areas is aggravated. 

Third, suburbs have a variety of environmental impacts on the core city. Traffic 
congestion caused by commuters increases air and water pollution in the city. Disposal of 
waste and trash produced by residents of suburbs while working or pursuing recreation in 
the city must be paid for by core-city residents. Thus, the core-city, especially the inner
city, resident subsidizes the cost of infrastructure deterioration caused by commuters. If 
this situation worsens, "border disputes" may break out. 
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Diagram 2.--Comparative typology 

Core (traditional city) Suburbs (suburban city) 

- - - - - - - - - Definitions - - - - - - - - -

Relatively large, dense 
and permanent settlement 
of socially heterogeneous 
individuals (Wirth) 

All parts of the 
metropolitan areas 
outside of central 
cities (Downs) 

- - - - - - - - Characteristics - - - - - - - -

+Large populations 

+High (residential) 
density 

+ Race, cl ass, and 
cultural diversity 

+Bedroom communities 

+Racial and socio
economic hetero
geneity 

+High transportation 
network demand 

- - - - - - - - Major problems - - - - - - - -

+Diminishing fiscal 
resources 

+Failing educational 
system 

+High crime levels 

+Long, tiresome work 
commutes 

+Cultural isolation 

+Design (residential) 
sameness 

- - - - - - - - Major resources - - - - - - - -

+Valuable housing stock +Fiscal solvency 

+Youthful multi-racial +Well trained popu-
populations lat ions 

+Experienced decision- +Open space 
makers and bureaucrats 

- - - - - - - - - Cross impacts - - - - - - - - -

+Infrastructure strain 
sink 

+Public education 
disparity 

+Negative environmental 
consequences 
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The Impact of Core Cities on Suburbs. Core cities also affect the suburbs. First, 
the main cultural resources of a metropolitan region usually are found in the core city. 
As the hub of the arts, the core city affords residents of suburbs an important link to 
entertainment and lifestyle changes. Many sports events, large and small, take place in 
core cities. The best theater, music, and art usually is on the stages and in the galleries 
of the core city. In short, the core city provides the diversity of racial and cultural 
experiences that some residents seek. 

Second, the core city has a less visible but nonetheless real impact upon the 
suburbs--the influence of core-city youth culture upon young people in the suburbs. In 
1960, there were estimated to be 100,000 heroin addicts in the United States. Nearly 
one-half of them were black; a similar percentage lived in New York City. Two decades 
later, heroin addiction was a national problem of unknown proportions. Although the 
media portray these physically separated young people as culturally and economically 
different, there are many similarities. The cross impacts are likely to be both good and 
bad. 

Third, the core city exerts an influence upon the suburbs through the increasing 
attractiveness of its housing stock. Young people reared in suburbs increasingly are 
seeking housing in the city, often in its inner city, where there is affordable housing 
requiring rehabilitation. This reverse movement is called gentrification. In some 
instances, the poor. are displaced and have few options for acquiring sound housing. 
Even though gentrification raises many questions, it does create a renewed relationship 
between inner-city dwellers and suburbanites (Montford, 1986, p.257). 

Clearly, the core city and the suburb affect each other powerfully, with strong 
potential for both positive and negative consequences. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has examined metropolitan development by looking at the interplay between 
the core city and suburbs. These relationships were summarized in Diagram 2. Regardless of 
the words used to define them, both the core city and the suburbs have notable characteristics, 
problems, and resources. Just by existing, each has an impact on the other. It is clear, 
however, that neither the core city nor the suburb is likely to do well if they do not begin to 
appreciate their mutual impacts. In this respect, much improved intergovernmental 
cooperation is necessary. The cha/.lenge is to create the will to cooperate. 

In America, the liveability of communities continues to slide because persons of diverse 
races and cultures are unwilling to reside in the same neighborhoods. Enlightened leadership 
must work to bring an end to this irrationality. Drawing strength from our diversity is not 
just a liberal thing to do; overwhelming evidence makes clear that it is the reasonable, 
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productive thing to do. The nation cannot afford to waste human talent simply because of 
racial or cultural prejudice. Metropolitan regions can be better places to live. It is in the best 
interest of everyone to work to improve for all the quality of life in the core cities and 
suburbs. 

Therefore, I would like to conclude by offering five recommendations to guide the 
future development of metropolitan Virginia. Each of the five is designed to meet the 
challenges offered by the relationships between each core city and its adjacent suburbs. Each 
aims to enhance the quality of life and reduce private and public costs within the metropolitan 
regions of the Commonwealth. 

1. The Commonwealth must restructure its tax system to bring about greater equity 
between core cities and suburban cities and expand the capacity of all its 
metropolitan governments to deliver needed services to all citizens. 

2. The Commonwealth m4st take the leadership in the radical overhaul of the public 
education system to ensure that students, whether they attend school in the inner city 
or in prosperous suburbs, acquire the skills needed to compete in the global, 
technologically advanced economy. 

3. The federal government must increase support to state governments to allow for the 
development of world leadership in the natural sciences and engineering, establish a 
stable fiscal base, and reduce conflict among localities in metropolitan regions. 

4. The Commonwealth must enact an effective health-care system for all 
Virginians;both federal and private sector support must be attracted to implement 
such a change. 

5. The Commonwealth must provide the leadership in making metropolitan 
communities more livable for all residents regardless of race, class, and other 
artificial factors. 
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THE HAPPY ECONOMICS OF CAREFULLY PLACED GROWTH 
--Who Needs Rural Virginia?--

Charles Planck 

Charles Planck and his wife, Susan, operate Wheatland Vegetable Farms in Loudoun 
County, Virginia. 

Nature selects the longest way, 
And winds about in tortuous grooves; 
A thousand years the oaks decay,· 
The wrinkled glacier hardly moves. 

But here the whetted fangs of change 
Daily devour the old demesne---
1he busy farm, the quiet grange, 
The wayside inn, the village green. 

In gaudy yellow brick and red, 
With rooting pipes, like creepers rank, 
The shoddy terraces o 'erspread 
Meadow, and garth, and daisied bank. 

NEEDED: A NEW CASE FOR AGRARIANISM 

from A Northern Suburb by 
John Davidson, 1896 

My hope is to encourage farming, save land suitable for farming, and preserve or revive 
rural society in Virginia, especially in urban-fringe counties like my own. But the forces of 
modern life and politics are not helping. 

Those of us who share these hopes need a new justification for them. The philosophical 
basis for our hopes can no longer be classic agrarianism--the romance of farming, the value to 
democracy of independent yeoman. And, we need a new strategy for achieving our hope. 
The instruments can no longer be the New Deal farm policies--purporting to provide the fair 
prices, the stable supplies of food, and the family farms that the agrarian vision requires . 
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We also need a new reading of society to find forces that we can mobilize to reach our 
goals. These forces will no longer be found primarily in rural areas, or, more narrowly, in 
the farm economy. 

A FAILURE OF FEDERAL FARM POLICY 

Modern federal farm policy took form in the 1920s. If the goal of that policy has 
been a stable rural society embedded in a productive farm economy, the policy has been 
ineffective at best. Often it has been harmful. National farm policy has brought 
America: 

• ever fewer farmers on ever larger farms; 
• enormous government payments resulting from imbalances of supply and demand 

aggravated by program incentives; 
• payments to only a relative handful of farms 1

; 

• payments to only a small portion of rural areas2
; and 

• a rural nonfarm population that is disproportionally poor (Center). 

A principal concomitant of federal farm policy has been the exodus from the farm to 
the city and from agricultural to nonagricultural jobs . Only 3 percent of Virginia's 
counties can be defined as farm-income dependent. And among all rural counties 
nationwide, only 12 percent are farm-income dependent. 

Farm policy is not rural development policy, and rural development is less and less 
agricultural. America's real rural policy has been RFD, REA, FHA--programs not limited 
to agricultural producers--and interstate highways. Extensions of some urban services to 
the countryside improved the lives of those still farming, but primarily those services 
made it possible for some people to stay in rural areas without farming and for others to 
move to rural areas without becoming farmers . In Virginia, 80 percent of rural residents 
have jobs in urban places. 

Economists shielded from public heat can dispassionately call the American 
migration from the farm a "long-term structural adjustment" and a "secular decline in 
agriculture." For them, this migration was simply a rational shift as agricultural 
productivity outpaced population growth. What most rural areas have seen from farm 
policy, however, is not more farming but fewer people, and poorer ones at that. 

In Virginia, 5 percent of the farmers get 45 percent of the federal government payments made to Virginia's 
farmers . 

Only about 12 percent of the rural counties in America can be defined as farm-dependent economies. Of the 
farm counties, federal government payments go disproportionally to those with the highest incomes; that is, 
farm payments do not compensate for low rural incomes. 
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Nor have production methods encouraged by farm legislation helped keep rural 
agricultural resources in good shape. To maintain eligibility for price-and-income 
supports, farmers are steered toward monoculture and away from diversity and long 
rotations. An uncritical emphasis by researchers and agribusiness on substituting 
chemicals and machinery for people has contributed to environmental damage. Even the 
land-retirement programs, such as the Soil Bank and the Conservation Reserve, had key 
limitations as preservation methods. Farmers had to be paid to take part, and once in, 
they could switch in and out in response to short-term market fluctuations. 

While policymakers have never dropped their claim to saving the family farm, they 
have looked the other way as families and farmers steadily departed the land. More 
commonly, family farm rhetoric stayed in speeches, while policies geared toward 
improving the land tenure available to small farms faded away. Occasionally, as under 
Ezra Taft Benson, farm officials applauded the migration . But such candor was impolitic. 
Indeed, policymakers have embraced programs, perhaps heedlessly, that sped up the rural 
outmigration. Research into production technologies, for example, has not been judged 
for its impact on farm scale. It is not as though the evolution of the structure of 
agriculture and its implications for local economic and social life were not understood. 
Those who cared to look have been aware of the pattern since Walter Goldschmidt's 
studies of California agribusiness communities in the 1940s (Goldschmidt). 

If the change to fewer farms and farmers was unavoidable, if policy could have 
done little to stem the tide, then federal agricultural programs have not been a good buy. 
Consumers paid extra for food that would have been produced anyway. Witness how fast 
farmers can adjust production plans to take part in the (non-free-) market incentives 
embodied in farm programs--e.g. price-and-income supports and acreage limitations. 

In offering these criticisms of federal farm policies and their effects, I do not claim 
that fewer total acres are being farmed or that America's gross food production capacity 
is threatened. These are favorite points used by the agricultural establishment to justify 
current policies--a subject we will come back to below. I stress instead the undeniable 
outcome of fewer farms and fewer farmers . And this in turn is manifest in the emptying 
out and evident economic decline of many rural regions. If farm production has 
continued to rise, as apologists for present policies regularly point out, it would not be 
readily visible in visits to much of rural America. If "rural" means anything other than 
low-density settlement patterns, if it means farming, stable face-to-face social institutions, 
easy access to the countryside, then less and less of rural America remains. 

THE IMPACT OF AGRICULTURAL DECLINE 

I have talked about the failure of agricultural policy at the national level. What are 
the consequences of agricultural decline at the local level? 
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In simple words, most rural communities are left without their historical economic 
base. Often, those communities that are far from urban centers are dying from the 
evolution. Usually, they try to tempt new nonfarm business with tax and zoning 
concessions. 

In contrast, Virginia jurisdictions on the urban-growth fringes are drowning from 
the changes. Anemic agriculture and minimal land-use controls--typically large-lot zoning 
or no zoning at all--leave these urban-fringe jurisdictions open to an influx of houses and 
businesses that distort their historic character. They are being settled by people fleeing 
unhappy cities and poorly planned suburbs looking for a rural life that either no longer 
exists or will be there only fleetingly until the continuing immigration changes things 
completely. 3 

The contradiction is this: Americans want to preserve a rural society and 
countryside that were given to them by two centuries of an agricultural economy that is 
gone. More of the current agriculture will yield only fewer and larger farms, 
concentrated in fewer places, dependent on methods that both disfigure the historic 
landscape and degrade natural resources. 

However disagreeable these trends may be, they can appear inevitable. Admittedly, 
the push from the countryside and the pull of the city is a worldwide phenomenon. 
Americans who leave the farm in search of better-paying jobs in urban areas are no 
different from their counterparts in third-world countries. In the United States, as in the 
third world, cities, fed partly by rural migration, are home to growing numbers of 
marginal people. The suburbs, populated by people wanting the amenities of rural life 
without the isolation and toil, suffer the inefficiencies of poor planning--the bad fit of 
work, housing, and shopping. Like many contemporary societies, the United States has 
no stable and effective relationship of city to country or vice-versa. The shortcomings of 
federal farm policies and the lack of state and local land-use regulation cannot, however, 
bear all the blame for what is a universal condition. 

A FRESH LOOK AT URBAN NEEDS AND RURAL RESOURCES 

In light of this evolution, crudely drawn above, how can we argue now for more 
farmers, for farmland preservation, and for rural integrity? What forces can we rely on 
now to bring this about? For decades, the officially admitted American "farm problem" 
has been too much, rather than too little, food production. For decades, people have 
voted with their feet, showing that most, given the choice, really don't want to farm. 

' The new pattern may stabilize into suburbs--of course, today's suburbs sit on old farms--but still cannot be 

called •rural• no matter how large the lots. 
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Thus, it follows that we can't continue with the knee-jerk plea to save the family farm 
and the food it produces. 

This rhetoric still has power. But we know it is a kind or ~)bligatory philosophical 
ribbon decorating the package of farm policies that have other outcomes if not purposes. 
The "save-the-family-farm, keep-a-stable-food-supply" litany is useful because many 
people continue to like to believe it. But that litany is losing persuasiveness, and some 
economists are beginning to note the change. 

Begin with the following comment by James C. Hite, an economist at Clemson 
University. Hite concludes a review of the declining farm sector thus: "It is entirely 
possible that whatever comparative advantage rural areas possess in the next century will 
be related, in some way, to what they have that urban areas do not have--relatively large 
expanses of open space and quasi-natural environmental amenities" (Hite). 4 

Not a word here about food. Hite and most other economists argue that adequate 
food supplies will come easily from an ongoing worldwide increase in agricultural 
productivity, in particular from the superyield increases expected from biotechnology. 

These economists have a point. Americans with the purchasing power are eating 
well, or at least amply. And they don't care whether their food comes from this country 
or abroad. They don't care about the origins of their food: 

• unless the American shipping and processing system robs food of its taste and 
nutritional worth. 

• unless food is so compromised with chemicals, applied here or abroad, that they 
fear to eat it. 

• unless the effects of its production ruin the water resources that cities and 
metropolitan areas depend on. 

• unless the haphazard conversion of farmland to strips of shops and sprawls of 
houses eliminates the recreational use of the countryside and the waters it affects, 
e.g., the Chesapeake Bay. 

• unless the subsidies that agricultural interests claim essential become too large 
and too unfair. 

Put plainly, how food is produced and where food comes from is not a public 
concern, unless the public's complacency is disturbed because the system cumulatively 
destroys enough of the secondary or qualitative benefits expected from agriculture. When 
these benefits are lost or destroyed, or are perceived as being lost or destroyed, the stance 

By "quasi-natural environmental amenities," Hite means farmland and woodlots, man-made lakes, historic 
places, and the little towns and villages dotting the countryside. 
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of the public is clear: "Cheap and steady food is fine, but not at these costs." These 
points sketch the urban reaction to trends in the countryside--a reaction that is inchoate at 
present--but from which we may hope to build new farm and rural policies. 

THINGS CAN BE DIFFERENT 

People in rural areas--even farmers--eat food and drink water; they also use the 
countryside as an "amenity." So they could, if they choose to recognize their interests, 
come to see that established farm programs now do little for most of their communities. 
They might join urbanites in an "environmentalist" reaction to the agricultural 
transformation and rural decline of our era--a reaction that counts the costs of present 
policy and refuses to pay them. 

But the response can also go a different way: A community can come to understand 
that agricultural policy is not rural policy, that a high corn-price will not save the local 
way of life, and proceed to argue for inclusion in the expanding part of the economy. 
Argue, that is, for growth, jobs, and services in the urban pattern, rather than for a 
careful revitalization of a weakened rural one. They are likely to do so because the 
dismal bottom lines that cause farms to fold are not something to be wished away by 
chanting "We've got to save our farms." Since rural people live next door to actual 
farmers, they know, too, that you can't make people farm who don't want to farm any 
more, whatever the bottom line. And they know, politically, that government just can't 
buy up, zone up, or otherwise set aside the land withdrawn from farming. The money's 
not in farming, the farmers want out, the land is private. It sounds realistic, it sounds 
unavoidable, to say, "If we can't keep farming, we might as well grow." But is it? 

REINING IN THE IMPULSE TO GROW 

A critical look at this conclusion can show how to mesh rural and urban interests. 
Most rural areas that have the chance to become bedroom communities learn quickly that 
residential growth doesn't pay for itself. Although it takes longer to see, evidence is 
accumulating that even "balanced" residential and commercial growth may not pay either. 
Whether growth pays for itself depends on what kinds of businesses come in. And it 
depends mightily on where the growth is placed (Dupage). The cost of providing for 
poorly patterned growth can be greater than the tax revenues resulting from such growth. 

Actually, a careful look at the benefits of growth must begin before a fiscal balance 
of new bedrooms and businesses is taken. Many studies show that farmland--even when 
taxed on its modest agricultural value--not on its "highest, best use" value--contributes 
much more in taxes than it uses in services. Data for the Virginia Piedmont, as well as 
from Massachusetts and Connecticut, show that only from 10 cents to 30 cents in services 
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are required per acre annually by farmland (Sharp). Growth often adds $1. 10 to $1. 30 in 
costs of services for each annual tax-dollar added. It follows that "nongrowth," at least in 
some areas, should be the first option explored by the cautious rural politician. 

In contrast, the farmland-eating, congestion-spawning, history-obliterating, scenery
destroying, water-threatening sprawl currently associated with growth not only changes 
beyond recognition the community its members want to preserve. It also renders 
impossible the provision of nonfood goods the urban majority would like to have from the 
rural areas: natural resource protection, recreation services, and tourist amenities. 

Leonard A. Shabman of Virginia Tech 's Department of Agricultural and Applied 
Economics argues that the "costs-of-sprawl" assumptions cannot sustain critical analysis 
(Shabman). I am neither an economist nor widely read in the literature, but would reply: 

• Particular costs of growth may be lower than assumed here, may be nonexistent, 
or may be less than pre-sprawl uses (e.g., new households may pollute less than 
the chicken farm they replace). 

• But there must be kept in the accounting a composite of different sorts of goods-
the "benefits of nonsprawl." These benefits include things to sell at present (such 
as tourist amenities), things protected for future use (such as watersheds and land 
suitable for farming), and things of incalculable value (such as air-cleansing 
woodlands and species diversity). In short, there are opportunity costs to 
allowing sprawl. 

• To forgo these opportunities because direct costs of sprawl may appear large 
seems unwise, especially in view of what we are now learning about optimum 
patterns of urban development. 

E. M. Risse and his associates at SYNERGY/Planning in Fairfax argue that Northern 
Virginia has already "urbanized" more area than even the most liberal estimates of 
population growth show it will ever need. 5 Not only have we built too much urban space; 
we have planned too much urban space. The density required to pay for urban 
infrastructure without subsidies is 10 people per acre, far higher than the regional 
average. Therefore, the efficient settlement of northern Virginia's urban areas would 
require deurbanizing much of the land now slated for development. The population now 
projected to settle in the deurbanized area will simply settle in other places. The real-life 
models for this possibility are the communities of Reston and Fairfax Center, each 
combining higher densities at build-out than the Fairfax County average, while retaining 
40 percent open space (SYNERGY). 

~ By definition, urban land is land that has or is planned to have an infrastructure of roads, water, and sewer . 
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Two important implications for rural development are raised by the Risse analysis: 

• First, if it is possible to increase densities in already developed areas while giving 
them a more compact and efficient pattern of land use, it must also be possible to 
do the same in rural areas. There is no reason to sacrifice the historic form of a 
rural community and its landscape in order to accommodate more people. 

• Second, if urban development in the urbanizing areas of the Commonwealth is 
done efficiently, many fewer people will need to settle in the urban fringe. (As 
Robert T. Dennis, president of the Piedmont Environmental Council, has said, 
"The way to save the countryside is to build good cities.") 

Intelligent rural-growth strategies, therefore, must place businesses, houses, and 
roads so that they use up as little as possible of the essential features of the countryside-
its open land, its land suitable for farming, and its concentrated towns and villages. 
These features, which the farm economy gave us more or less automatically in the past, 
must now be designed in--because space so configured is cheaper to govern; because 
space so preserved provides goods, other than, or in addition to, agricultural goods, that 
urban and rural people want. 

This entire argument--whether in an urban or rural context--rests on the 
imperative to keep government cheap and economic activity efficient. For example, 
compact settlement yields smooth-flowing internodal transportation networks, while 
sprawl yields congested inter-everywhere networks. 

ACTIONS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

Localities can manage growth through comprehensive plans and the zoning to 
implement them. Various methods can be chosen to time and place growth so that 
land/space is preserved and government costs are held down; such methods include 
cluster development, transfer of development rights, performance standards, and adequate 
public facilities ordinances. 

Preservationists fear that density incentives, for example, to encourage clustering, 
will foster growth, even if of the right kind, where it might not have occurred. Short
sighted (often selfish) commercial interests reject constraints of any sort--always ignoring 
the wealth-creating effects for everyone of good planning. Both are wrong, and keepers 
of the public interest must explain why: No growth is deadly and unfair; uncontrolled 
growth is stupid and unfair. 

Being more specific about policy needs at the local level is difficult for a lay person. 
But I can provide a review of what has been tried in my urban-fringe county. 
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For over 20 years the policy in Loudoun County's Resource Management Plan was 
to place growth in and around existing towns and villages in order to preserve rural 
character. The first major effort to implement this policy came around 1980 with the 
formation of a citizens' committee charged with developing a Rural Areas Management 
Plan. This group decided after two years that a transferable development rights (TDR) 
program would be the best tool. The supervisors accepted the plan, but implementation 
foundered: Needed state enabling legislation was not obtained from the state, and the 
urban areas in the county objected that they would be the recipients of the transferred 
growth. 

After several more years of debate on how to combine rural preservation with 
growth, we now have on the books a residential cluster ordinance (the "hamlet") and a 
mixed-use cluster ordinance (the "village"). These are most promising approaches 
(Calderon). Although several hamlets are at the application stage, nothing has yet been 
built under either provision. 

The political and dollar costs of Loudoun's rural planning marathon are high, and 
the will to find solutions ebbs and flows. The lesson is that, even in a jurisdiction with a 
long history of awareness about the complexities of growth and the value of carefully 
controlling it, consensus has been fragile and accomplishment slow. 

It is true that the relative lack of power granted local jurisdictions in Virginia to 
make land-use policy is a constraint, but the need for enabling legislation is rarely the key 
obstacle. For example, while a full-fledged TOR program needs Richmond's assent, a 
more narrow "density transfer" of lots to corners of a tract to permit effective clustering 
is already a local option. And this "localized" TOR program is more acceptable politically 
anyway. 

There is, of course, the general question of whether a community should encourage 
farming on the land kept open. Toward this end, Loudoun has an "agricultural 
development officer" who works closely with the county's extension, economic 
development, and tourism officials to stimulate new enterprises and alleviate some 
nuisances to traditional farming that growth brings. These are useful steps, but there are 
limits to the approach. Therefore, I offer these postulates: 

• We can't save farmers who don't want to be saved. 
• We shouldn't save farmers, who don't deserve subsidies that other businesses 

don't receive. 
• We needn't save farmers, who are a renewable resource that will reappear when 

the economic incentives are right. 
• But we must save for farm use the appropriate land, a nonrenewable resource that 

has many direct and secondary benefits. 
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ACTIONS AT THE STATE LEVEL 

"What changes in state policy should be made to bring about carefully placed 
growth?" is a question even more beyond my competence than the question of what 
policies are needed locally. Intellectual awareness is the first need. It is fortunate, in a 
way, that the Chesapeake Bay's ailments have such varied and distant sources. The long 
process of assessing these ailments and gaining the attention of everyone needed for 
solutions has set the state on a path to holistic thinking. 

The Commission on Population Growth and Development has begun to extend that 
consciousness to people statewide--a consciousness that protection of the resources the 
people hold in common requires a statewide effort. The Commission is considering a 
Growth Strategies Act that would mandate a state role in regional and local planning. 

Growth management strategies in the United States have recently been studied by 
the prestigious Lincoln Land Institute. Their study contains this concluding statement: 
"State oversight is the single most powerful factor we have found so far in predicti.ng 
the effecti.veness of a community's growth management tools" (Pivo) (Emphasis added.). 
Such an approach is surely needed, as the evidence that accumulates daily makes clear. 

LAND AS A SOURCE OF FOOD, REVISITED 

A focus on the nonagricultural value of the countryside does not mean that America 
will never again need the food-producing capacity of Virginia. The emphasis has been 
tactical: When basically everyone is eating, when a neverending stream of farmers puts 
equipment, tractors, and fields up for auction, it is not effective to stand before one's 
Board of Supervisors claiming that the capacity to produce food must be preserved. 

Still there are at least four arguments to be made for saving open space for its 
agricultural potential. 

• First, the agriculture we have now does not give us enough fresh, local food, 
although the demand for it is strong. Direct marketing, through such methods as 
growers-only farmers markets, community-supported agriculture, pick-your
own/recreational farms, and custom ties between restaurants and near-by 
growers, is a rapidly expanding farm business strategy. But for direct marketing 
to continue, a scattering of land suitable for farming must be preserved within 
and near towns and cities. 

• Second, the style of agriculture now predominating is not cautious enough about 
the side effects of its methods on the environment and human health. Some 
currently used methods will not last. The precise effects of more environmental 
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constraints cannot be foretold, but constraints are surely coming. One likely 
outcome will be a need for more land to allow longer rotations. 

• Third, the size and inequity of the subsidies agriculture now receives make the 
system politically unsustainable, too. Reduced subsidies are coming. Some 
farms will prosper; some that lived by support payments will die from their 
withdrawal. A great uncertainty exists about the number and scale of farms that 
will emerge in the setting a new policy will create. This situation argues for 
keeping production potential intact. 

• Fourth, the case for not wasting land suitable for farming, even though we don't 
need this production at present, becomes more compelling when we consider 
global trends. World population, at five billion, has yet to stabilize at the eight 
to 14 billion many think likely. In the meantime political mismanagement and 
environmental degradation are common in many formerly productive areas. 
Northern China and the Middle East have severe water limitations. Pollution 
restricts agriculture in many areas of the former Soviet Bloc. In Central and 
South America, political injustice and population pressures cause the abuse of 
land and forests in many countries. Even within the continental United States, it 
is unlikely that water and oil will always be available at a price sufficiently low 
to allow California to continue as the dominant supplier of fruits and vegetables. 

Look at any map of the world's bioregions: Temperate zones are a thin band. 
Virginia is in the band; California is not. Viewed globally, the supply of good land most 
suitable for farming is not limitless; neither is land suitable to irrigate. The past 15 to 20 
years saw the inclusion of most of the acreage easiest to bring into production or under 
irrigation. At present, American meat and grain are often forced onto world markets with 
export subsidies. But this form of marketing will change as political and material 
limitations on world production are felt. 

Once the arguments for protecting our farmland base are accepted, other issues 
loom. During the past 70 years we have built a vulnerable food system. American 
agriculture is too dependent on long-distance shipping, cheap energy, soil and water 
mistreatment, monocropping, assembly-line livestock production, oligopolies in grain 
dealing and food processing, regional imbalances in production, a bimodal structure of 
farm size, and an aging cadre of farmers. But these are subjects for other papers, not one 
focused on agricultural land, rural life, and the future of the Commonwealth. 

A CONCLUDING THOUGHT: THE DEEPER PURPOSE OF RURAL PRESERVATION 

I am trying to work out a case for land-use policies that will have the direct side 
effect of helping to preserve land suitable for farming and encouraging the proper use of 
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that land. My hope, that we can both preserve and use these lands, is rooted in my belief 
that a kind of intelligent local selfishness exists--a local understanding that to do otherwise 
will cost too much and take away the economic benefits of remaining nonurban. 

But the goal of preserving the "right kind of farming" is itself subordinate to, 
indeed, is the expression of, an obligation to protect life in all its complexity--it simply 
risks too much ecologically to squander land suitable for farm and forest use. 6 

To justify leaving nature alone as much as possible, human kind may resort to either 
reason or religion. The reasoned argument for avoiding ecological imbalance rests on an 
ultimate prudence that says, "We don't know what will happen if, as at present, we 
continue to destroy species and their habitats cavalierly." The religious argument says, 
"Who are we to favor our form of life over another?" Each argument leads to the same 
conclusion. We need the faith not to move mountains. 

Now these lines of thought draw blank stares from landowners and realtors. They 
give no help at all to a Board of Supervisors caught between the temptation to grow and 
the sentiment to preserve. So we must set these lines of thought aside for now--even 
though they will bear fruit later--and call attention to the happy economics of carefully 
placed growth. 
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Rural genius has been the fuel that has driven the development of this country. 

INTRODUCTION 

Patrick Overton 
Missouri Community Magazine 
Fall 1990 

Over the last half century, this country has undergone a major transformation, 
well-documented elsewhere, from a rural and urban base to a suburban dominance that 
threatens the very stock and source of Overton's "rural genius." This transformation has 
had profound political impacts, as reflected in recent state and federal reapportionments 
and in the general elections of 1992. The results not only threaten land resources but also 
undermine rural character and fiscal stability. The responsibility to make a more 
equitable distribution of the benefits of this transformation is not solely that of individual 
rural localities and their residents but is diffused throughout both government and society. 

In this paper, I will discuss these issues and offer some conclusions based on 
experiences in Oregon. By drawing on the Oregon example, I hope to show that growth 
can be managed and that the preservation of rural and agricultural resources is compatible 
with meeting the needs of an urban/suburban majority. By looking to states such as 
Oregon, Virginians may find a model for how best to craft a palatable growth strategy. 
Various macroeconomic trends relevant to Virginia's experience lend credibility to the 
need for a refined growth strategy, encompassing the three key elements of our settlement 
pattern--urban, suburban, and rural. 

My chief motivation is easy to state: When I think about the need for a growth 
management plan or strategy, I do not think it is needed just for the Loudouns or 
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Fairfaxes or Chesapeakes. I think a growth management plan is needed also for the 
undeveloped or underdeveloped areas of the Commonwealth. 

Virginians can learn from the mistakes of recent decades. They can discover the 
benefits of planning, learn to make more efficient use of tax dollars, and how to improve 
infrastructure. Rural areas will benefit as much as urbanizing and suburbanizing areas. 

A SENSE OF PLACE 

Think with me about the need for a sense of place. A sense of place tells us why 
we live where we do, or at least why our forefathers chose to settle where they did. Our 
sense of place is defined jointly by our personal values as well as by the values of our 
communities. Our sense of place is revealed by the pride we take in where we live. 
Although all Virginians may not regularly express their sense of place, surely a sense of 
place is something all Virginians share. 

The need for a sense of place is persuasively presented in Daniel Kemmis's book, 
Community and the Politics of Place. At the age of thirty-five, Kemmis served as 
speaker of the Montana House of Representatives. Now mayor of Missoula (Montana), 
Kemmis quotes a passage from the preamble to the Constitution of Montana that helps 
define a sense of place for Montanans: 

We the people of Montana, grateful to God for the quiet beauty of our state, the 
grandeur of its mountains, the vastness of its rolling plains, and desiring to secure 
to ourselves and our posterity the blessings of liberty for this and future 
generations do ordain and establish this constitution (Kemmis, p. 4). 

Few other states, if any, have so effectively captured a sense of place in the basic 
document for their state government. 

Montana and my home, Southwest Virginia, are analogous. Montana is to the 
populous east and west coasts of the nation what my home of Southwest Virginia is to the 
populous "golden crescent" of northern and eastern Virginia. As America's population 
inexorably expands , places rich in refuge and resources--states such as Montana and 
counties such as Virginia's Highland, Bath, Bland, and Grayson--will have an ever 
broader appeal, bringing to these places growth-related pressures never imagined. It is 
the leaders of these areas who need the most help in attracting and managing growth . 
And yet, it is within these same rural areas that the most basic (but often misused) growth 
management tool--zoning--is applied least. Among the 95 counties in Virginia, 17, 
including my own, Wythe, still have no broad growth-management tool at their disposal 
beyond the state-mandated comprehensive plan. 
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AN ENDURING DEBATE 

The debate over land use is not new; it is a continuing facet of our heritage. The 
values that provoke resistance to growth management, Kemmis reminds us, are part of a 
200-year-old debate between Thomas Jefferson and his friend, fellow Virginian, and 
fellow Republican, James Madison. Madison, of course, was the principal author of the 
U.S. Constitution (a document with strong Federalist leanings), and he was also coauthor 
of the Federalist Papers. 

Madison and the other writers of the Federalist Papers wanted a dispersed, 
disconnected populace. Their views echoed those of Rousseau, who observed that 
"Keeping citizens apart has become the first maxim of modern politics" (Kemmis, p. 18). 
With that premise in mind, the Federalists saw the expanding western frontier as a "hedge 
against tyranny. " 

Jefferson disagreed, arguing that the republic had to be kept small, that government 
had to be "within the reach of every citizen." In other words, he wanted a polity founded 
on face-to-face relationships, on self government. Jefferson, the agrarian champion, 
contrasted the local economy of subsistence agriculture with the more distant economy of 
commerce and manufacturing. He argued that the latter would lead to "the undermining 
of morals, and particularly of civic virtue" (Kemmis, p. 15). 

In 1787, while Madison and others were writing the Constitution, Jefferson wrote in 
a letter sent from Paris that as long as the frontier extended and expanded westward, 
agriculture would continue to be the main occupation, and thus he linked civic virtue to 
farming (Kemmis, p. 19). Jefferson's preference for a small republic based on 
face-to-face relationships appears inconsistent with his actions in acquiring the Louisiana 
territory from France in 1803. However, Jefferson saw the Louisiana Purchase, not as a 
way to disperse the population, but as a step necessary to keep the people connected to 
land in a hands-on, agriculture-based economy. Thus, it was on the basis of Republican 
principles that Jefferson would draw people west and into farming, into the expanding 
frontier created by the Louisiana Purchase. 

Jefferson's principles would be held in check by the successes of the Federalists in 
drafting the Constitution. Over time, those successes became institutionalized in a 
procedural republic, where citizens were kept apart and where government intervened via 
a plethora of new agencies and commissions created more than a century later. Kemmis 
calls these actions the "second federalist escape valve." Foremost among the new 
regulatory agencies was the Interstate Commerce Commission. 

The first escape valve, Jefferson's frontier, was declared closed by historian 
Frederick Jackson Turner as result of his analysis of the census of 1890. The 
descendants of Jefferson and Madison alike, regardless of their differing interpretations of 
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the frontier, had to recognize that the country was filling up. That was a fundamental 
shock, one that the nation's collective consciousness still has not grasped fully. 

Coming on the heels of Turner's pronouncement, the presidential election of 1896 
was a watershed. In that election, Populist William Jennings Bryan was the Democratic 
candidate. Bryan was pitted against the first candidate of Madison Avenue, William 
McKinley, the hand-picked choice of Republican industrialists. The Madison Avenue 
victory over Bryan was symbolic in that it was also a defeat of Jeffersonian ideals. 
Bryan's defeat also was a defeat of Jefferson, and, as historian Lawrence Goodwyn noted, 
the principles of self-government suffered a setback (Kemmis, p. 30). 

THE DEBATE YIELDS BARRIERS OF LANGUAGE AND MEANING 

What does this history have to do with today's efforts to manage growth in 
Virginia? As Kemmis suggests, today's discussion of land-settlement policies had its 
origins in the Federalist-Republican debate of two centuries ago. The institutional 
restraints that have prevented the regulation of growth and development, whether they 
affect urban or rural areas, can be traced to that argument. 

The values expressed in the Madison-Jefferson debate remain ingrained in the minds 
of Virginians. The prevailing attitude towards property rights is of paramount 
significance and sensitivity. To secure the adoption of an effective land-use planning 
process, whether on the local level or the state level, will require the utmost care and 
attention to public consciousness. Even today, any intimation of a land-use planning 
process elicits vehement opposition from citizens. This reversion to rugged individualism 
is alive and well throughout the country; individualism, which is embodied in the property 
rights movement, is perhaps most vigorous in agricultural and rural communities where 
some families still own and work land that was either granted to or purchased by their 
families many decades, even centuries, ago. 1 

Their views affect the legislation being drafted by the Commission on Population 
Growth and Development that will be submitted to the General Assembly sometime soon. 
So the time is nigh when the debate will become focused. Members of the Assembly and 
local officials must pose several questions: How well is Virginia coping with growth? 
How are the rural, agricultural, nongrowth areas of the state coping with the pressures 
and impacts of urban growth? How will nongrowth areas be affected by any legislation 
adopted to protect the new majority areas of the Commonwealth? What can rural 
localities do to sustain, manage, and/or generate growth? And what are some of the 

1 This individualism is institutionalized in the procedures and regulations put in place to protect the consumer and the 
competitor, and it makes for obvious problems in overcoming bureaucratic red tape. 
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institutional adjustments and policy changes that might correct past mistakes and promote 
harmonious growth? Answering these questions will require overcoming barriers of 
language and meaning. Only by surmounting those barriers does Virginia stand a chance 
of becoming a true Commonwealth. 

THE OREGON MODEL 

As Virginians grapple with the problems of growth, they would do well to consider 
the example of Oregon. Once solidly rural, yet on the edge of metropolitan development, 
Oregon had a 56 percent population increase from 1960 to 1990, with the arrival of 
newcomers from California and other states. Over 70 percent of Oregon's population 
now lives in a single narrow corridor, with a density of over 450 people per square 
mile--a density that rivals Maryland's and is double Florida's. What makes this 
concentration especially striking is this fact: The corridor in Oregon is also the heart of 
the state's $3-billion-a-year agriculture industry. 

Geographically, Oregon has three hundred miles of prime coastline. Less than an 
hour's drive inland is the corridor, bisected by an interstate highway. Still further inland, 
you enter what appears to be a different state, separated from the urban/agricultural 
region by mountains. This large area of the state contains untouched, sparsely populated 
areas where resource extraction is still the prime economic force. Densities of less than 
one person per square mile are not uncommon here; some counties, the size of 
northeastern states, have fewer than 10,000 inhabitants. 

As recently as two decades ago, Oregon understood the need for statewide vision. 
As a new wave of transplants arrived, most of whom settled into the interstate corridor, 
more than 30,000 acres of prime farmland was shifting from agricultural to residential/ 
commercial use annually (1000 Friends). This collision of geography and demography 
did not go unheeded, and the governor, the legislature, and the citizenry got into the 
far-sighted business of growth management. 2 Together, they blazed the trail by adopting 
the most far-reaching land-use control act in the nation. 

Oregon's landmark land-use legislation, enacted in 1973, provides for "bottom-up" 
decisionmaking, as each of 277 local jurisdictions submits plans to comply with 19 
statewide planning standards or goals. According to a report of 1000 Friends of Oregon, 
"(t)he state entered into a partnership [with the people] to see that the job gets done" 
(Ibid., p. 19). 

2 The national climate for such a step was right. Congress was passing landmark environmental legislation such as 
the National Environmental Policy Act and the Clean Water and Air Acts . Even national land-use policy was 
considered. In 1974, Senator Henry (Scoop) Jackson (D-Wash) proposed a National Land Use Act that came 
within a handful of votes of being passed by the U.S. House of Representatives. 
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The state offers localities some carrots to encourage sound planning. For example, 
when a local plan embodying the 19 goals is "acknowledged," financial payoffs become 
available in the form of grants. The state also has some sticks--it may withhold certain 
tax revenues--specifically gas, cigarette, and liquor taxes--if localities fail to respond. 
The Oregon approach returns a large measure of planning power to local government and 
facilitates local decisionmaking (Ibid., p. 6). 

The impulse toward growth management in Virginia is benefiting from the lessons 
learned in the eight states that have adopted growth management plans. 3 Oregon was the 
trailblazer. Florida and Vermont have implemented their own systems, and New Jersey 
and Georgia recently have adopted plans. After years of study, New Jersey's growth 
management program comes with a multimillion dollar budget. 

The eight states that have embarked on growth management have taken different 
approaches. Some have taken a top-down approach while others have followed a 
bottom-up philosophy. Florida, with its pay-as-you-grow concurrency and heavy-handed 
state review of local plans, epitomizes the top-down approach. Georgia has gone the 
bottom-up route by allowing more regionalism and granting regional commissions more 
authority. 

THE VIRGINIA WAY 

Oregon's growth experience of 20 years ago parallels the growth experience 
Virginia has witnessed over the last two decades. Yet, there is a critical difference 
between the two states. That difference is the Virginia Way of approaching the big 
issues--study them to death. Gerry Hyland, a county supervisor from Fairfax, said as 
much to a recent Virginia Association of Counties seminar on growth management. 
"Progress comes slowly," Hyland said. "We've studied this subject to death. But the 
rubber is really hitting the road now." 

And it is. From 1980 to 1990, Virginia's total population grew from 5.3 to 6.2 
million, a 15 percent increase. This population growth was accompanied by a rise in the 
number of registered vehicles--up 35 percent from 1980 to 1990--and a 50 percent 
increase in the number of average daily auto trips (Grasewicz and Imhoff, p. 2). The 
state's population is projected to approach 7.9 million by the year 2010, an increase of 
1. 7 million from the present. 

Relative to Oregonians, Virginians have a long-established culture and society, 
deeply rooted and heterogeneous. When it comes to grappling with big problems, such as 

3 The eight states are Florida, Georgia, Maine, New Jersey, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington . 
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adopting a state policy on growth management, the usual route in Virginia is to do study 
after study, to appoint commission after commission. Many study recommendations are 
ignored, and the Commonwealth falls farther and farther behind. This outcome raises 
these questions: Has Virginia really made any progress in arriving at a more efficient 
land-use settlement plan? Is Virginia any farther along in conserving land suitable for 
agriculture? The foresight exhibited in the mid-seventies was similar to Oregon's. But, 
perhaps because of cultural differences, it was Oregon and not Virginia that chose to 
enact land-use controls despite equally strong feelings in Oregon that property rights 
might be usurped by the state. Meanwhile, the problem in Virginia only gets bigger. 
Virginia's response to its land-settlement, natural resource-use crisis has been unplanned 
and uncoordinated. Necessary safeguards have not been put in place. 

In contrast, eight states have adopted legislation establishing plans to manage 
growth. These plans have been criticized for causing a downturn in the real estate 
market. Such arguments are not based on careful thought. Oregon was recently 
identified in an article in Governing magazine as a state where a strong land-use law 
actually helped the state's economy persevere, if not prosper, through the recession (p. 
24). Fairfax County has had at least as deep a recession and real estate slump as any 
state whether growth management or not. 

Growth management helps each locality plan for migration of residents from rural 
communities to those with postindustrial, services-based job opportunities. It also helps 
each locality prepare a more harmonious and favorable situation for attracting such 
opportunities. The need for growth management is attributable, at least in part, to 
changes in institutions, in public policy, and in technology. A former Virginia Tech 
faculty member, Brady Deaton, identified several policy changes that contributed to new 
patterns of migration (Deaton, 1992). One policy change expanded state and local 
authority to grant tax concessions to new or expanding industry. This new policy had 
several spillover effects, including an increase in new public and private investment in 
some underdeveloped areas. Among other things, this investment resulted in improved 
water and sewer service to industrial parks and nearby residential areas. 

Deaton notes several trends that could facilitate the repopulation of rural America. 
Among others, he cites 

• improved transportation access, 
• improved communications, 
• decentralized manufacturing facilities, 
• increased energy availability, 
• recreational attractions, 
• enhanced suitability for retirement communities, and 
• the development of statewide community college systems to improve access to 

higher education and specialized training. 
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Additionally, federal farm policy and innovative technological advances contributed 
to a diminished dependence on land and, in turn, farming . For where land ownership and 
settlement patterns once supported corn for subsistence agriculture, today we boast that 
each farmer produces food for scores of people. A surplus of corn, and the new markets, 
have opened the possibility of corn-based ethanol as an alternative fuel. The result has 
freed tens of thousands of acres for nonagricultural uses . In some localities, many of 
these acres have gone into large building lots and farmettes whose reason for being is 
largely aesthetic, to support recent suburban emigrants who put a premium on "quality of 
life" values . 

STUDY, STUDY, STUDY 

The Commonwealth has not been afraid to discuss these trends and what they 
mean for the quality of our lives and environment. Indeed this Assembly is the latest 
attempt to bring together a diverse group of Virginians to find a politically palatable 
resolution to an imminent crisis. Over the years since the nation became conscious of 
environmental questions in general and land-use issues specifically, various individuals 
and groups have written papers, appointed "blue-ribbon" panels, and organized 
conferences where Virginia's land use was discussed. 

I have reviewed the findings of seven efforts undertaken since 1974 to examine 
issues related to growth and land use. My review turned up a wealth of insights but 
found only a modicum of progress. 

Conference on Land-use Issues, May 1974. A 1974 conference on land use raised 
many of the same questions being asked today. Do we have a land settlement policy? A 
natural resource conservation policy? How will we contain sprawl? At that conference, 
David Deal said, "The basic question is not 'shall we grow?' but 'where and how shall 
we grow?'" (Deal, p. 28). He called for intergovernmental cooperation, state review of 
local land-use concerns, public participation, and a balanced approach. 

At the same 1974 meeting, a speaker from New York promoted agricultural and 
forestal districts. He argued that Virginia could benefit from New York's experience and 
that "[p ]erhaps land-use controls less forceful than the police power may prove more 
effective than authoritarian approaches" (Bryant, p. 55). 

In 1977, Virginia enacted legislation providing for agricultural and forestal districts. 
These districts have proven useful in the growth areas of the state as a shield for assuring 
continuation of land-use taxation policy. In Southwest Virginia, however, there are very 
few such districts--my home county has only one. And incredible as it may seem, some 
counties dependent on agriculture do not even have use-value taxation. Carroll County is 
an example. 
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Among the papers delivered at the 1974 conference that caught my eye was one by 
Hiram Zigler, then a staff consultant on natural resource issues to the Virginia Farm 
Bureau. Referring to U.S. Soil Conservation Service soil classifications, Zigler cited a 
revealing statistic: 

Of twenty-three counties with 40 percent or more of their land in classes I and II, 
the best [agricultural land], only two are located west of Interstate 95--and all but 
two are within 50 miles of a line drawn between Colonial Beach and Courtland .... 
It's here that I've observed that land which ought to be developed last is being 
developed first... (Zigler, p. 80). 

Shortly after the 1974 conference, the 1975 Session of the General Assembly took 
action to mandate local planning commissions and local comprehensive plans. 

Conference on the Commonwealth's Land Use, December 1975. A year and a 
half after their first conference; the Virginia Tech Extension Division and the Virginia 
Water Resources Research Center sponsored another land-use conference. That 
conference heard from distinguished speakers ranging from the former U.S. Secretary of 
the Interior Stewart Udall to Virginia Attorney General Andrew Miller. Miller noted that 
the effect of "the general uncertainty over the best approach to land-use policy had 
produced no policy at all." He acknowledged the evolving role of the state in what had 
once been a thoroughly local and voluntary arrangement. And he recognized the need for 
a state comprehensive land-use plan because "[t]he expansion of Virginia's economy is 
related directly to the steady influx of people and consequent business expansion, and 
these two factors will not diminish in the foreseeable future" (Miller). 

In a paper presented at the 1975 conference, then-House of Delegates member 
Edwin H. Ragsdale commented on the work of the Virginia Advisory Legislative 
Council's (VALC) Land-use Policies Study Committee. The VALC had been appointed by 
Governor Mills Godwin to review the Virginia Area Development Act to determine if 
greater authority should be given to planning district commissions for the purpose of 
making better "the chance you have for developing an effective comprehensive land-use 
plan, or effective programs on water control" (Ragsdale, p. 75). As the study was being 
concluded an election occurred, and John Dalton was elected governor. An editor's note 
observes that no recommendation made by the v ALC was enacted by the 1976 Session of 
the General Assembly. 

Toward a New Land-use Ethic, 1981. The next entry in my collection of Virginia 
studies leaps forward to 1981 and the publication of the results of a two-year effort by 
eight scholars, seven from the University of Virginia and one from Washington and Lee 
University. In summarizing these articles, Professor Graham Ashworth of England's 
Salford University described the volume as "considering the practice of land use and its 
control in a scholarly, rather than professional, way and seeking to invest the management 
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of land with thought processes and considerations that lift it from the mundane place of 
soil engineering to the level of an art that may enrich life" (Ashworth, p. 1). 

A land-use ethic, as Ashworth notes, is a means for establishing standards that 
become the basis for evaluating decisionmaking processes and the decisions that result 
from those processes. The scholars noted that the need for a new or revised ethic arises 
only when dissent over, or doubt about, existing processes occurs. The existing land-use 
debates across the Commonwealth illustrate the point. Public actions embedded in policy 
are one form of expressing an existing as well as a new ethic. 

An ethic becomes important when there are many persons who make decisions--a 
situation that exists with respect to land. In such situations, an ethic comprises a 
"[s]ystem of self-generating and self-reinforcing legitimacy" that serves as a policy guide 
to land-use decisions. The ten-point ethic resulting from this study is worthy of 
consideration by individuals, businesses, and governments (Marshall). 

Virginia Assembly on Land-use Policies, 1982. The 1982 Assembly widened the 
institutional focus of the discussion of land use. Five problem areas were addressed: 

• Educating policymakers and the public on the significance of land-use policies. 
• Managing water resources for all regions and all needs within the state. 
• Devising appropriate roles for each level of government in land-use decisions. 
• Identifying taxation policies that relate to land use. 
• Maintaining and preserving farmland, forest, open space, and coastal zones while 

providing for residential and economic growth (Final Statement, pp. 4-8). 

Thomas Guterbock, a University of Virginia sociologist, prepared a paper for the 
1982 Assembly. This noteworthy paper, entitled "Institution Building for Better Use of 
Virginia's Land," contained a definition of an institution--"a social arrangement for 
getting something important accomplished" (Guterbock, p. 78). He wrote: 

Sound growth management will not be institutionalized in our communities simply 
because many people in cities and towns think that planning is a beneficial 
practice; we must achieve a situation in which principles of growth management 
are entrenched among the wielders of power in and out of government, the people 
who actually control the bulldozer (Ibid.). 

Guterbock went on to outline four points implied by his strategy for changing and 
rebuilding social institutions: 

• First, those at the top of society and bureaucracy make the decisions to adopt 
policy, so a top-down approach in conjunction with the normal bottom-up 
method needs to be employed. 
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• Second, institutions are as "permanent as the political order in which they are 
grounded" (Ibid. , p. 79). 

• Third, political symbolism and rhetoric are important. "Effective 
recommendations on land use in Virginia must be linked to a political message 
--some would call it a political myth--that marks this state and its people as 
having special responsibilities, traditions, and gifts that mandate more 
thoughtful use of the land" (Ibid., p. 80). 

• Fourth, public opinion on land-use issues is reasonably new and is still 
evolving. Because such opinions cut across social strata, those opinions "are 
not strongly anchored in unambiguous and clearly perceived interests" (Ibid.). 

Technical solutions and quick economic fixes are not enough, Guterbock wrote. And he 
continued, better use of our resources "requires invocation of morally evocative symbols 
that have the power to move men's minds" (Ibid.). 

The Governor's Commission on Virginia's Future, 1984. Created by Governor 
Robb in 1982, this Commission was the first body to consider the serious challenges and 
extraordinary potential emerging from the growth of the seventies. The Commission 
recognized that "[r]apid growth has put portions of Virginia's environment at serious risk. 
Virginia now lacks the means to meet this danger" (Governor's Commission ... ). The 
Commission recommended that the state should provide more active leadership via 
planning commissions and state agencies in reviewing local land-use decisions, and it 
observed that in numerous cases the consequences of growth required local governments 
to have authority beyond that granted by the General Assembly. The 1986 Session of the 
General Assembly did not act on the recommendation to provide increased authority for 
localities, but it did adopt one of the Commission's major recommendations: It created 
the recommended cabinet-level position of Secretary of Natural Resources. 

Future of Agriculture, 1987. Robb's successor, Governor Gerald Baliles, also 
commissioned a study, but one with a narrower focus. This study examined the future of 
agriculture, forestry, food industries, and rural communities in Virginia. With its refined 
focus in the context of half-a-decade's worth of growth, this futures study, which was 
conducted at Virginia Tech, came up with a list of suggestions. Had those suggestions 
been implemented, much of today's worry about losing agricultural competitiveness to 
other states might have been avoided. A long-term state agricultural policy, a well 
coordinated program administered by an Agricultural Advisory Council, and an 
Agricultural Agency Heads Coordinating Committee were recommended. None was 
carried out. Yet a fourth recommendation--the creation of a Strategic Planning Analysis 
Institute--saw expression in the Rural Economic Analysis Program at Virginia Tech 's 
Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics. 
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The Virginia Tech study also suggested consistent application of current-use land 
taxation and the establishment of a venture capital pool to stimulate rural development. 
These proposals were never implemented fully. 

Conference on Issues Facing Rural Virginia, 1987. A 1987 conference on rural 
issues was conducted under the auspices of the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service 
and a citizen's organization, Rural Virginia. In a paper presented at that conference 
("Paradise Lost? Life in Rural Virginia"), Brady Deaton identified six megatrends 
affecting the Commonwealth's rural areas: 

• Capital flight will continue to plague rural Virginia. 
• Part-time farming will continue to grow in importance. 
• More responsibility will be placed on local units of government under the New 

Federalism. 
• Rural Virginia will face a more cyclical economy in the next 10 years. 
• The human capital base of rural Virginia will continue to improve. Economic 

diversity will grow if public services are provided and leadership and 
organizational structures for economic development are supplied and utilized 
(Deaton, 1987, pp. 47-53). 

Deaton's megatrends brings us full circle. We don't have to reinvent the wheel to 
identify the problems besetting rural Virginia. Those problems are all too clear. 

A decade of trickle-down economics watered some localities liberally but produced 
only a trickle of results for many of the Commonwealth's rural localities. Many counties 
are like Wythe, which either treaded water over the last decade or relatively lost ground. 
Twenty-three counti.es lie along the state border from Highland southwest to Lee then 
east from Lee to Southampton. Few Virginians realize that only five of the 23 saw any 
populati.on growth in the 1980s. 4 The needs of rural Virginia require actions that address 
both short-term and long-term needs. 

RECOMMENDED POLICY ADJUSTMENT AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES 

I will use Deaton's megatrends as the basis for recommending policy adjustments 
and institutional changes. In making these recommendations, I will draw on the almost 
20 years of studies just summarized. 

Taxation. Under the New Federalism implemented by Reagan revenue-sharing 
ceased, and more responsibility fell to local government. Mandates were passed down, 

4 Bland County picked up people primarily because the inmate population grew at the state prison located there. 
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first to state governments, and then to local governments--" a shifting and a shafting" as it 
has been described. The result has burdened local revenue sources, especially the real 
estate tax that is the primary source of local revenues. 5 

The reliance on real estate taxes underlies many local government problems in 
Virginia. The most significant of these is the lack of equity in education spending 
between wealthy counties and less fortunate rural counties. In other states, a similar 
disparity has led to court rulings that have required more even-handedness in educational 
finance. Virginia is embarking on this journey, in spite of the General Assembly's good 
faith attempt in its 1992 Session to supply rural school divisions with additional state 
funds. It would take something like a billion dollars to resolve the disparity issue today . 
State and local governments are not likely to come up with the money voluntarily. 

Leadership. One of Deaton's recurring themes is leadership. A focus on 
leadership development and education, especially in the rural areas, would have both a 
short-run and a long-run paybaek. 6 

Leadership education is also what this assembly is about--what was identified a 
decade ago as a need to do a better job of framing land-use issues. The public needs to 
be educated about the tax savings and reduced costs for infrastructure that could result 
from sound growth management. Education is needed to build support for a policy that is 
contrary to many people's instincts. Leaders are needed to supply the education and to 
assist in enabling the people to bring about effective change. 

Human Capital. The quality of human capital will be crucial to the future economic 
survival of nonurban communities. Improvements in the quality of the work force will 
come about as a result of many specific actions, none more important than improving 
education. Rural children should have access to the same programs that students get in 
urban and suburban schools. Better preparation for technical jobs is at the heart of many 
local economic development initiatives. Deaton says "each local jurisdiction has to assess 
the trade-off between investments in their children via school financing and tax subsidies 
[granted] for new job creation. This trade-off is becoming more and more severe" 
(Deaton, 1992, p. 7). The children fall behind. Deaton cites a thesis demonstrating that 
a 10 percent increase in per pupil expenditures resulted in significant improvements in 
reading and math scores on the eighth grade level. Other research showed a "clear 

~ The various referenda to impose ceilings on real estate taxes, first in California, and in November 1992 in 
Florida, should come as no surprise . 

6 The Virginia Rural Leadership Development Program, supported initially by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, is a 
good example of an investment in future leaders . 
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analytical relationship between local initiatives to improve education and improvements in 
the local economy" (Ibid.). 

If improving the human capital is indeed the key, then I find the modern myth of 
industrial/economic development perplexing, more accurately, enormously perplexing. 
What ma.kes more sense is a policy of community development, where public investment 
is ma.de in infrastructures with immediate benefits to those whose tax dollars help fund 
them. 

The idea of investing in human capital is a major departure from the outdated 
strategy, still practiced up and down rural interstates, of using local money and state 
economic development grants to finance and construct industrial parks replete with water, 
sewer, and shell buildings. In many localities, shell buildings stand empty, draining 
valuable tax revenues. One industrial real estate agent reported that the average wait to 
sell a speculative shell building is three years. Of some 379 shell buildings on the market 
in a seven-state southeast region between January 1991 and April 1992, barely a dozen 
sold. Of course, that lack of activity reflects the national economic slump. But it also 
reflects a tremendous tying up of public funds on the local level during a recession. In 
contrast, a community-based and community-implemented development strategy, 
encouraged by local, state, and federal government, would concentrate capital 
investment on the problems most needing attention, especially public schools and 
technical skill-training. 

Infrastructure. Infrastructure investment is needed badly throughout the nation. 
With the Clinton election, many feel that more attention will be given to a rebuilding 
program to take advantage of low interest on money, a depressed construction economy, 
and the obvious need. Virginia's recent approval of some $640 million in bonds for 
various capital projects is a positive sign, all the more so considering that 25 percent of 
that figure is earmarked for Southwest Virginia. 

Communications. Connected to both human capital and public infrastructure in 
rural areas is access to improved communications. Much is touted about the need for 
improvements to telecommunications to bring both jobs and information to rural dwellers. 
In and of itself, enhancement of communications means less travel and less demand on 
investment in transportation infrastructure, but more demand and money for training and 
access to technological improvements. 

For example, in remote Bland County, a small but aggressive pharmaceutical 
marketing firm, with access to digital switching and a skilled work force, has emerged as 
a national leader in sales of generic pharmaceuticals, having captured nearly 30 percent of 
market share. This firm was a major contributor to the decline in Bland County's 
unemployment rate; at one point during 1992, Bland had the second lowest unemployment 
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rate in the state. 7 Additionally, an in-house philantrophic spin-off has turned a percentage 
of company profits back into the community, helping to fill a widening gap between 
community needs and stressed budgets of local social service agencies. 

Health Care. Another aspect of improving the human capital in rural communities 
is the need to reduce health-care costs while improving access to care. Lack of health 
care is a drain on rural vitality. Lack of adequate health care contributes to the flight of 
young people. Because of a lack of adequate access to medical care in rural areas--from 
general practitioners to specialists--rural residents face a burdensome amount of travel not 
only for severe illnesses or emergencies but for routine check-up visits to a doctor or 
dentist. 

If prevention and wellness promotion is one way to control spiraling health-care 
costs, then ready access to that care is essential. Access could be expanded by creating 
partnerships between medical colleges and community colleges, for example, by training 
more physical therapists and nurses from within the service area. As discussion of 
health-care reform ensues, particular attention should be paid to the concept of the 
community health clinic as a possible model for a two-pronged approach to medical 
needs. Access to health-care services is a relatively less serious problem in urban areas 
than in rural areas. As a result, health-care reform needs to provide for a flexible 
solution or a dual solution. 

Housing. Rural areas have a dire need for accessible, affordable housing. In the 
1992 update of Wythe County's comprehensive plan, mobile homes comprised 21 percent 
of the housing stock identified; 60 percent of the permits for housing issued during the 
eighties were for mobile homes. A third of the housing stock was built prior to 1940, an 
average older than the state's. And some 450 county homes are without indoor plumbing. 

Coordination of public and private housing efforts in rural areas will also reap 
dividends, as evidenced by the bringing together of nonprofit and public housing 
programs in my home area. Wythe County plans to apply for a Comprehensive 
Community Development Block Grant in the spring of 1993. The county is hoping to 
leverage a combination of grants from the state Department of Housing and Community 
Development with loans and grants from the Farmer's Home Administration, in addition 
to Virginia Water Project grants, and thereby enhance the emerging role being filled by a 
nonprofit housing corporation devoted to upgrading the substandard housing. 

Agriculture. There is need for a state agricultural policy. Despite Virginia's soil 
resources, the farming sector of the Commonwealth is a red-headed stepchild. 

7 At 3.1 percent, only northern Virginia's Fairfax City ranked lower; among Bland's neighbors, a full five-point 
spread marked the difference. 
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Agriculture has lost its noble stature, and is losing its competitive edge. By default, if 
not by design, the state is losing ground to other states in agricultural investment, jobs, 
and infrastructure. 

The fledgling, capital-intensive pork industry in Southside is an example. In just the 
past year, North Carolina has attracted new investment of over $150 million in sows and 
confined-feeding hog production facilities, attributable in part to the corresponding decline 
in Virginia's hog industry. An investment of $150 million in an expanding industry 
would be the envy of any aggressive economic development staff (Purcell). 

Loss of Human Capital. Preventing the flight of human capital from rural areas is 
symbolically as well as practically important. The out-migration of the 1950s followed a 
trend that began in the 1930s, with the rush to industrial jobs in California and Northern 
urban centers. This trend was reactivated by the agricultural depression of the early 
1980s. As the citizens of rural areas pack up and leave, the social infrastructure 
inevitably deteriorates, as predicted by Jefferson two centuries ago (Deaton, 1992, p. 2). 

Some have even suggested that government give up and not try to maintain rural 
communities. Others cynically imply that government itself encourages out-migration 
from rural areas, that the $30 billion spent annually on agricultural subsidies accomplishes 
just that: Enhancing the financial condition of the wealthiest 1 percent of farmers while 
handicapping all the rest. Thus, the primary question is this: "Should the nation seek to 
promote rural depopulation and the collapse of rural society?" (The Economist). 

Settlement patterns show the lack of any thought-out land-use policy. Rural 
communities decline simultaneously with the Edge City phenomena--sprawl. The sense of 
community that was once prevalent in a rural nation is not likely to develop in a service
based economy tied to a beltway-based culture. Metropolitan sprawl is another sign that 
the Federalists got the upper hand in the Jefferson-Madison debate, and that citizens have 
been kept apart. 

The lack of a sense of community or place in metropolitan Virginia is a major 
political hurdle standing in the way of achieving any reform. Consider that a major and 
widely known imported-car dealer in Northern Virginia erected a sculpture of a farmer 
feeding his pigs--because, in the words of the owner of the dealership, "We wanted to 
create a sense of place, a focus for community identity. In Northern Virginia, that is a 
tall order" (Beyer). 

Investment Capital Flight. Along with the outflow of human capital, there is a flight 
of investment capital. Expansion of capital sources in this era of banking deregulation, 
bank mergers, savings and loan collapse, and opening of new markets for investment in 
enterprises overseas all require rural areas to compete even more intensely for the 
constantly limited supply of capital. 
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Let me discuss an angle that contributes to capital flight. Under the New 
Federalism, many mandates have been passed down. None has had greater impact than 
environmental regulations. Again, in the absence of a Jeffersonian connection to the land, 
regulatory bureaucracy stepped in to dictate what stewardship had created before. 

Specifically, state regulations on the handling of solid waste are emerging as one 
of the most costly expenditures for local governments. These regulations were driven to 
some extent by professional engineers who benefited from the landfill-siting process in 
almost every rural county before government officials realized the obvious. We cannot 
do it alone. Regional cooperation is the answer. Wythe County spent about $350,000, 
before it gave up on building an in-county land fill. It gave up for a mixture of 
environmental, economic, and, yes, even political, reasons. The county is negotiating 
now with private, out-of-county alternatives, whereby it hopes to ship its meager waste 
stream by rail or truck 100 miles south and still save money. But the result is more than 
preventing a NIMBY fight and saving local resources. It also is one more case of capital 
flight from a rural economy. Over a million dollars a year from county residents and 
businesses will go to a distant corporate headquarters. Many counties in Southwest 
Virginia have elected to enter into contracts with private landfills in North Carolina and 
Tennessee rather than develop costly, geologically risky, and politically undesirable 
landfills in their own backyards. 

The impact of unknown millions of here-to-fore locally invested public dollars 
flowing out of the region can only be speculated. As with first the coal and timber 
resources, then the human stock itself following World War II, the outflow of capital 
could prove ruinous to the local economy, but that is the cognizant choice made by 
elected officials. What is needed, short of siting a hazardous-waste storage facility in our 
area, as some short-sighted boosters have suggested for the financial benefits that would 
be reaped, is a means to reverse the outflow of capital. 

TOW ARD THE FUTURE 

Several developments portend a dramatic shift in the relationship between rural 
and metropolitan areas. In Virginia, these portents of change include the emergence of 
the educational disparity question, issues pertaining to public transportation policy, and 
even the Dillon Rule study. This study proposes subtle modifications of the Dillon Rule. 
These modifications will provide more consistent application of the Dillon Rule between 
cities and counties but not its outright abandonment. 

The relationship between local governments is also evolving; there are even moves 
towards greater regional cooperation. The day when county boundaries were drawn so 
that no citizen was more than a day's horseback ride from the county courthouse is long 
gone. Modern transportation and communications allow for a greater measure of regional 
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governance, and are strong, logical reasons for pursuing more regional cooperation. 
Duplication of administrative overhead in counties that are small on either a geographical 
measure or a population measure is grossly inefficient. 

As the remedy for sprawl and overdependency on the automobile, and as a means of 
encouraging resource conservation, some have suggested a gas-tax increase. Such a tax 
hike would have serious affects on the rural economy. The key to the Commonwealth's 
future is to alleviate sprawl without penalizing rural areas. 

Tying growth management to infrastructure investment and resource conservation 
is the key. On the local level in Virginia, Bedford County has given attention to an 
innovative flexible zoning system modeled after the Development Guidance System 
created by Kentucky's Hardin County. This approach focuses and encourages growth 
where it already exists. It relies on citizen input, and employs compatibility scoring 
based on existing infrastructure and scenic/aesthetic quality . It takes into account specific 
custom-defined natural resources--water, or productive agricultural soils, for example. 
The Bedford County method, which seems uniquely adapted to today's needs, requires 
flexibility in state law and local ordinances. Flexibility in dealing with something as 
critical as land-use and density settlement makes sense. Though the concept of flexible 
zoning has the Attorney General's approval, it has not yet been tested in court or stood 
the test of time. 

Here in Virginia, the Commission on Population Growth and Development has 
scuttled its first draft of a Virginia Growth Strategies Act and is developing an 
improved version. As Kat Imhoff, the executive director of the Commission, has said, 
the Virginia act will be involved with infrastructure and will not be directed at any 
specific single environmental threat. Under the current proposal, local governments will 
submit infrastructure information to the new planning agency that would be created. 
When local plans are recognized as being consistent with the state plan, additional 
rewards might be made to local governments in the form of grants. The draft legislation 
also encourages regionalism. Local plans would be shared and reviewed by neighboring 
jurisdictions. A call for zoning, subdivision ordinances, and a capital improvement plan 
may also be worked in. All in all, if enacted, a Growth Strategies Act will provide 
Virginians with an improved land-use planning process, a new institution--" a social 
arrangement for getting something important accomplished"--to refer to Guterbock's 
definition presented earlier. 

The driving force in Virginia on this and any future planning-oriented legislation has 
been the real estate boom to bust, especially in Northern Virginia, with its lasting effects 
and portent. That was nothing more than a land-use policy gone astray, not by design but 
by default--default sandwiched between the attempts of the seventies to improve land-use 
management, and the self-evident failure of the market to support the rampant 
speculation. Adding interest to the debate are advocates for preserving the landscape via 
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green space and tax activitists who demand more efficient utilization of publicly funded 
infrastructure. 

Lack of consensus is the main obstacle to managi.ng growth. In a divided 
Commonwealth, the principal challenge is to bring Virgi.nia.ns together. There needs to 
be an agreement, a compact, on language and procedures. Whether through an assembly 
such as this one or the work of an organization such as Friends of Virginia, Virginians 
need to attain a consensus on planning, land settlement patterns, density, and 
infrastructure investment. 

These issues need to be discussed publicly, not just by politicians and academics. 
All Virginians have much at stake; all need to be involved. Arguably, bringing 
Virginians together to achieve consensus could produce a benefit greater than that 
resulting from the adoption of any Commonwealth-wide growth strategy. Reinstilling the 
values of community and a sense of place would be an even greater victory. 

A SUMMING UP 

Our sense of place here in the Old Dominion is rooted in our early settlement and 
our rural, agricultural heritage. While those roots are strong, they are made less so by 
vibrant but inconsistent economic growth and planning horizons. The desirability of a 
long-range, sound growth-strategy is unarguable. Lessons learned from other states show 
that compromises must be made to get such a strategy adopted. In Virginia, the time is 
right for the legislative action necessary to drive the Commonwealth's future 
development. This drive must provide for accommodating our rural genius, our sense 
of place, and our shared community values. Such an accommodation can expand the 
commonwealth of every resident of the Old Dominion. 
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FINAL REPORT OF THE 1992 VIRGINIA ASSEMBLY1 

At the close of the Assembly's discussions, the participants as a group 
reviewed the following report; however, no one was asked to sign it. The 
report expresses those recommendations about which the Assembly's 
participants reached substantial agreement. It shoukl. not, however, be 
assumed that every participant subscribed to every recommendation in the 
report. The prologue was prepared by the staff of the Virginia Assembly; 
it was not reviewed by the participants as a group. 

PROLOGUE 

Since World War II, growth and change have been the hallmark of life in the 
Commonwealth. During the 1980s, Virginia's population grew from 5.3 to 6.2 million, 
an increase of 15. 7 percent. According to the census, the population of the Old 
Dominion could top 7 million by the year 2000, more than double the headcount at mid
century . As we enter the twenty-first century, international competition requires us to 
rethink traditional approaches to sustaining, managing, and generating growth in the 
Commonwealth . 

As late as 1950, Virginia ranked among the bottom third of American states in per 
capita income. With decades of robust growth, per capita income in Virginia climbed to 
107 percent of the national average. 

With the recession, however, Virginia moved from the head to the rear of the 
national pack in income growth. When adjusted for inflation, the only year of the last 11 
in which the personal income of Virginians fell was 1991. 

And while the state's growth overall has been striking , many regions and groups 
have not been full partners in the Commonwealth's development. Just a few facts and 
figures tell the story. 

This statement was published by the Center of Public Service at the University of Virginia as the December 1992 
issue of the Universiry of Virginia NEWS LETTER, Vol. 68, No. 10. To obtain one or more copies, address a 
request to : NEWS LETTER, University of Virginia, Center for Public Service, 918 Emmet St.--North Suite 
300, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903-4832. 
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• During the 1980s, over 90 percent of the state's growth occurred in the corridor that 
extends from Northern Virginia through Richmond to the Hampton Roads. Two
thirds of the growth in numbers occurred in just six localities. Fairfax County and 
Virginia Beach together accounted for 44 percent of the state's increase. 

• Of Virginia's 136 cities and counties, 54 lost population during the 1980s; another 20 
grew less than 5 percent. Of the 104 localities outside the corridor, almost half lost 
population during the eighties. Fairfax County alone added twice as many residents 
as all of non-corridor Virginia. 

• During the 1980s, several of the state's older central cities--Bristol, Danville, 
Lynchburg, Norfolk, Petersburg, Portsmouth, and Roanoke--all lost population. 
From 1970 to 1990, the population of the City of Richmond fell to under 203,000--a 
loss of 46,000 in just 20 years. 

• Over three of every four Virginians now live in metropolitan areas, which continue 
to spread. The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) recently proposed 
adding the counties of Spotsylvania, Fauquier, Clarke, Page, King George, and 
Culpeper, as well as the City of Fredericksburg, to the Washington metropolitan 
area. OMB also reached north and west to add Mathews and Isle of Wight 
counties to the Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News metropolitan area. 

• In 1990, per capita personal income in Northern Virginia was 147 percent of the 
national average; in non-metropolitan Virginia, per capita income was just 83 percent 
of the national average. 

• There are 29 cities and counties, all but one in the state's three largest metropolitan 
areas, that fail to meet the national ambient air-quality standards for ozone. In 1991, 
one out of five of the state's 17 ,958 miles of rivers and streams did not fully support 
the standards of the federal Clean Water Act. 

• Between 1982 and 1987, some 37 ,000 acres of prime farmland were lost; between 
1976 and 1992, there has been a net decline of 370,000 acres of forest land. 

The uncertain long-term outlook compounds the difficulties arising from regional 
disparities, as well as disparities between cities and suburbs. The question, simply put, is 
whether the current economic slump will postpone future growth, or whether it represents 
a permanent lowering of the growth trajectory. 

Much of Virginia--that is, Virginia outside the "golden crescent"--has been in 
decline for a long time. Since the 1970s, many Virginia families, despite the increase in 
two wage-earner households, have been struggling to keep up with inflation. Many have 
lost ground. 
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Virginia's growth has been concentrated in a relatively few centers. Therefore, 
when those centers are hurting, the Commonwealth statewide is going to suffer. This 
condition is what has happened recently. It will take several years to reduce the glut of 
unoccupied office space in many of Virginia's metropolitan centers . Until that happens, 
construction will not fuel the growth engine. At the same time, cutbacks at the shipyards 
and the military bases of Hampton Roads will cost thousands of jobs. Corporate layoffs 
and tight state budgets will dampen growth around Richmond. 

The effects of growth and change are captured in these composite images. 

• A town in Southside, the county seat of a once-thriving agricultural area, has lost 
population, especially young people. Like many of its neighbors, the county 
benefited from the influx of manufacturing jobs in the 1950s and 1960s. 
Manufacturing now drives the local economy. The apparel plant that employed 235 
workers shut its doors three years ago, the victim of foreign competition and 
technological obsolescence. The Ford dealership went out of business in 1991, and 
other main street stores are vacant. Just outside the town limits, the industrial park 
that had raised such hopes is largely unoccupied. 

• A rural county 50 years ago was rich with farmland and had no resemblance to its 
neighboring city. Then an interstate highway was built through the heart of the 
county, and before long truck-terminals, industrial sites, and small subdivisions 
emerged. Now exurbanites are buying lots of five and ten acres. Soon developers' 
bulldozers will replace farmers' tractors. Land-use taxation and agricultural districts 
have been rushed into place, but they are ineffective. Many family farms have been 
replaced by large agribusinesses. 

• A major Virginia city has 18,000 fewer residents than it did just 20 years ago. Its 
suburban neighbors have eclipsed it in population. Meanwhile, the city has 
increasingly become home to the elderly, the poor, and racial and ethnic minorities. 
Defense cutbacks threaten jobs at the naval and air force bases on which the local 
economy relies. The downtown is dotted by vacant stores. At night the only vitality 
is in a few square blocks of an older restored part of the city whose restaurants, 
bars, and boutiques appeal to a young, affluent clientele. Not far from downtown 
are low-income neighborhoods marred by rampant drug dealing, chronic 
unemployment, and escalating violence. 

• A Virginia crossroads was 1 ittle more than a gas station, feed store, and post office 
nestled among dairy farms and cornfields some 30 years ago. Today, it is replete 
with high-rise office buildings, hotels, and malls containing some of the nation's 
toniest retailers. During the day, especially at rush hour, traffic is gridlocked. At 
night, after the malls close, the area is empty. Nearby, planned communities 
combine high densities with recreational areas and a feeling of open space. 
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• In a Nonhern Neck county over the last 20 years, a profound change has been taking 
place. Farm jobs have become scarce. Many wetlands have been drained. The 
shores of the estuaries and inlets are dotted with vacation homes, the weekend 
retreats of people from the Capital Region. Recently the county has learned that 
sizable natural gas deposits may lie just off the shores. 

• A Southwest Virginia county used to ride the roller coaster of the coal economy. 
Today, however, near-record production levels no longer translate into mining jobs. 
Productivity enhancements mean that fewer miners are needed to produce the same 
amount of coal. Unemployment in the county has not dropped below 12 percent for 
years. An active hunt for out-of-state industries has come to naught. Industrial 
prospects have been cutting back. When they do expand, it has been overseas. 

While these profiles are composites, the conditions they describe are not: 

• Stagnation or decay in cities big and small. 
• Loss of open space and conversion of land suitable for agriculture. 
• Metropolitan areas that are stratified by income and race. 
• Dying small towns and rural communities. 
• Suburban communities with endless subdivisions, malls, and strip development. 

A common denominator may be the loss of a sense of community--whether in 
suburbs, city neighborhoods, or smaller villages and towns. 

However, growth has also opened the way to a better quality of life for many 
Virginians. Growth has provided better jobs, better education, better housing, better 
public services. It has generated the state tax dollars on which less well-off localities 
rely. Arguably, growth supplies the resources that allow the state to do a better job of 
planning and protecting the environment. 

Growth is good. Lack of growth is good. Lack of growth is bad. Growth is bad. 
Each of these statements captures deeply held convictions about growth. Each illustrates 
the multi-edged nature of growth. 

The dynamics of growth underlies all the other major policy challenges: education, 
the cities, infrastructure, transportation, agriculture, housing, the environment, and even 
the health-care crisis. All arise at least in part from growth--or lack of growth. 

It is not that growth-related issues go unheeded. They have been the subject of 
numerous study commissions, conferences and meetings, papers and reports. The 
problems of growth and development are being addressed, in one way or another, by 
entire government agencies, academic centers, chambers of commerce, trade associations, 
and other private organizations. 
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For the most part, this concern is aimed at particular kinds of geographic units or 
particular areas of public policy. While some worry about the problems of the older 
cities, others worry about the problems of agriculture and rural development. While 
some talk about the need for growth management, others pay attention to economic 
development and how to stimulate growth. The problems of the environment, education, 
housing, transportation, and health care are all dealt with separately. 

Concern with each of these policy areas, by itself, is justified. What people lose 
sight of, however, is that these policy areas all deal with issues of growth and 
development. All are part of a larger picture; all are interrelated. The problems of the 
cities are related to the problems of the suburbs. The problems within the corridor are 
related to the problems of Virginia outside the corridor. What happens in one area is 
bound to impact other areas. 

What is needed is a policy that simultaneously deals with the problems of generating 
growth, sustaining growth, aAd managing growth. What is needed is a holistic view of 
growth and development within which to make decisions in major policy areas, so that 
public, private, state, and local investments can be coordinated for the maximum payoff. 

Such a growth policy should supply answers to some basic questions: 

• Where, to the extent that it can be targeted, should growth occur in Virginia? 
• What can Virginia do to encourage, sustain, and manage growth? What should 

it do? 
• How can the state and its counties, cities, and towns allocate their investments 

to achieve lasting sound development? 
• What roles should the state, regions, counties, cities, and towns, and private 

business play in promoting and regulating growth for the purpose of improving 
the economy and the quality of life in the Commonwealth of Virginia? 

• How can Virginia sustain and also increase its internationally competitive 
position? 

In sum, what policies are needed in a Commonwealth where some suburban 
counties are overwhelmed with the results of growth; e.g., highway gridlock, crowded 
schools, overflowing landfills, and water shortages? 

How do we govern the state so that placement of necessary land uses like prisons 
and landfills do not impose unacceptable costs on people near the site or represent an 
overly restricted view of potential economic development? 

How do we assist our cities and towns in supplying costly public services while 
replacing aging infrastructure and rehabilitating blighted neighborhoods and declining 
business districts? 
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How do we reconcile the apparently conflicting imperatives of job creation and 
environmental protection? 

How do we create land settlement patterns that at the same time foster human 
community and protect the natural environment? 

In short, how do we generate and sustain economic vitality while mitigating its 
untoward efforts? 

As the participants at the 1992 Virginia Assembly worked to chart a direction for 
the Commonwealth, they identified a number of challenges and opportunities. During 
their debates and discussions, they devoted special attention to challenges in the following 
six areas (not listed here in any priority): 

A. Land Settlement Patterns and Environmental Degradation 
B. Strategic Planning 
C. Competitive Workforce 
D. Disparities 
E. Public Attitudes 
F. Consensus on a Vision for the Future 

The Assembly made recommendations in each of these areas to Virginia's citizens 
and public officials. 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS 

A. Land Settlement Patterns And Environmental Degradation 

Virginians are stewards of a land of unusual beauty and bounty. The citizens of the 
Commonwealth have used their land well as they created farms and forests, towns, and 
cities, and residential and recreational areas. But they also abused their land. With the 
rapid growth and change have come polluted air and water, transportation gridlock, urban 
decay, suburban sprawl, and rural decline. These are visible in shapeless subdivisions; 
houses on five- and ten-acre lots; loss of farmland and open space; and abandoned stores 
and vacant lots in central cities. 

The result has been a loss of essential community and inefficient public investment. 
Changing our settlement patterns (the patterns and densities of land use) to achieve a more 
efficient use of land, to prevent environmental degradation, and to foster a sense of place 
will require both ingenuity and hard choices if we are to reverse past mistakes and lay the 
foundation for sustainable communities. 
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Ultimately, Virginians need to exercise a renewed stewardship over their lands. 
The 1992 Virgi.nia Assembly the ref ore recommends that: 

A- 1 Public policies that encourage inappropriate land uses need to be identified 
and revised. The impacts of state and federal tax policy and loan programs 
on development patterns should be assessed carefully. Current settlement 
patterns and densities within the state also should be surveyed and 
documented. 

A- 2 To reduce environmental degradation and prevent the loss of natural, 
historical, and cultural resources, the state and its counties, cities, and 
towns should define, identify, and inventory those resources. The 
value of undeveloped land as a source of renewal for human and 
natural resources should be recognized. 

A- 3 Investments in government facilities and services should be redirected 
to encourage appropriate settlement patterns and suitable land-use 
densities. Investment priority should be given to enhancing already 
developed areas. 

A- 4 As a disincentive for further sprawl, the state and federal governments 
should significantly increase gasoline taxes. 

A- 5 In general, the state and its regions, counties, cities, and towns should 
work to establish settlement patterns and land-use densities appropriate 
to particular locations. 

Virginia should approve new techniques for regulating land use. The 1992 Virgi.nia 
Assembly therefore recommends that: 

A- 6 The state and its regions, counties, cities, and towns should equitably allocate 
the costs of land preservation by creating land-purchase trust funds. 

A- 7 The state and its regions, counties, cities, and towns should institute 
the public purchase of development rights using bond issues, with 
potential financing from the gas tax, meals tax, property tax, sales tax, 
or local-option income tax. 

A- 8 The state and its regions, counties, cities, and towns should create 
incentives and provide regulations to encourage mixed patterns and 
densities of land use. 
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A- 9 In general, the state, and its regions, counties, cities, and towns need 
to create financial disincentives to suburban sprawl. The increased 
cost of services associated with sprawl should be assessed against those 
who benefit from sprawl. A better means of pricing public services 
should be employed so the true cost of providing services is paid by 
the consumers of those services. 

A-10 Financial and regulatory incentives need to be developed to encourage infill 
and the redevelopment of urban areas. 

A-11 The state should play a stronger role in water and watershed planning 
and management. 

B. Strategic Planning 

For some years, Virginia has been in the vortex of growth and change. To sustain, 
manage, and stimulate growth will require policies and programs based on sound strategic 
planning. Strategic planning is a tool with which Virginia and its regions, counties, 
cities, and towns can make hard choices in a risky, changing environment, with a focus 
on providing sustainable communities for all Virginians. 

Making the need for strategic planning all the more urgent are cutbacks in federal 
spending in the Commonwealth. Analysis of Virginia's growth reveals a strong 
correlation between the rate of growth and the federal government's expenditures to 
entities, institutions, and corporations within the state. Given anticipated federal defense 
cutbacks, the state can expect a parallel reduction in growth, a development that any 
strategic planning must address . A failure to plan for the long term will guarantee that 
the future catches Virginia by surprise, diminishing the quality of life for all citizens. 

While Virginia moves to institute strategic planning at the state level, it should also 
take steps to improve regional and community planning in general, and comprehensive 
planning in particular. 

With respect to long-range planning at the state level, the 1992 Virginia Assembly 
therefore recommends that: 

B- 1 A statewide strategic planning process should be put into place to develop and 
implement strategies that promote sound development in Virginia. This 
process should include strategic planning for major resources-based economic 
sectors within the global context. 
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B- 2 A working group to include, but not be limited to, the chairs of the 
Commission on Population Growth and Development and of the Economic 
Development Task Force, and the director of the Department of Planning and 
Budget should make recommendations to the governor and the 1994 General 
Assembly on specific actions required to institute a strategic planning process 
for the Commonwealth. 

B- 3 An adequately funded office of state planning should be established to 
coordinate the activities of state agencies, to ensure that the strategic goals of 
the state are effectively met. 

B- 4 An ongoing partnership between business and government should be created 
to set economic development goals and to design and implement economic 
policies and programs, a step that would enhance Virginia's international 
competitiveness. 

B- 5 The data and information systems available to state policymakers need 
improvement. 

B- 6 The state should exert greater leadership in devising ways to protect 
environmentally critical areas. 

Recognizing that the majority of issues affecting growth are regional in nature, 
Virginia should take steps designed to enhance and strengthen regional and community 
comprehensive plans. The 1992 Virginia Assembly therefore recommends that: 

B- 7 Counties, cities, and towns should be required to have land-use regulations 
that are not inconsistent with their comprehensive plans. 

B- 8 The comprehensive plans of counties, cities, and towns should be required to 
consider regional issues. 

B- 9 Comprehensive plans should seek mixed uses in patterns and densities of land 
settlement that will permit decreased use of automobiles. 

In terms of regional and community planning in general, the 1992 Virgi.nia 
Assembly therefore recommends that: 

B-10 The state needs to provide greater resources and technical assistance for 
regional and community planning. 
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B-11 Planning district commissions should be strengthened to assist regions, 
communities, and neighborhoods; to resolve conflicts; and to reduce 
duplication. 

B-12 The state should encourage and strengthen strategic planning at the regional 
level. 

With respect to planning at the state, regional, and community levels, the 1992 
Virgi.nia. Assembly therefore recommends that: · 

B-13 The state and its regions, counties, cities, and towns need to develop plans 
that promote more efficient, less costly, and less adversarial regulatory 
programs. 

As it takes steps to implement strategic planning and improve comprehensive plans, 
Virginia should undertake other governmental reforms. The 1992 Virgi.nia. Assembly 
therefore recommends that: 

B-14 Privatization of numerous government services should be carefully 
considered. 

C. Competitive Workforce 

Without a trained and educated labor force, Virginia cannot compete in the global 
economy. Today's young people are not the only ones in need of training. The majority 
of tomorrow's workforce are already in the labor force. With more rapid technological 
change, and with some 50 percent of 400,000 jobs at risk as result of the defense industry 
build-down, today's workers will need retraining as well. Training and retraining must 
provide Virginia's citizens not only with satisfying jobs, but also with jobs that pay well. 
High standards of productivity and quality must be attained and sustained. 

The Virginia Assembly invites attention to the recommendations of the Global 
Workforce 2000 Report. 

To ensure workforce competitiveness, the 1992 Virgi.nia. Assembly therefore 
recommends that: 

C- 1 Virginia should use its existing educational facilities more efficiently and 
innovatively, stressing the skills required for a globally competitive 
workforce, including, as necessary, the fundamental restructuring of 
elementary and secondary education systems. 
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C- 2 The Commonwealth should encourage expansion of workplace and other 
literacy programs; establish public-private partnerships for training and 
retraining; and provide formal mechanisms to enable employers to articulate 
their needs to educators. 

C- 3 The Commonwealth should promote and market the Virginia Industrial 
Training Program. 

C- 4 The General Assembly should recognize and reverse the recent trend in 
declining financial support for state colleges and universities that threatens the 
competitive positions of Virginia's higher education system. 

To ensure equal educational opportunities for individual students throughout the 
Commonwealth, the 1992 Virgi.nia. Assembly therefore recommends that: 

C- 5 The Commonwealth should expand its efforts to eliminate disparities in 
opportunities among students of different racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic 
backgrounds, and among those of differing abilities. 

C- 6 The Commonwealth should enlarge its support for Head Start and other 
programs that offer early intervention for at-risk students. 

D. Disparities 

While the 1970s and 1980s witnessed remarkable overall economic growth in the 
Commonwealth, the blessings of economic prosperity were not evenly distributed. In the 
"golden crescent"--stretching from Northern Virginia to Richmond and Hampton Roads-
local economies prospered. But other parts of the state outside the crescent languished. 
Moreover, a closer look at metropolitian areas within the "golden crescent" reveals that 
the populations and incomes of suburban areas expanded significantly, while central or 
traditional cities struggled to maintain their effective tax bases in the face of slow growth 
or decline. 

The divergent economic fortunes of cities and suburbs are compounded by 
fragmented government in metropolitan areas. Older cities, precluded from annexation, 
are unable to expand their developable land or tap new tax sources. Governmental 
fragmentation also impedes the cooperation among local governments that might lead to 
lower-cost service delivery and more effective metropolitan-wide planning (in areas like 
transportation and housing). 

To address these problems of inter-regional and intra-metropolitan disparities, the 
1992 Virgi.nia. Assembly therefore recommends that: 
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D- 1 The General Assembly should develop a comprehensive data base to measure 
the economic and social well-being of the state's regions, cities, and suburbs. 

D- 2 The General Assembly should target economic growth and development to 
depressed areas, both rural and urban, through mechanisms like enterprise 
zones and direct financial support. 

D- 3 The General Assembly should address the problem of unequal fiscal resources 
among localities by: 

(a) increasing state funding for education and reducing local reliance on the 
property tax; 

(b) considering the creation of a state energy tax, with significant revenues 
dedicated to depressed areas; 

(c) returning a portion of the state sales tax to localities; 

(d) placing cities and counties on a "level playing field" by giving them the 
same taxing and borrowing powers; and 

(e) encouraging metropolitan-wide taxbase-sharing arrangements, such as 
those in Charlottesville-Albemarle County. 

To overcome the problems associated with fragmented government, the 1992 
Virgi.nia Assembly there/ ore recommends that: 

D- 4 The General Assembly should provide strong incentives to foster more 
rational allocation of functional authority among the state and its regional and 
local governments, to promote greater accountability and efficiency. 

D- 5 The General Assembly should provide strong incentives to foster greater 
regional cooperation in service delivery and infrastructure development and to 
encourage reorganization and consolidation of local governments. 

E. Public Attitudes 

The economic prospects of Virginia, in large measure, depend on what the citizens 
of the Commonwealth want and are willing to do for themselves and their children. As 
the state's regions and communities chart the future of the Commonwealth, they must 
foster and build upon a grassroots dialogue that seeks to determine the direction growth 
should take. 
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In some parts of the Commonwealth econ . . . 
others, as a mixed blessing Publ" d" ' . om1c growth is viewed as all good; in 

· 1c 1scuss1on about growth · h 
plagued by a lack of understandin . . . issues, owever, has been 
of different patterns and densities ~t~~;~:~~~ble mformat1on about th~ costs an~ benefits 
unproductive and redictabl opment. Too often public debate 1s 
example--with littl~ "Ir e--pro-develo~ment versus pro-environmental forces, for 
regional level th w1 i~g7ss to recognize and see areas of compatibility At the 
pits community' a eg~~~:~1~~m ne~tyindustry or the search for new water sou.rces too often 

um . 

Yet Virginia's futu · br . . . ~e prosperity re~ts on the shared commitment of its citizens to 
~a~. ObJ~ctives. attracting new enterprises, educating its people, preserving its natural 

an 1stonc resources, and maintaining and renewing its infrastructure. 

To enhance public participation in the debate over the Commonwealth's future 
development, the 1992 Virgi.nia Assembly therefore recommends that: 

E- 1 The Commonwealth should educate public officials, both elected and 
appointed, about growth issues. 

E- 2 The public should be educated about the costs and benefits of alternate 
patterns and densities of land use, so that they may join in making decisions 
about local land-use policy. Public participation in the early stages of land
use decisions should be facilitated and enhanced. The mechanisms for 
participation should be well advertised and readily understandable. 

E- 3 The Commonwealth needs to expand discussion of growth issues at all levels 
of public education; establish mentor and shadow programs in the secondary 
schools; and encourage primary and secondary schools to develop civics 
lessons on public service, growth issues, and community values. 

E- 4 The Commonwealth and private-sector associations like the Virginia Chamber 
of Commerce should offer programs to the business community on the costs 
and benefits of growth. Local chambers of commerce should expand their 
leadership development programs and include growth as a principal topic. 

E- 5 Organizations and institutions within the Commonwealth should develop a 
multi-media campaign, including the use of public television and public 
access cable channels, to educate the public on growth issues. 

To improve the quality of information available to government, business, and the 
general public, the 1992 Virgi.nia Assembly therefore recommends that: 
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E- 6 The Commonwealth should establish a statewide geographic information . 
system (GIS) network, accessible to local agencies, and encourage the creation 

of compatible local GIS systems. 

E- 7 The state should support studies of the costs and benefits of differe~t patterns 
and densities of land settlement. These studies should form the basis ~or a 
uniform approach to and understanding of the costs and benefits questions . 

F. Consensus On A Vision For The Future 

A vision sets forth a future by which we can judge our actions and strategies with 
respect to growth and change. A whole new vision needs to replace the old American 
dream of the suburban single-family home on a large lot with two cars in the driveway. 

We need a compelling vision to convince Virginians to pay for priorities , especially 
in a slow-growth era. This preferred future must strike a balance between economic 
growth and environmental concerns, and between private property and the public good . 

To promote public participation, the 1992 Virginia Assembly therefore recommends 
that: 

F- 1 The public dialogue on development needs to be expanded to develop a 
common vision, goals, priorities, and funding mechanisms for the year 2000 
and beyond. 

F- 2 Any statewide strategic plan should be ratified by extensive public input. 

For setting priorities, the 1992 Virginia Assembly there/ ore recommends that: 

F- 3 The process should redefine our expectations about the role of government at 
the state, regional, and local levels, based on a realistic assessment of what 
we are willing to pay for. 

Finally, as an overarching finding, the 1992 Virginia Assembly recognizes the 
importance of patterns and densities of land use in fostering: 

• economic competitiveness 
• environmental sustainability 
• social stability 

and finds that with wise use of our land resources , we can foster prosperity and 
environmental protection. 
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THE PARTICIPANTS 

The final repon of the 1992 Virginia Assembly expresses those recommendations 
about which the Assembly's panicipants reached substantial agreement. However, no one 
was asked to sign the repon, therefore it should not be assumed that every panicipant 
subscribed to every recommendation in the repon. The individuals who panicipated in 
the 1992 Assembly are listed below. 

Ira Agricola 
Senior Vice President 
Hampton Roads Chamber 

of Commerce 
Norfolk 

C.B. Arrington Jr. 
Executive Vice President 
Virginia Bar Association 
Richmond 

James A. Bacon 
Editor 
Virginia Business 
Richmond 

Joseph H. Barlow 
President 
Va. Board of Agri. & 

Consumer Services 
Suffolk 

David A. Bearinger 
Associate Director 
Va. Foundation for the 

Humanities 
Charlottesville 

Steven W. Blaine 
Partner in McGuire, 

Woods, Battle & Boothe 
Charlottesville 

Sandra W. Brandt 
Executive Director 
STEP-UP, Inc. 
Norfolk 

Christopher W. Brown 
President 
Christopher Consultants, 

Ltd. 
Fairfax 

Galen B. Brubaker 
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